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Preface 

The work presented in this thesis is part of the project ‘Hydro-Mechanical Fault Zone Modeling’ 

carried out in the Engineering Geology group at the Institute for Applied Geoscience at the Technical 

University Darmstadt. This cumulative PhD thesis covers the fault representations in reservoir-scale 

finite element models and includes three published and peer-reviewed research articles. Each article 

presents a sensitivity study of numerical approaches a modeler can choose and simplifications 

regarding the representation of faults in hydro-mechanical simulations.  

Chapter 1 is an introductory chapter into the overall topic of the thesis. A brief description about the 

general motivation behind this work and the importance of faults in hydro-mechanical simulations is 

given. Afterwards, challenges regarding fault representation, a simplified workflow of fault 

incorporation in reservoir-scale models as well as the aim and objective of this thesis are presented. 

Chapter 2 briefly reviews general literature about faults in nature and the faulting regime. 

Furthermore, different scales of faults occurring in nature, especially reservoir-scale faults, as well as 

implications for hydro-mechanical finite element modeling are discussed in this chapter.  

Chapter 3 introduces the specific workflow used in this thesis to carry out the sensitivity studies 

published in peer-review journals. It also describes the Python scripts and the geometrical methods 

used to automate model generation in Ansys.  

Chapter 4 (first article): 

Treffeisen, T., Henk, A. 2020. Representation of faults in reservoir-scale geomechanical finite element models – 

A comparison of different modeling approaches. Journal of Structural Geology 131, 1-12. 

Two different numerical approaches – discontinuum and continuum approach – to incorporate faults 

in geomechanical models are studied in this article. Moreover, two different grid geometries – 

rectangular and curvilinear – are observed. The results show differences between all three approaches 

and also provide a solid background for the following studies.  

Chapter 5 (second article): 

Treffeisen, T., Henk, A. 2020. Faults as Volumetric Weak Zones in Reservoir-Scale Hydro-Mechanical Finite 

Element Models - A Comparison Based on Grid Geometry, Mesh Resolution and Fault Dip. Energies 13, (10), 

1-28. 

Based on the findings of the first article, the grid geometry – rectangular or curvilinear – as well as 

the associated mesh resolution of a fault representation as volumetric weak zone are investigated in 

this study. Aside from these two simplifications concerning the mesh of the finite element simulation, 

the influence of different fault dips on the modeling results are considered as well. General 

recommendations are achieved, helping to accurately include faults into hydro-mechanical models 

regarding the aim of the study. 

Chapter 6 (third article): 

Treffeisen, T., Henk, A. 2020. Elastic and Frictional Properties of Fault Zones in Reservoir-Scale Hydro-

Mechanical Models-A Sensitivity Study. Energies 13, (18), 1-27. 

This sensitivity study uses a generic finite element (FE) model with a volumetric fault zone description 

to examine what effect the corresponding upscaled material parameters have on pore pressures, 

stresses, and deformation within and surrounding the fault zone. Finally, some general 

recommendations concerning the choice of mechanical fault zone properties for reservoir-scale hydro-

mechanical models are given. 
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Chapter 7 is a synthesis of the three research articles and the results and conclusions as well as their 

limitations. Furthermore, an integration of the findings into the workflow a modeler normally faces 

when incorporating faults in reservoir simulations is discussed. Lastly, implications for models of 

larger or smaller than reservoir-scale are given.  

Chapter 8 contains the outlook of this thesis and thereby introduces three possible directions future 

research may take based on this study. Input and calibration data for verification of each numerical 

approach with hydro-mechanical fault behavior in nature are illustrated. Also a modeling concept to 

implement further details usually observed in fault zones in nature and a possible upscaling concept 

from such detailed fault models to reservoir-scale models containing multiple faults are introduced. 
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Abstract 

Hydro-mechanical reservoir models are used to obtain quantitative insights into the spatial 

distribution of stress, strain and pore pressure. Recent studies have shown that different approaches 

to incorporate faults into such reservoir simulations have a profound impact on the modeling results. 

Since faults are a key feature in the subsurface affecting both the hydraulic and mechanical behavior of 

a reservoir, their proper implementation in the numerical model is crucial. Fault representation has to 

accurately model the effect faults have on (1) fluid flow and (2) the local stress field. However, a fault 

is not just a discrete geological feature but rather a fault zone with a complex geometry and various 

rock units with distinct material properties. This small-scale heterogeneity can hardly be represented 

in reservoir scale finite element models considering the typical grid size used in these simulations. 

Thus, fault representation in reservoir-scale hydro-mechanical simulations has to be based on 

simplifications and upscaling techniques.  

To improve decision making and help in choosing the right fault representation, knowledge about the 

different effects each simplification and each approach used to incorporate faults has on the modeling 

results is necessary. This thesis focuses on different approaches of fault representation with a single 

upscaled set of material properties in reservoir-scale hydro-mechanical finite element models. The 

main objectives are   

 (1) Implementing the fault geometry with respect to the finite element grid properly 

(2) Addressing the scale differences between the internal heterogeneity of the fault zone 

(centimeters to meters) and the typical size of the calculation cells of the numerical grid (meters 

to tens of meters) accurately 

(3) Assigning fault material properties to the numerical models, which stem – if available at all – 

from rock mechanical testing on core samples with a diameter of a few centimeters and 

therefore require upscaling and merging techniques 

In order to meet these challenges three research articles were published, each based on simple generic 

fault zone models. The approaches analyzed to represent faults in reservoir-scale hydro-mechanical 

include a regular rectangular grid, a grid geometry adapted to the fault geometry as well as fault 

representation by contact elements. Fault representation as volumetric weak zones is investigated for 

different grid geometries, fault dip angles as well as different mesh resolutions inside the fault zone. 

In addition, the impact of different elastic and frictional fault zone properties is assessed. 

Differences and similarities in the calculated stress and strain patterns as well as the pore pressure 

field obtained from different fault implementation strategies are discussed and general 

recommendations concerning the implementation of faults in hydro-mechanical reservoir models are 

given. Fault representation as either volumetric weak zones or contact elements leads to significant 

differences in the stress and strain patterns in the vicinity of the fault zone (< 50 m). While fault dip 

is not of critical importance for fluid flow, it has a significant impact on the stress perturbation induced 

by the fault. Another important finding is that the mesh resolution has to be considered very carefully 

as – particularly in combination with a rectangular grid – interlocking effects and serious errors can 

occur. If, however, the focus of a modeling study is not in the vicinity of the fault zone, a rectangular 

grid with the appropriate mesh resolution allows for faster and easier model generation in comparison 

to a curvilinear grid adapted to the fault geometry. Regarding material parameters, Young's modulus 

and cohesion assigned to the fault zone have the most significant impact on the modeling results, while 

the internal friction angle and Poisson's ratio play a subordinate role.  

Overall, this thesis provides recommendations and guidelines to improve fault representation in 

reservoir simulations. The goal is to gain more realistic simulations and thus, more reliable modeling 

results to improve forecasts, lower costs and reduce risks during subsurface operations.   
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Zusammenfassung 

Hydromechanische Reservoir-Modelle werden erstellt um quantitative Einblicke in die räumliche 

Verteilung von Spannungen, Verformungen und Porendruck zu erhalten. Aktuelle Studien haben 

jedoch gezeigt, dass die verschiedene Ansätze Störungen in solche Reservoir-Simulationen zu 

integrieren eine nicht zu unterschätzende Auswirkung auf die Modellierungsergebnisse haben. 

Störungszonen stellen ein wichtiges Merkmal des Untergrunds dar. Diese beeinflussen sowohl das 

hydraulische als auch das mechanische Verhalten eines Reservoirs. Deshalb ist es von immenser 

Bedeutung, Störungen möglichst akkurat in derartigen numerische Modelle zu implementieren. Die 

Darstellung von Störungszonen sollte präzise die Effekte abbilden, die Störungszonen in Bezug auf 

(1) Fluid-Fluss und (2) das lokale Spannungsfeld haben. Eine Störung ist allerdings nicht nur ein 

einzelnes geologisches Merkmal, sondern vielmehr eine Störungszone mit internen, komplexer 

Geometrie und verschiedenen Gesteinseinheiten mit ihrerseits unterschiedlichen 

Materialeigenschaften. Aufgrund der typischen Netzgröße Reservoir-maßstäblicher Finite Element 

Modelle kann diese kleinmaßstäbliche Heterogenität nur schwer in diesen Modellen repräsentiert 

werden. Daher basiert die Darstellung von Störungszonen notwendigerweise auf Vereinfachung und 

Aufskalierungsmethoden. 

Um die Entscheidungsfindung zu vereinfachen und zur Unterstützung in der Auswahl der besten 

Repräsentation, sind Kenntnisse hinsichtlich der verschiedenen Auswirkungen jeder Vereinfachung 

und jedes zum Einbau von Störungen verwendeten Ansatzes auf die Modellierungsergebnisse nötig. 

Diese Thesis konzentriert sich folglich auf die verschiedenen Ansätze der Darstellung von 

Störungszonen mit einem einzigen aufskalierten Set von Materialeigenschaften in Reservoir-

maßstäbliche hydromechanischen Finite Elemente Modellen. 

Hauptziele sind hierbei: 

 (1) Korrekte Implementierung der Störungsgeometrie innerhalb des Finite Elemente Netz 

(2) Akkurates Adressieren der Skalenunterschiede zwischen der internen Heterogenität der 

Störungszone (Zentimeter bis Meter) und der üblichen Größe der Berechnungszellen des 

numerischen Netzes (Meter bis Zehnermeter) 

(3) Zuweisen der Materialeigenschaften des Störungsgesteins in das numerische Model, welche – 

wenn überhaupt verfügbar – von gesteinsmechanischen Tests von Kernproben mit einem 

Durchmesser von wenigen Zentimetern stammen und deshalb Upscaling und Merging 

Techniken benötigen 

Um diese Herausforderungen anzugehen wurden drei wissenschaftliche Paper veröffentlicht, 

basierend auf simplen generischen Störungszonen-Modellen. Die untersuchten Ansätze im Hinblick 

auf die Darstellung von Störungszonen in Reservoir-maßstäbliche hydromechanischen Modellen 

beinhalten ein rechtwinkliges Netz, eine Netzgeometrie, die sich an die Störungsgeometrie anpasst 

sowie die Störungsrepresentation durch Kontaktelemente. Die Darstellung von Störungszonen als 

volumetrische Schwächezonen wird weiterhin untersucht bezüglich verschiedener Netzgeometrie, 

Einfallswinkel der Störung sowie verschiedenen Netz-Auflösungen innerhalb der Störungszone. 

Weiterhin wird der Einfluss von verschiedenen elastischen und Reibungs-Eigenschaften der 

Störungszonen bewertet. 

Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten in den berechneten Spannungs- und Verformungsmustern als 

auch dem Porendruck-Bereich, die durch verschiedene Störungszonen-Integrations-Strategien erzielt 

wurden, werden diskutiert und grundsätzliche Empfehlungen hinsichtlich der Implemetierung von 

Störungszonen in hydromechanischen Reservoir Modellen gegeben. Die Darstellung von 

Störungszonen als volumetrische Schwächezone oder Kontaktelemente führt zu signifikanten 

Unterschieden in den Spannungs- und Verformungsmustern im Nahfeld der Störung (< 50 m). 
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Während der Einfallswinkel der Störung grundsätzlich nicht von großer Bedeutung für den Fluid-

Fluss ist, hat er einen erheblichen Einfluss auf die Spannungs-Perturbation, die von der Störungszone 

ausgelöst wird. Eine weitere wichtige Entdeckung ist die, dass die Netz-Auflösung sehr sorgfältig 

ausgewählt werden muss - insbesondere in Kombination mit rechtwinkliger Vernetzung – da 

andernfalls blockierende Effekte und ernste Fehler zu befürchten sind.  

Falls jedoch der Fokus der Studie nicht in der direkten Umgebung der Störungszone liegt, erlaubt ein 

rechtwinkliges Netz mit angemessener Netz-Auflösung schnellere und einfachere Modell-

Generierung im direkten Vergleich zu einem gekrümmten Netz, dass angepasst an die 

Störungszonengeometrie ist. Bezüglich der Material Parameter hat das der Störungszone zugewiesene 

Elastizitätsmodul und die Kohäsion den größten Einfluss auf die Resultate, während der interne 

Reibungswinkel und die Poissonzahl nur eine untergeordnete Rolle spielen. 

Insgesamt bietet dieses Thesis Empfehlungen und Richtlinien um die Darstellung von Störungszonen 

in Reservoir Simulationen zu verbessern. Das Ziel ist es hierbei, realistischere Simulationen zu 

erzeugen und daraus folgend verlässlichere Modellierungsergebnisse zu liefern, die wiederum 

Vorhersagen verbessern, Kosten verringern und Risiken während Arbeiten im Untergrund 

reduzieren. 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1. Motivation - The Importance of Faults in Hydro-Mechanical 
Simulations 

Faults are a common feature in the subsurface and often have a high impact on a variety of geotechnical 

engineering and engineering geology tasks like tunneling (Schubert & Riedmüller, 1997; Schubert & 

Riedmüller, 2000; Jeon et al., 2004; Schubert et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Schubert, 2009; Kun & 

Onargan, 2013; Paltrinieri et al., 2015), mining (Brady & Brown, 1993; Burtan et al., 2014; Sainoki & 

Mitri, 2015; Kushwaha et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016), nuclear waste storage sites (Martin & Lanyon, 

2003; Guglielmi et al., 2017; Jaeggi et al., 2017; Park et al., 2020) or reservoir related projects like 

hydrocarbon production (Wiprut & Zoback, 2002; Cuisiat et al., 2010; Backers, 2015), geothermal 

energy (Moeck et al., 2009a; Moek et al., 2009b; Gan & Elsworth, 2014; Loveless et al., 2014; 

Duwiquet et al., 2019; Anyim & Gan, 2020) and more recently the storage of CO2 in the underground 

(Carbon Capture and Storage - CCS; (Nagelhout & Roest, 1997; Vidal-Gilbert et al., 2009; Vidal-

Gilbert et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2011; Orlic et al., 2011; Rinaldi et al., 2014). In order to visualize the 

geology and the associated faults, structural models of the subsurface are a customary tool. These 

structural models are usually based on the interpretation of 3D seismic and well data and typically 

contain plenty of faults (Zoback, 2007; Faulkner et al., 2010). As a classic example of such structural 

models, the Gullfaks hydrocarbon reservoir, which is located in the North Sea, is shown in Figure 1-

1. 

 

Figure 1-1: Structural model of the Gulfaks reservoir located in the North Sea (Modeldata according to 
Schlumberger, 2019). The model contains a reservoir horizon embedded in over- and underburden sections and 
the slightly horizontal orientated horizons are intersected and offsetted by more than 15 faults. 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the hydrocarbon industry has shifted towards structurally 

even more complex conventional or unconventional reservoirs (Pereira et al., 2014; Rueda et al., 2014; 

Fachri et al., 2016). Within a reservoir, faults not only have a profound control on the hydraulic regime 

as they can act as conduits or barriers for fluid flow (Fredman et al., 2008; Faulkner et al., 2010) but 

also affect the reservoir mechanically, since faults alter the tectonic stress field which results in local 
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changes in stress orientation and magnitude (Yale, 2003; Faulkner et al., 2006; Prevost & Sukumar, 

2015). During construction or mining projects, faults, due to their generally weaker mechanical 

properties as compared to the undeformed host rock, often cause stability problems (Brady & Brown, 

1993; Schubert & Riedmüller, 2000; Jeon et al., 2004; Burtan et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). Within 

reservoir related applications, those weaker mechanical properties make faults more sensitive to pore 

pressure changes resulting from fluid injection into or fluid withdrawal from the reservoir. In the 

worst case scenario, those pore pressure changes can reactivate preexisting faults (Pereira et al., 2014; 

Rueda et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2015; Haug et al., 2018) leading to induced seismicity which in turn 

potentially causes critical situations like fault seal breach, land subsidence and well collapse 

(Segall et al., 1994; Wiprut & Zoback, 2000; Morton et al., 2006; Chan & Zoback, 2007; Faulkner et al., 

2010; Cuisiat et al., 2010; Vilarrasa et al., 2017). Thus, a thorough understanding of both the hydraulic 

and the mechanical behavior of faults in subsurface applications is absolutely essential. 

Routinely used in reservoir engineering, numerical modeling has proven to be a valuable tool to 

support field management decisions by gaining quantitative insights into both the hydraulic and the 

mechanical compartment of a reservoir (Qu & Tveranger, 2016; Azarfar et al., 2018). On the hydraulic 

part, fluid flow simulations are a well-established tool in the industry (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Qu et al., 

2015) and geomechanical modeling has also turned out to be of tremendous help when trying to gain 

quantitative insights into the spatial distribution of stress and strain on the reservoir-scale (Geertsma, 

1973; Segall et al., 1994; Fisher & Jolley, 2007; Ferronato et al., 2008; Orlic & Wassing, 2012). Due to 

the interaction of fluid flow and mechanical behavior, fully-coupled hydro-mechanical simulations are 

developing into a standard tool for various subsurface applications, ranging from hydrocarbon and 

geothermal reservoirs to underground storage sites for CO2 (Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011; Fachri et al., 

2016; Serajian et al., 2016; Schuite et al., 2017). Different numerical modeling techniques have been 

applied, e.g., finite difference (FD), boundary element (BE), discrete element (DE) and hybrid methods 

(Jing & Hudson, 2002; Hilley et al., 2010; Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011; Fournier & Morgan, 2012; 

Zhang et al., 2015), but the most commonly used approach is the finite element (FE) method which is 

also the focus of the present thesis. The aim of the hydro-mechanical modeling work is closely related 

to the scale of the study and the utilized model size. Hence (hydro-)mechanical simulations can be 

large-scale models comprising areas of several thousand kilometers edge length in order to examine 

plate tectonic processes and large-scale stress patterns (Buchmann & Connolly, 2007; Hergert et al., 

2011). At the reservoir scale, the lateral size of such FE reservoir models is typically in the range of 

kilometres to tens of kilometres and applications vary from hydrocarbon and geothermal reservoirs to 

sites for underground gas storage (Croucher & O'Sullivan, 2008; Jayakumar et al., 2011; Orlic et al., 

2011; Backers, 2015). These models typically concentrate on the prediction of local perturbations in 

stress orientation and magnitude which is important for the optimal orientation of horizontal well 

trajectories and hydraulic fracture planning (Will & Eckardt, 2015). Other applications are related to 

pore pressure changes leading to surface subsidence or induced seismicity resulting from fault 

reactivation (Rueda et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2015; Meier & Backers, 2017). Even smaller-scale 

(hydro-)mechanical models can be used to study topics like wellbore integrity (Fontoura et al., 2013; 

Feng & Grey, 2018). 

Since faults are a common feature in the subsurface, they have to be considered in reservoir models in 

order to provide a realistic subsurface representation for reliable stress and fracture predictions as well 

as fluid flow path analysis. Consequently, an appropriate representation of faults in a hydro-mechanical 

reservoir simulation is of critical importance for the reliability of the numerical model predictions.  

In contrast, several authors (Rueda et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2015; Azarfar et al., 2018) discovered 

that the numerical simulation results, i.e. deformation, stress and strain, differ depending on the 

method applied to incorporate faults. In this thesis I focus on testing different methods to represent 

faults in reservoir-scale models in order to analyze the different results between the different 

techniques qualitatively. This thesis shall provide a framework for reservoir modelers to better 
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understand the influence different fault representations have and thereby to gain more realistic 

simulations regarding the aim of the specific study. 

1.2. Challenges regarding fault representation in reservoir-
scale models & aim of study 

Challenges for the proper implementation of faults into reservoir-scale numerical models have been 

addressed in various studies over the past years (Chan & Zoback, 2007; Fredman et al., 2007; 

Faulkner et al., 2010; Orlic & Wassing, 2012). 

The simulation grid is normally based on the typically horizontally layered geometry of the reservoir 

stratigraphy and therefore favors a relative rectangular element geometry. Hence the often complex 

geometry and steep fault dip of faults poses the challenge of (1) properly representing the fault 

geometry within the geometry of the FE grid. Likewise, the difference in (2) scale between the internal 

heterogeneity of the fault zone (centimeters to meters) and the typical size of the calculation cells of 

the numerical grid (meters to tens of meters) remains as another challenge. This topic will be addressed 

in chapter 2, where faults in nature and the implications for reservoir-scale models are introduced. 

Apart from these two numerical challenges, (3) determining fault material properties at all is already 

challenging, since faults are usually not a target for drilling operations. As a consequence, fault-specific 

material parameters often have to be estimated from literature sources to populate the hydro-

mechanical model. Even if coring of a fault zone is attempted in order to receive samples for testing 

intense fracturing and poor consolidation of fault zone rocks frequently lead to very limited core 

recovery. Concurrently, the properties stem from rock mechanical testing on core samples with a 

diameter of a few centimeters of the meters to hundreds of meters long highly heterogonous fault zone.  

To overcome the aforementioned challenges, simplifications and upscaling techniques have been 

developed (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Olden et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Qu & Tveranger, 2016) in 

order to reflect the fault zone geometry properly and assign reasonable material properties to the fault 

zone elements of a reservoir-(kilometer)- scale hydro-mechanical model. However, all simplifications 

regarding fault implementation in reservoir models add limitations and uncertainties, which affect the 

results of the simulations. Thus, it is of utmost importance to know the sensitivity of the modeling 

results for each method to improve decision making – economically and result-oriented - regarding 

the aim of the study.  

For example, implementing fault zones in detail in reservoir models is computationally more expensive 

(Syversveen et al., 2006; Qu & Tveranger, 2016), particularly on field-scale, but on the reservoir-scale 

the resulting difference to a more practical representation might be insignificant. For studies targeting 

the fault zone itself or the nearby surrounding rock units, different results may significantly change 

the informative value of the study. 

In order to tackle these questions, three peer-review articles resulting from the modeling work are the 

main part of this thesis (Chapter 4-6). Each of them is a standalone research article with its own 

introduction, methodology, results, discussion and conclusion, but somehow follow a path of decisions 

a modeler will have to make during the incorporation of faults in reservoir-scale models (Figure 1-2). 

Following this structure Chapter 4 analyses differences between the two main numerical 

implementation techniques of faults: discontinuum, i.e. contact surface, approach or continuum, i.e. 

volumetric weak zone, approach. For the continuum approach differences between fault 

implementation into (a) a curvilinear, adaptive grid and (b) a rectangular grid are also investigated. 

Since the volumetric representation offers the possibility to later explicitly model complex internal 

fault material heterogeneity, Chapter 5 dives deeper into this method. The effect of the different 

representation of the fault geometry – curvilinear or rectangular – on the modeling results by varying 

mesh resolution inside the fault zone or simplification of the fault dip are examined in the related 

article. 
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Figure 1-2: Common approaches and simplifications done during fault implementation into reservoir-scale 
hydro-mechanical simulations and the associated peer-review article, where each technique is investigated in this 
thesis. 
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These two articles mainly address topics regarding the challenges of (1) proper fault geometry and (2) 

scale difference. The challenges of (2) scale difference and (3) the lack of fault specific material 

properties as well as improvement of related upscaling/merging techniques are topics addressed in 

Chapter 6 by investigating the effect elastic and frictional material properties of fault zones have on 

hydro-mechanical reservoir modeling results.  

The main part of this thesis is prepended by a brief description of fault zones in nature (Chapter 2) as 

well as a short introduction of methods and techniques used in this thesis, which are not already 

mentioned in the methods section of one of the research articles (Chapter 3). Following the research 

articles, their conclusions are compared and the advantages and disadvantages of the different 

approaches are discussed in Chapter 7. The primary goal is to provide guidelines for appropriate fault 

representations and a framework to understand qualitatively the effect each technique has on 

numerical reservoir models regarding the aim of the study. Such guidelines may assist in building 

more realistic hydro-mechanical simulations of faulted reservoirs.  

However, this thesis can only address several topics of the challenges raised by the incorporation of 

faults in reservoir models and future research is needed in order to further improve the knowledge 

regarding faults in numerical models. The modeling techniques developed and experiences gained can 

only be considered as a starting point for future studies investigating e.g. the effect of faults zone 

heterogeneities and to develop refined upscaling techniques for hydro-mechanical fault zone 

properties. Chapter 8 gives an outlook on this possible future research important for the further 

improvement of fault modeling in hydro-mechanical reservoir models.  
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2. Faults in Nature 

Faults in nature are structural elements within the lithosphere where deformation under brittle 

conditions occurs. Normally, they are defined as structural discontinuity combined with movement 

that takes place inside a rock mass and thereby associated with a surface (Anderson, 1951; Jaeger et al., 

2007; Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson, 2011; Brandes & Tanner, 2019). However, simple 

geometrical models are insufficient to describe the complex structures of natural faults observed in 

outcrop studies. Faults show three-dimensional features varying extremely in terms of spatial extent 

(length, width and thickness) as well as internal content and structure on a small scale (e.g. 

Childs et al., 1996; Foxford et al., 1998; Syversveen et al., 2006; Bonson et al., 2007). Faults are usually 

weaker than the surrounding host rock (Childs et al., 2009) and thus act as elastic inclusions or 

inhomogeneity which concentrate stresses and modify the local stress field (Eshelby, 1957; Savin, 

1961; Gudmundsson, 2011; Gudmundsson et al., 2013). Faults also alter the hydraulic behavior in their 

vicinity. Faults can act as barriers to fluid-flow and separate previously connected or equal rock units 

hydraulically. Likewise, faults can act as conduits to fluid-flow and connect previously hydrologically 

separated rock masses (Antonellini & Aydin, 1994; Caine et al., 1996; Fisher & Knipe, 2001; 

Fisher et al., 2001; Odling et al., 2004; Manzocchi et al., 2008). The mechanical and fluid flow 

properties are inextricably coupled and both modify fault behavior in the subsurface. Hence, many 

recent studies concentrate on describing and understanding the importance of hydro-mechanical 

properties of fault zones and how they affect the surrounding rock (e.g. Rawling et al., 2001; 

Faulkner et al., 2006; Fjær et al., 2008; Cuisiat et al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson, 2011; 

Olden et al., 2012; De Souza et al., 2014; Bauer et al., 2015). 

2.1. Faulting Regime 

Based on the direction of movement along a fault, faults are classified into three faulting regimes 

(Figure 2-1). Normal faults show downward movement of the hanging-wall, relative to the footwall 

and thereby maintain the superposition by placing younger rocks over older ones (Figure 2-1 A; 

Engelder, 1993; Ferrill et al., 1999; Peacock et al., 2000; Rotevatn et al., 2018). Reverse faults move in 

the opposite sense and for reverse faults with low angle of dip (<45°) the term thrust fault is used. The 

superposition is reversed by placing older beds over younger ones (Figure 2-1 B, Odonne et al., 1999; 

Gudmundsson et al., 2008; Chenglong et al., 2018).  

 

Figure 2-1: Different classification of faults depending on the sense of movement. (A) a normal fault, (B) a reverse 
fault, (C) a left-lateral strike-slip fault. Note that in (A) the borehole misses part of the stratigraphy, whereas in 
(B) the stratum is doubled, and in (C) the borehole sees no change (Tanner & Brandes, 2019) 
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Faults with lateral movement of rock units relative to each other are named strike-slip faults and have 

no effect on the stratigraphy (Figure 2-1 C, Walsh, 1968; Achenbach & Abo-Zena, 1973; Merzer & 

Freund, 2007; Stefanov & Bakeev, 2014; Rohr et al., 2018). However, these three fault regimes are 

simplified end members and faults occurring in nature often feature two directions, horizontal and 

lateral, movement and the classification results from the dominant direction (Tanner & Brandes, 2019). 

2.2. Faults at Different Scale 

In the Earth’s upper crust, faults vary widely in scale, but all faults are subject to the same basic 

mechanical laws. These fault mechanics control the formation, development and the long-term 

behavior of centimeter- to kilometer-scale faults (e.g. Anderson, 1951; Caine et al., 1996; 

Faulkner et al., 2010). Tectonic forces initialize the development of a fault by cracking the rock mass. 

The resulting fissures are called fractures and mechanical discontinuities in rocks. The accumulation 

of multiple fractures in a certain area of the subsurface can generate a fault, which – in addition to the 

deformed rock mass inside the fault zone - also has a distinct offset (Jaeger et al., 2007; Brandes & 

Tanner, 2019). Examples of faults on different scales are shown in Figure 2-2. Figure 2-2 A shows a 

small-scale fault zone in the visitor mine in Neubulach, Germany. This fault strikes NNW-SSE and 

thereby is perpendicular to the NNE-SSW striking Upper Rhein Graben (Bauer et al., 2015). The 

width of the fault zone is around 5-10 cm and the offset is around 20 cm in the underground outcrop. 

Contrary to this small-scale fault Figure 2-2 B exhibits a seismic section through the Parihaka Fault, 

which is located along the western margin of the Taranaki Basin. The Basin is west of the North Island 

of New Zealand and shows backarc rifting to the Hikurangi Through, where subduction of the Pacific 

Plate under the Australian Plate occurs (Walcott, 1987; Stern & Davey, 1989; Nicol et al., 2005; 

Stagpoole & Nicol, 2008; Stern & Nicol, 2008).  

 

Figure 2-2: Examples of fault in the subsurface offsetting a horizon (R) on different scale. (A) represents a small-
scale reverse fault pictured in visitor mine Neubulach, Germany. (B) shows seismic section through the upper 
part of the Parihaka Fault from the Taranaki Basin, New Zealand (modified from Giba et al., 2012). 

The backarc rifting reactivates large north-south striking normal faults in the Taranaki Basin leading 

to displacements of up to 3 km. The Parihaka Fault shows a multiphase deformation history including 
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extension during the Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene (ca 84–50 Ma) and contraction from the Late 

Eocene to Recent (ca 40–0 Ma) as well as the backarc extension ongoing since the Late Miocene (12–

0 Ma, Ballance, 1976; King & Thrasher, 1992; Holt & Stern, 1994). 

While small-scale faults show relatively short offset and therefore movement and deformation along 

the fault plane, large fault zones, especially plate boundary faults such as the San Andreas fault or the 

North Anatolian fault, can offer displacements of hundreds to thousands of meters. Ongoing with the 

deformation along fault zones, earthquakes occur and can, depending on their strength, lead to 

important global geological hazards like landslides, tsunami, and the destruction of infrastructure 

(Anderson, 1951; Wiprut & Zoback, 2002; Jaeger et al., 2007; Zoback, 2007; Faulkner et al., 2010; 

Gudmundsson, 2011; Serajian et al., 2016; Tanner & Brandes, 2019). While earthquakes mostly related 

to plate boundary fault zones on average have cost 27000 lives per year since 1990 (Guha-Sapir et al., 

2011), induced seismicity related to fluid withdraw or injection to oil and gas reservoirs caused less 

lethal but partially still dramatic economical damage. Faults on a reservoir-scale, which are the focus 

of this thesis, are responsible for such induced seismicity observed for example in Strachan gas field, 

Alberta, Canada (Baranova et al., 2011), the Groningen gas field (De Waal et al., 2015; Buijze et al., 

2017; Vlek, 2019) and producing areas of the Permian basin, Texas, USA (Frohlich et al., 2016; Lund 

Snee & Zoback, 2018; Skoumal et al., 2020). 

2.3. Reservoir-Scale Faults and Implications for Modeling 

Considering reservoir-scale faults, the relative displacement is typically in the range of tens to 

hundreds of meters. Such faults are frequently rather complex fault zones, i.e. volumetric features, 

which can be described relative to the intact host rock. Such reservoir-scale fault zones normally 

consist of two main hydro-mechanical units: a fault core and two accompanying damage zones on 

either side (e.g. Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2003; Berg & Skar, 2005; Cappa et al., 2007; 

Childs et al., 2009; Gudmundsson, 2011; Johri et al., 2014).  

 

 

Figure 2-3: Schematic model of a fault zone containing fault core and damage zone in context of strike slip 
regime. Different rock units, with different material properties, are included in both the fault core and the damage 
zones (Aiming & Kazuhiko, 2013).  

Most displacement and deformation is accommodated in the fault core and the previous host rock is 

transformed to fault gouge or breccia (Caine et al., 1996; Rawling et al., 2001; Billi et al., 2003). The 
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surrounding damage zones undergo less deformation. Hence, the undeformed host rock stays 

identifiable while still being typically highly fractured, especially towards the fault core, which can be 

continued until cataclasites are formed (Vermilye & Scholz, 1998; Gudmundsson, 1999; 

Guglielmi et al., 2008; Mitchell & Faulkner, 2009). Besides these two main components, various sub-

zones with quite variable hydraulic and mechanical properties exist in reservoir-scale fault zones (e.g. 

Myers & Aydin, 2004; Braathen et al., 2009; Fasching & Vanek, 2011). Figure 2-3 schematically shows 

a fault zone located in southwest Japan like that, containing different rock units for the fault core as 

well as the damage zone for active fault zones. 

The internal heterogeneity and geometrical complexity can already vary on a small scale (centimetres 

and less), with e.g. anastomosing slip surfaces and intervening, lenticular shear bodies in the fault core 

or e.g. fracture connectivity and hydrothermal overprint in the damage zone (e.g. Walsh et al., 2003; 

Collettini & Holdsworth, 2004). These variations highly depend on host rock lithology, pore pressure 

and deformation history and therefore vary from fault to fault (e.g. Wibberley et al., 2008; 

Faulkner et al., 2010).  

This richness of detail of a fault zone cannot be captured in a reservoir-scale FE simulation considering 

the size of the entire model (km to tens of km) and of individual elements (typically tens to hundreds 

of meters), respectively, thus upscaling techniques are necessary for fault representation in reservoir-

scale simulations. 

However, some recent studies conclude that in order to honor the architecture and internal 

heterogeneity of faults, they should be treated as volumetric features in the numerical simulations, 

even if the fault zone thickness seems to be negligible in contrast to the overall model and element 

size, respectively (Braathen et al., 2009; Fachri et al., 2013). This is considered of particular relevance 

for complex, intensively faulted reservoirs (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Qu & Tveranger, 2016) and could 

improve projects where faults are part of the full-scale reservoir model (e.g. Braathen et al., 2009; De 

Souza et al., 2012; Fischer & Henk, 2013). 
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3. Special Methods Used in this PhD 

The geological rational used in this thesis is a permeable reservoir horizon embedded in impermeable 

over- and underburden sections and intersected by an elliptical shaped fault zone (Figure 3-1 A). For 

reasons of simplification, the model domain of the finite element model is limited to a slice through the 

center of the geological rational model, perpendicular to the fault.  

 

Figure 3-1: Schematic workflow done in this thesis and classification based on the implementation technique 
used for different parameters investigated in this thesis. Geological rational (A) is transferred to a finite element 
model (B) by applying a Python script which uses different fault dips and grid geometries to generate the overall 
model geometry. This model geometry is then meshed with a specific mesh resolution and populated with 
material properties in Ansys APDL 
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While the research presented in chapter 4 uses a 2D-plane-stress geomechanical model, not including 

the hydraulic part, chapter 5 & 6 utilize the fully coupled hydro-mechanical model (Figure 3-1 B). In 

this case, injection into the lower part of the reservoir horizon increasing constantly over a timeframe 

of 5 years is simulated. The fluid migrates through the semipermeable fault zone up to the higher part 

of the reservoir and thereby initializes plastic deformation along the fault plane. The Finite Element 

Analyses is carried out with the commercial software Ansys (Ansys, 2019). The exact model geometry, 

dimensions and boundary conditions as well as the specific material properties assigned are introduced 

in the methods section (Chapter 4.4., 5.4., 6.3.) for each study as part of the related research article. 

The section in the review articles also contains the constitutive laws relevant for each study. For this 

reason, these methods are not repeated here and this chapter focuses on methods and techniques used 

to simplify the workflow done during the numerical studies.  

Since this thesis and the related sensitivity studies required many models, automation and fastening 

of the workflow was a key issue. Generating different model geometries in Ansys (Ansys, 2019) can be 

very time consuming. To overcome this obstacle, different scripts using Python 3.6 (Van Rossum & 

Drake, 2009) are programmed. These scripts can generate a geometrical model, based on different 

input values described in the following sections 3.1. & 3.2. The main purpose for this thesis is to enable 

the modeler to quickly generate different fault zone geometries based on the fault dip and the grid 

geometry of the numerical model (Figure 3-1). The script is based on the assumption of point 

symmetry throughout the whole model area. In order to achieve this, the midpoint of the fault is 

simultaneously the origin of the coordinate system used to calculate the model points. This thesis uses 

two grid geometries, namely the rectangular and curvilinear grid for the volumetric weak zone 

approach. The main difference between both is whether the grid is adapting to the fault zone – 

curvilinear grid – or the fault zone properties are assigned to a preexisting rectangular grid and are 

described in detail in chapter 4.3.1. – 4.3.3. & 5.2.2.  

The Python scripts provide an Ansys command file including all needed geometry commands i.e. 

model keypoints, areas and volumes of each material domain. Based on this file, the element size and 

thereby the mesh resolution inside the fault zone is defined in Ansys APDL (Ansys, 2019) and the 

finite element model is generated. Also, the material properties for every material domain are defined 

through Ansys APDL. This workflow allows the fast and easy generation of a multitude of model set 

ups needed to carry out the different sensitivity studies done in this thesis. The boundary conditions 

and the pore pressure increase remain the same for all models computed in one study. They are 

assigned through Ansys before finally running each simulation. 

3.1. Python Script to Generate a Curvilinear Fault Zone Geometry 

The length, width and dip of the fault, the top and thickness of the upper and lower reservoir section 

as well as the model dimensions in x- and y-direction are only input values needed for the curvilinear 

grid. Going out from the midpoint of the fault (Figure 3-2 A), the endpoints of the fault model, i.e. the 

fault tips (FT-1 & FT-2) and the points with the largest distance parallel to the middle of the fault 

(FW-1 & FW-2) are calculated by using the congruence theorem ASA (Cox et al., 2005; Pickover, 

2009). Based on these four points, two circles, on for each side of the fault zone, are computed using 

three-points-on-the-circle-Mehod (Figure 3-2 B). The circles contain both fault tips and one of the 

FW-1 or FW-2 and the output variable received from this function are the radius and the center of 

auxiliary arc. In the next step, the law of cosines (Cox et al., 2005; Pickover, 2009) which is: 

𝑐2 =  𝑎2 + 𝑏2 − 2 ∙ 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 ∙ cos 𝛼 (3-1) 

can be reorganized to calculate the angle between FT-1 & FT-2 by using the fault length (fl) and the 

radius (r) as following:  
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𝛼 =  cos−1 (
2 ∙ 𝑟2 − 𝑓𝑙2

2 ∙ 𝑟2
) (3-2) 

The angle between FT-1 and FT-2 is then divided equally and associated points on the circle are 

calculated, all having the same distance to their neighbours (Figure 3-2 D). This workflow is necessary 

since Ansys has difficulties in representing a curve in its finite element grid. In order to overcome this 

difficulty and still model a curvilinear fault zone, the curvilinear fault surface is divided into small 

parts, i.e. straight lines between the equally separated points on the surface. The points are generated 

in Ansys by the input of their coordinates (x/y/z). During this generation process, a number to identify 

each point is also assigned to the points. These numbers are later used to generate an area or volume 

of the model in Ansys. To automate this process with Python, it is necessary that sequential 

identification number are also assigned to sequential points on the curvilinear surface. Due to the 

geometric technique used, it is relatively easy to get the points generated to model the curvilinear 

surface in order. However, it remains a problem to get the intersection between the reservoir sections 

and the fault zone at the right position in this sequence (Figure 3-2 E). The reservoir dimensions are 

input parameters and hence can vary, so the exact position in this sequence of points representing the 

curvilinear fault surface also varies. Consequently, this position has to be estimated every time the 

script is used to generate a model geometry. This is done by a three step process with first calculating 

all possible intersections between the reservoir boundary and the straight line between two 

consecutive points on the curvilinear suface (Figure 3-2 F). Second, the Python script evaluates which 

intersect is located between two points on the curvilinear surface as well as the identification number 

of these two points (Figure 3-2 F). Lastly, the script assigns the higher identification number to the 

intersect and raises the following numbers in the sequence by one. With the curvilinear fault zone 

defined by points on its curvilinear surface and the reservoir section by their intersect, the only missing 

points are the edges (Figure 3-2 G) which are calculated from model dimensions in x- and y-direction. 

Aside from those points which are called ‘Keypoints’ in Ansys, the Python script also defines the 

Ansys-‘areas’-command for every material domain – host rock, reservoir and fault zone - later used in 

Ansys to define areas by these keypoints.  

Thus, the 2D model geometry for the curvilinear fault representation is defined by the Python script 

only by the variables length, width and dip of the fault, the top and thickness of the upper and lower 

reservoir section as well as the model dimensions in x- and y-direction. Since the curvilinear fault 

models simulated in Ansys are 3D slices, the 2D model geometry is then extended into the third 

dimension by the edge length of one element. 
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Figure 3-2: Shematic workflow and mathematic operations done by the Python script to generate a curvilinear 
fault zone model. 
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3.2. Python Script to Generate a Rectangular Fault Zone Geometry 

Generating a model containing a rectangular fault zone in Ansys is the other way around. In this case 

the fault zone and model geometry is not generated as a starting point to then mesh this geometry in 

order to get the finite element model. For the rectangular representation the first step is to generate a 

rectangular mesh and then assign the volumetric weak zone material properties to the cells cut by the 

fault plane.  

Again, the fault length and dip as well as the extend in x- and y- direction are used as input values. 

Generation of this grid, which later contains the fault zone, starts similarly to the curvilinear approach 

by using congruence theorem ASA (Cox et al., 2005; Pickover, 2009) to find the fault tips (FT-1 &FT-

2; Figure 3-3 A). Next, fault help points (FH-1 & FH-2) are gained by combining the y-coordinate of 

FT-1 with the x-coordinate of FT-2 to get FH-1 and vice versa the x-coordinate of FT-1 and the y-

coordinate of FT-2 for FH-2. These four points span the rectangle in which the fault zone is later 

assigned. Based on the dedicated element size and fault width, the number of divisions between FT-1 

and FH1 as well as FH-1 and FT-2, respectively, is defined (Figure 3-3 B) and the x- and y-edge length 

of the elements are calculated. This concludes all calculations necessary to generate a rectangular grid 

with the right dimensions to incorporate a rectangular fault zone in Ansys.  

To assign the volumetric weak zone properties to the associated elements of the rectangular grid, the 

elements have to be selected correctly in Ansys first. This is done by using so called ‘paths’ in Ansys, 

which are defined by a starting- and endpoint. To get exactly the desired elements and no additional 

elements, it has turned out to be efficient to choose the midpoint of the first and last element of the 

desired path as starting- and endpoint, respectively. In order to do so, the points are defined by using 

the x- and y-edge length of the elements as a measurement. For example, to get the coordinates of the 

starting point of the middle path, 0.5 of the x- element edge length and 0.5 of the y-element edge 

length are subtracted from the same coordinates of FT-1 (Figure 3-3 C). For the upper path, the same 

subtraction is done with 1.5 of the x-edge length and 0.5 of the y-edge length and for the lower path 

with 0.5 of the x-edge length and 1.5 of the y-edge length to get the associated starting point. With 

the starting- and endpoints for all three paths Ansys can select all fault elements and assign the fault 

zone material properties to create a volumetric weak zone. 

The last step in the generation of the rectangular fault zone model is to get the areas of the reservoir 

sections. Again the calculated element edge lengths are used to define the coordinates of the 

intersections of the reservoir and the fault zone to be exactly the corner of a fault zone element (Figure 

3-3 D). This is necessary to ensure that Ansys creates a rectangular grid for the whole model domain, 

since the software otherwise tends to use different element shapes for a smooth transition between the 

reservoir and fault zone grid. The number of x- and y-element edge length subtracted from the 

respective coordinates of the midpoint are chosen by the offset of the reservoir sections and the 

thickness of the reservoir.  

With the rectangular fault zone defined by the starting and endpoints of the paths intersecting the 

rectangular grid and the intersection of the fault zone and the reservoir section by the coordinates of 

the corner of the dedicated fault zone element, the only missing points are the model edges (Figure 3-

3 E) which are calculated from model dimensions in x- and y-direction.  

Please note that generating a rectangular grid in Ansys is not the common way to model a fault zone 

and the shown method does not allow to choose every parameter one would normally choose freely. 

The elements x- and y-edge length used to create the rectangular grid are somewhat increments 

limiting the variation of the fault width, reservoir top and bottom as well as offset. The comparison of 

the rectangular and curvilinear fault zone representation done in chapter 5 therefore requires very 

precise considerations and calculations to get a similar model geometry for both models. Despite these 
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difficulties Ansys is chosen to be the only software used in this thesis in order to eliminate any effects 

the different software code may has on the simulation results. 

 

Figure 3-3: Shematic workflow and mathematic operations done by the Python script to generate a rectangular 
fault zone model. 
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Abstract 

Different approaches exist to incorporate faults in reservoir-scale geomechanical models. Challenges 

are the proper representation of the fault geometry as well as the small-scale variations in the internal 

architecture and the mechanical properties of the fault zone regarding the typical size of such models, 

i.e., kilometres to tens of kilometres.  The present study utilizes a simple generic fault zone model to 

compare three different possibilities commonly used to represent faults in finite element reservoir 

models. Two differ in the basic grid geometry and the arrangement of mechanically weak fault zone 

elements, respectively. The third uses a discontinuous grid and contact elements to represent the fault. 

Modeling results show remarkable differences in the calculated stress and strain patterns. The 

relatively strongest perturbations result for a continuous curvilinear grid adapted to the fault 

geometry. In contrast, the fault implementation has the least impact on local stresses and strains if it 

is represented as a stair-step structure contained in a rectangular grid. The use of contact elements 

has an intermediate effect. Modeling results are used to infer some general recommendations 

concerning the appropriate approach of representing faults in a numerical-geomechanical reservoir 

models depending on fault geometry, model scale and scope of interest. 

4.1. Introduction 

Over the past two decades, geomechanical modeling has proven to be a valuable tool to gain 

quantitative insights into the spatial distribution of stress and strain on the reservoir scale (e.g. Fisher 

& Jolley, 2007; Ferronato et al., 2008; Orlic & Wassing, 2012). Different numerical modeling 

techniques have been applied, e.g., finite difference (FD), boundary element (BE), discrete element (DE) 

and hybrid methods (e.g. Jing & Hudson, 2002; Hilley et al., 2010; Fournier & Morgan, 2012; Cappa 

& Rutqvist, 2011; Zhang et al., 2015), but the most commonly used approach is the finite element (FE) 

method which is also in the focus of the present study. The lateral size of such FE reservoir models is 

typically in the range of kilometers to tens of kilometers and applications vary from hydrocarbon and 

geothermal reservoirs to sites for underground gas storage (e.g. Croucher & O'Sullivan, 2008; 

Jayakumar et al., 2011; Nasir et al., 2015). In order to provide a realistic subsurface representation for 

robust stress and fracture predictions, the reservoir models frequently have to consider faults in 

addition to lithostratigraphic horizons, i.e., discontinuities offsetting the strata. Such faults are not 

only sites of discrete deformation but they can also cause stress perturbations, i.e., local changes in 

stress magnitude and orientation differing significantly from the regional trend (e.g. Yale, 2003). Thus, 

an appropriate representation of the faults in a geomechanical reservoir simulation is of critical 

importance for the reliability of the numerical model predictions. In addition, it also depends on the 

aim of the geomechanical modeling work, which is closely related to the scale of the study. 

Geomechanical simulations can be large-scale models comprising areas of several thousand kilometers 

edge length in order to examine plate tectonic processes and large-scale stress patterns (Buchmann & 

Connolly, 2007; Hergert et al., 2011). At the reservoir scale, models typically concentrate on the 

prediction of local perturbations in stress orientation and magnitude which is important for the optimal 

orientation of horizontal well trajectories and hydraulic fracture planning. Other applications are 

related to pore pressure changes leading to surface subsidence or induced seismicity resulting from 
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fault reactivation (Rueda et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2015). Even smaller-scale geomechanical models 

can be used to study topics like wellbore integrity (Fontoura et al., 2013; Feng & Grey, 2018). 

Two main challenges arise from the need to incorporate faults into geomechanical FE models: (1) How 

can the small-scale heterogeneity of faults and fault zones be adequately described regarding the 

typical cell size of FE reservoir models of tens to hundreds of meters and (2) how can the geometry of 

the FE grid properly honor the fault geometry? In order to tackle these questions, we start with a brief 

description of how faults look like in reality and review some concepts to incorporate their geometrical 

and petrophysical characteristics in reservoir-scale numerical simulations. Various approaches have 

been used hitherto which differ fundamentally regarding the basic grid geometry, the element types 

and the mechanical fault characterization. In this study, we use a simple generic approach to implement 

three different fault descriptions in a FE model and compare the impact on the modeling results, in 

particular, regarding the amount of strain and the extent of the stress perturbations predicted. Finally, 

we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches regarding their use in 

geomechanical models of faulted reservoirs. 

4.2. Geometrical and Petrophysical Characteristics of Reservoir-
Scale Faults 

Reservoir-scale faults having relative displacements typically in the range of tens to hundreds of 

metres, are frequently rather complex fault zones, i.e. volumetric features, which can be described 

relative to the intact host rock in terms of a fault core and two accompanying damage zones on either 

side (Figure 3-1; e.g. Caine et al., 1996; Berg & Skar, 2005; Childs et al., 2009). Thereby, the size, 

thickness, shape and internal structure as well as the hydraulic and mechanical properties of the various 

sub-zones can be quite variable (e.g. Myers & Aydin, 2004; Braathen et al., 2009; Fasching & Vanek, 

2011). Even the fault core proper can already be heterogeneous on a small scale (centimetres and less) 

and geometrically complex with anastomosing slip surfaces and intervening, lenticular shear bodies 

(e.g. Walsh et al., 2003; Collettini & Holdsworth, 2004). The damage zones are characterized by 

abundant fracturing, but depending on host rock lithology, pore pressure and deformation history, 

very different dimensions have been observed (e.g. Wibberley et al., 2008; Faulkner et al., 2010). 

Connectivity of the fractures in this zone and a possible later hydrothermal overprint will mainly 

determine if the fault zone acts as barrier or conduit for fluid flow at present. 

Upscaling techniques are necessary as this richness of detail of a fault zone cannot be captured in a 

reservoir-scale FE simulation considering the size of the entire model (km to tens of km) and of 

individual elements (typically tens to hundreds of meters), respectively. For hydraulic simulations the 

use of fault transmissibility multipliers is common practice to account for the bulk permeability of 

faults (e.g. Walsh et al., 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999; Jolley et al., 2007; Myers et al., 2007). 

Calculation of fault transmissibility multipliers is typically based on two parameters: One is the fault 

permeability, which is usually estimated from empirical correlations of the fault rock shale content. 

The other is the fault rock thickness derived from correlations based on fault throw (Manzocchi et al., 

2008). These transmissibility multipliers are then assigned to the appropriate cells separating different 

fault blocks of the hydraulic reservoir model to act either as barrier or pathway for fluid flow. For the 

description of the bulk mechanical behaviour of a fault, various concepts have been used hitherto. One 

option is a refinement of the FE grid near the fault (e.g., adjusted meshes of Qu et al., 2015; 

Fachri et al., 2016) to incorporate the different properties of the fault zone subunits (e.g., fault facies 

models of Fredman et al., 2008; Braathen et al., 2009). Although this reduces the difference in scale 

between model and reality, the basic problem remains, i.e., that the combined mechanical effect of rock 

and fractures has to be assigned to the various fault zone elements. Different constitutive laws ranging 

from simple isotropic linear-elastic to more complex elasto-plastic and strain rate-dependent visco-

plastic material behaviour can be considered for the mechanics of a fault zone (Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011). 
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Figure 4-1: Conceptual model of the internal architecture of a fault zone consisting of host rock, two damage 
zones and a fault core (Fasching & Vanek, 2011). 

However, the basic mechanical properties required to simulate stresses and deformation in the elastic 

domain are normal and shear stiffness in case of a surface representation of the fault and Young’s 

modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the fault zone rocks in case of a volumetric description. They latter 

parameters can be anisotropic, i.e., different in directions parallel and perpendicular to the fault zone. 

As a failure criterion limiting the elastic domain, the Mohr Coulomb model describing rock strength 

in terms of cohesion and friction angle is widely used (Barton, 2013). Thus, an approach to describe 

the bulk mechanical effect of a fault zone can already be the consideration of a lower Young’s modulus 

and a lower friction angle in comparison to the undeformed host rock (De Souza et al., 2014). More 

advanced constitutive laws attempt to take into account the multiple joint sets and fractures that often 

characterize larger faults and damage zones, respectively. For example, the jointed rock model of 

(Will et al., 2015) incorporates up to four fracture systems with different orientations and material 

properties resulting in a highly anisotropic rock mass behaviour. Thus, it is a homogenized continuum 

approach to capture the mechanical behaviour of a fractured rock mass combining rock and fracture 

properties rather than the individual response of its components (Will & Eckardt, 2015). 
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4.3. Characteristics of Commonly Used Approaches to Represent 
Faults in Reservoir-Scale Models 

We compare three different basic approaches used in previous studies to implement faults in FE 

geomechanical models (Figure 3-2). These approaches differ regarding the basic mesh geometry and 

whether the fault is represented as a volumetric feature with upscaled mechanical properties or as a 

discrete surface with zero thickness. Thereby, the appropriate representation may also differ regarding 

the scale and aim of the geomechanical study, e.g., it may have to be adapted depending on if reservoir- 

or wellbore-scale topics are addressed. Please note that this study concentrates on the appropriate 

representation of existing faults in geomechanical simulations rather than on modeling of fault 

formation, rupturing and fault propagation processes. 

 

Figure 4-2: Cartoon showing the main characteristics of the different fault modeling approaches. Approach A 
(left) uses a continuous rectangular grid. Fault rock properties are assigned to those grid cells intersected by the 
fault plane. This results in a stair-step fault representation. Approach B (middle) also uses a continuous grid but 
in this case the grid geometry is adapted to the fault geometry. Fault rock properties hold for a continuous row 
of grid cells. Both approaches A and B result in a volumetric fault description. Finally, modeling approach C 
(right) uses contact elements with frictional properties to represent the fault as a discrete surface in the FE model. 
Thus, this fault zone description implies a zero thickness, but allows for discrete slip between the two 
independently meshed parts of the model. 

4.3.1. Approach A: Continuous Rectangular FE Grid with Fault 

Zone Represented by a Homogenized Continuum 

A commonly used approach for the representation of faults in FE reservoir models is based on a 

rectangular element grid (A in Fig. 2; e.g. Prevost & Sukumar, 2015; Deb & Jenny, 2017). Such a 

rectangular grid geometry is frequently already available from preceding property modeling and flow 

simulations, respectively. As it is characteristic for a classical FE analysis (Olden et al., 2012; De 

Souza et al., 2014), the grid is continuous and consists of numerous elements connected at common 

corner points called nodes. This grid is then intersected with a structural model, e.g., a fault 

interpretation derived from 3D seismic interpretation, and fault rock properties are assigned to those 

cells cut by the fault planes. Neighboring cells maintain the intact rock properties. This results in a 

stair-like fault geometry with a width of one element size. As the cell size is typically much larger than 

the thickness of the fault zone and its subunits no details of the fault architecture can be considered 

explicitly. Instead, the mechanical properties assigned to the fault cells have to represent the joint 

effects of fractured damage zone and fault core, i.e., as a homogenized continuum (Manzocchi et al., 

2008; Schlegel, 2016) optionally with anisotropic properties. 
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4.3.2. Approach B: Continuous Curvilinear FE Grid with Fault 

Zone Represented by a Homogenized Continuum 

In an alternative approach to represent faults in geomechanical models, the FE grid geometry is 

adapted to the fault geometry (B in Fig. 2; e.g. Rinaldi et al., 2013). This results in a curvilinear grid 

following the shape of the fault surface. The approach allows to represent the fault zone as a continuous 

volumetric feature rather than the stair-stepped geometry used in approach A. Studies applying this 

technique recommend that the fault should have a thickness of one element (e.g. Will & Eckardt, 2015; 

Zhang et al., 2015; Vilarrasa et al., 2017), which implies that its actual width depends on the spatial 

resolution of the FE mesh used. Again, the fault zone width in the model will in most cases be larger 

than in reality and no details of the internal fault zone structure can be depicted. As is the case for 

approach A, a homogenized continuum approach (optionally with anisotropic properties) has to be 

applied to upscale the actual heterogeneity of the fault zone to the size of the FE grid cells representing 

the fault. 

4.3.3. Approach C: Discontinuous Curvilinear FE Grid with 

Fault Zone Represented by a Discrete Surface 

As a third option, contact elements have been used in FE reservoir models to represent faults as a 

discrete discontinuity (C in Fig. 2; e.g. Buchmann & Connolly, 2007; Hergert et al., 2011; Fischer & 

Henk, 2013; Franceschini et al., 2016). The approach is similar to the interface elements used, for 

example, by Ye et al. (2018). This is an important expansion of the classical continuum approach 

characteristic for FE analysis, which allows for differential movements between individually meshed 

parts of the model. Contact and the corresponding target elements are defined at opposing sides of the 

pre-assigned faults. The contact elements can transmit shear and normal stresses and are capable of 

describing frictional sliding, usually defined by cohesion and a friction coefficient. Thus, relative 

displacement between corresponding nodal points occurs once the stress state at the contact elements 

violates the failure criterion defined (Franceschini et al., 2016). In contrast to the two previous 

approaches, the fault is not represented as a volumetric feature but by a line in 2D and a surface in 3D 

models, respectively. However, a true zero-thickness would imply infinitely high normal stiffness 

values to enforce compatibility between adjacent fault surfaces, which results in numerical instabilities. 

In practice, stiffness values similar to the Young’s moduli of the rocks in contact are used which results 

in a certain mesh penetration at the interface.  

The use of contact elements for fault representation has two important implications: (1) like in 

approach B, the FE grid has to be fitted to the fault geometry (otherwise the definition of discrete 

planes of weakness would not be possible) and (2) dual grid nodes (belonging either to the contact or 

to the target element) are required along the fault plane. These requirements imply the generation of 

a specific FE mesh with curvilinear geometry and locally duplicate nodes. This can be – depending on 

the complexity of the fault network – a very time-consuming and labour-intensive task, if insertion of 

duplicate notes cannot be completely automated. 

4.4. Modeling Concept for Comparison 

In order to compare the differences in calculated stresses and strains between the approaches outlined 

above, we set up three FE models which use the same overall geometry, the same mechanical properties 

of intact and fault rocks as well as the same boundary conditions. They only differ regarding the basic 

mesh geometry (rectangular vs. curvilinear) and the fault representation (volumetric feature with 

properties derived from a homogenized continuum approach vs. discrete contact surface with frictional 

properties). Modeling utilizes the FE software Ansys 19.1. 
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4.4.1. Model Geometry 

For ease of result visualization, we use a 2D plane stress approach describing a vertical (strike-slip) 

fault and the surrounding intact rock mass in top view (Figure 3-3). The model covers an area of 3 x 

3 km² and the fault length is 1150 m. Orientation of the pre-defined fault is 30° relative to the maximum 

displacement applied to the model side. For approach A, the total number of elements is 91,975 and 

the size of the elements describing the fault is 12.12 m x 7 m, respectively. For approaches B and C, 

the corresponding numbers are 45,840 elements and 12 m x 7 m. The difference in the element number 

results from a higher resolution at the grid boundaries for approach A. In the area of interest, i.e., in 

the vicinity of the fault, all three FE grids comprise about 20,000 elements. 

 

Figure 4-3: Cartoon showing the model set-up. Model dimensions are 3 km x 3 km in top view centered around 
a 1150 m long fault. Displacement boundary conditions are assigned to the sides of the model to generate a 
regional stress field with S1 oriented in N–S and S3 in W-E direction. The angle between the fault and S1 is 30°. 

4.4.2. Boundary Conditions 

The displacement boundary conditions applied to the model are shown in Fig 3. In order to generate 

a strike-slip tectonic regime, 1 m of inward directed displacement is assigned to the upper (N) and 

lower (S) model side, whereas 0.1 m of displacement act on the left (W) and right (E) side. Thus, the 

regional undisturbed direction of the maximum principal stress S1 is directed N-S. 
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4.4.3. Constitutive Laws and Material Parameters 

An elastic – perfectly plastic constitutive law with specific parameters for undeformed and fault rocks 

is assumed for modeling. Material behaviour in the elastic domain is described by Hooke’s Law 

according to 

휀𝑥𝑥 =  
1

𝐸
 ∙  (𝜎𝑥𝑥 + ν ∙  𝜎𝑦𝑦) (4-1) 

휀𝑦𝑦 =  
1

𝐸
 ∙  (𝜎𝑦𝑦 + ν ∙  𝜎𝑥𝑥) (4-2) 

is assumed where E is the Young’s Modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, σ is the stress (in xx- and yy-

direction) and ϵ is the resulting strain (Jaeger et al., 2007). The shear failure criterion delimiting the 

elastic range is defined according to the Mohr-Coulomb law as 

𝜏 =  σ𝑛  ∙  tan φ + 𝑐 (4-3) 

where Ʈ is the shear stress, σn is the normal stress, φ is the angle of internal friction and c is the 

cohesion (Jaeger et al., 2007).  Tensile failure is incorporated via a tension cut-off delimiting the Mohr-

Coulomb failure line for tensile stresses (Figure 3-4). 

 

Figure 4-4: Shear stress vs. normal stress diagram showing the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with tension 
cut-off delimiting the elastic domain. 

The material properties assigned to the intact rock and to the fault rock are listed in Table 3-1. For 

simplicity, only Young’s modulus and the frictional properties are varied between the two rock types, 

whereas density, Poisson’s ratio and tensile strength are kept the same. For approaches A and B the 

properties assigned to the elements representing the fault are based on a homogenized continuum 

describing the mechanical behaviour of fractured rock whereas the frictional properties of the contact 

elements in approach C use the same frictional properties which also delimit the elastic range of the 

fault rock in the other two approaches. A low friction angle resulting in a weak fault strength was 

chosen to account for the observation, that already small amounts of phyllosilicates (e.g., fault gouge, 

clay smearing), cataclasis and/or the presence of fluids (Faulkner, 2004; Holdsworth, 2004; 

Collettini et al., 2009) strongly reduces the friction angle of fault zone rocks with respect to the values 

suggested by Byerlee’s frictional relationship (Byerlee, 1978). 
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Table 4-1: Mechanical parameters used for comparison of the different fault representation approaches. 

 Host rock Fault zone rock 
Density [kg/m³] 2300 2300 

Young’s modulus [GPa] 30 20 
Poisson’s’ ratio [–] 0.23 0.23 
Friction angle [°] 40 10 
Cohesion [MPa] 2 0.01 

Tensile strength [MPa] 10 2 

 

4.5. Results 

In the following, the stress and strain patterns both in the surrounding of the faults as well as the fault 

zone itself are compared for the different approaches. Numerical simulation results are visualized by 

means of contour and vector plots as well as sections through the model. 

4.5.1. Stress Magnitudes 

The prescribed boundary conditions result in dextral displacement along the fault and a stress 

distribution, which is point-symmetric with respect to the centre of the model (Figure 3-5). In general, 

an increase in the magnitude of the maximum principal stress S1 is observed at the upper left and lower 

right end of the fault while S1 decreases at the opposite sides (Figure 3-5). However, the spatial range 

of this stress perturbation and the minima/maxima of S1 differ significantly between the three 

approaches. The largest range of S1 magnitudes is encountered for approach B, for which minima and 

maxima are 7 MPa and 81 MPa compared to the regional undisturbed S1 of 23 MPa. For approach C 

using the contact elements, differential slip has occurred and a similar but less pronounced stress 

pattern is found for which S1 magnitudes range between 6 and 70 MPa. The least changes in S1 

magnitudes result for approach A which is based on a regular rectangular grid. There S1 differs only 

by ± 5 MPa from the regional background value. Due to the softer mechanical properties assigned to 

the fault elements, stresses within the fault zone are lower than in the host rock. This also holds for 

approach B. 

 

Figure 4-5: Spatial variations in the magnitude of the maximum principal stress S1 induced by the different fault 
representations. Mechanical properties and boundary conditions are the same for all three scenarios studied. The 
same color legend is used for ease of comparison. 

Sections through the midpoint of the fault zone and its immediate vicinity (Figure 3-6 left) show the 

small-scale variations in S1 magnitudes for all three approaches. A rather uniform distribution can be 

observed for approach C, i.e., the contact element model. S1 values decrease less than 1 MPa towards 

the fault zone. Approach A with the continuous rectangular grid displays an increase towards the fault 

cells to about 24 MPa, whereas S1 magnitudes within the fault zone drop to about 17 MPa. The lowest 

stress values both in the vicinity as well as within the fault zone result for approach B. At a distance 
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of 50 m from the fault, S1 magnitudes have already dropped from the regional background value to 

about 11 MPa and very low stress levels are achieved within the fault itself. 

 

Figure 4-6: Magnitude (left) and orientation (right) of the maximum principal stress S1 along a profile through 
the fault zone and its immediate vicinity. The section is drawn through the midpoint of the fault and is oriented 
perpendicular to the strike of the fault. For the orientation changes, negative values indicate counterclockwise 
rotation whereas positive values correspond to clockwise rotation. 0° corresponds to a N–S orientation of S1 
(= SHmax) and reflects the undisturbed state resulting from the imposed boundary conditions. 

4.5.2. Stress Orientations 

The model fault does not only lead to stress magnitude perturbations but also to significant local 

reorientations of the stress field. In general, the largest variability of S1 orientations is observed for 

approach B which already showed the largest range of S1 magnitudes. Local orientations differing by 

up to 90° from the regional trend occur especially near the fault tips (Figure 3-7). In case of approach 

C using contact elements these deviations are smaller and confined to a smaller region close to the 

fault tip. They progressively diminish towards the midpoint of the fault. The least impact of the fault 

is again found for approach A, where reorientations are restricted to single fault zone elements. 

 

Figure 4-7: Detailed view of the orientation of S1 (= SHmax) near the fault tip for the three different approaches. 

Profiles across the midpoint of the fault zone (Figure 3-6 right) also show these differences in the 

orientation of S1 (= SHmax). For approach C, only a very minor deviation from the clockwise rotation of 
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the stress field in the surrounding of the fault is observed at the fault itself. For approach A, counter-

clockwise rotation up to 10° is restricted exclusively to the fault zone and already in the immediate 

vicinity of the fault no stress perturbations can be observed. The most striking changes across the fault 

were found for approach B: While stress orientations in the vicinity of the fault (up to 30 m distance) 

show up to 10° clockwise rotations on top of the regional distribution (i.e., 25° – 35° in total), stress 

orientation within the fault zone are rotated 30° counter-clockwise with respect to the state 

undisturbed by a fault. 

4.5.3. Spatial Extent of Stress Magnitude Perturbations 

The spatial extent of stress magnitude changes induced by the fault also differs between the three 

approaches. For approach B substantial variations (i.e. 10 MPa and +- 30° difference to the undisturbed 

stress field) occur at distances of up to 300 m from the fault. For approach C the effected region extends 

about 100 m around the fault. This contrasts significantly with approach A for which the stress 

perturbations are confined to the fault zone elements and their immediate vicinity. 

4.5.4. Strain 

The strain resulting from the different fault descriptions is analyzed by comparing not only the von 

Mises total strain but also its elastic and plastic strain components. For ease of comparison, Figure 3-

8 uses a uniform color legend, whereas Figure 3-9 uses different color coding schemes to depict also 

the small-scale differences. The calculation results, however, are the same for both figures. 

 

Figure 4-8: Elastic, plastic and total von Mises strain. The same color legend is used for all three simulations for 
ease of comparison. 
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Of all three simulations the elastic strain achieved in approach B using the curvilinear mesh geometry 

is the largest. Peak values are 0.009 and 0.9 %, respectively (Figures 3-8 and 3-9). The other two 

approaches exhibit much smaller elastic strains, i.e., maximal 0.0025 for approach C and 0.0014 for 

approach A. The plastic strain component is substantially larger, e.g., it amounts to 0.062 for approach 

B. This results in a total strain of 0.07 and 7 %, respectively. Much lower plastic and total strains of 

0.0004 and 0.0032 are observed for approach A. Figure 3-9 shows that all fault zone elements in 

approaches A and B have reached the plastic limit. For approach C, differential slip along the contact 

elements leads to plastic straining at the fault tips only. 

 

Figure 4-9: Elastic, plastic and total von Mises strain. Modeling results are the same as in Figure 3-8 but now 
different color legends are used to show details of the three simulations. 

Details of the strain distribution in the fault zone and its immediate vicinity are shown in Figure 3-10. 

For approaches A and C, elastic strain is less than 0.07 % throughout the cross-section and only minor 

plastic straining occurs in the fault zone elements of approach A, respectively. In contrast, deformation 

in the connected fault zone elements of approach B accumulates to about 0.5 % elastic strain, 6.5 % 

plastic strain and, hence, almost 7 % total strain. 
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Figure 4-10: Elastic, plastic and total von Mises strain for cross-sections across the midpoint and perpendicular 
to the fault zone. 

4.5.5. Mesh Resolution 

In order to test the influence of cell size and mesh resolution, the three modeling approaches were 

also run with fault zone elements having twice and half the size of the reference model. No 

substantial differences regarding the magnitude of the stress and strain perturbations as well as their 

spatial extent were found. 

4.5.6. Anisotropic Jointed Rock Model 

The Mohr-Coulomb friction model describes plastic behaviour as isotropic. In nature, fault zones may 

have anisotropic properties, i.e. different parameters parallel and perpendicular to the fault. We 

investigate such an anisotropy by using the jointed rock model of (Will et al., 2015) with one fracture 

set trending parallel to the fault. The friction angle of the pre-existing fractures was set to 10°, whereas 

30° were assumed for the fault rock. This results in higher stiffnesses perpendicular than parallel to 

the fault. For the anisotropy ratio selected only very subtle differences in the modeling results are 

observed. 

4.5.7. Number of Fault Cells in Approach A 

The stair-stepped grid of approach A assuming one element width of the fault zone cannot lead to 

large displacements because the intact rock elements in the surrounding interlock. In order to 

investigate if a band of fault cells in a stair-stepped rectangular grid can achieve similar results as a 

single row of interconnected fault elements like in approach B, the width of the fault zone was varied 

(Figure 3-11). It shows, that for the rectangular grid – for the given fault orientation and shape – 

already a width of the fault zone of two cells results in rather similar stress and strain patterns as the 

single row in the curvilinear approach. This holds for the resulting perturbations in stress magnitude 

(Figure 3-12) as well as stress orientation (Figure 3-13). Likewise, there are only minor differences in 

elastic, plastic and total strain between the two approaches, i.e., A2 with two and B with one element 

fault zone width. 
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Figure 4-11: Implementation of the fault zone as a band of two cells width in a regular rectangular grid (A) in 
comparison to representation as a single row of connected elements in a curvilinear grid (B). 

 

Figure 4-12: Magnitude of S1 calculated for approach A with one (A1) and two (A2) cells width of the fault zone 
in comparison to the single row of connected fault elements of approach B (B). 

 

Figure 4-13: Orientation of S1 (= SHmax) in the vicinity of the fault tip calculated for approach A with one (A1) 
and two (A2) cells width of the fault zone in comparison to the single row of connected fault elements of approach 
B (B). 
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Figure 4-14: Elastic, plastic and total von Mises strain calculated for approach A with one (A1) and two (A2) 
cells width of the fault zone in comparison to the single row of connected fault elements of approach B (B). 

4.6. Discussion 

The modeling results indicate substantial differences in the stress and strain patterns as well as 

magnitudes induced by a fault depending on how it is incorporated in the FE model. The most 

pronounced effects regarding deviations from the regional trend are encountered for a fault 

representation which uses a continuous curvilinear grid adapted to the fault geometry and a fault 

representation by a continuous row of weak elements, i.e., for approach B. The fault has the least impact 

on stress magnitudes and orientation as well as on strain magnitudes if it is represented as a stair-

stepped sequence of weak elements embedded within a rectangular grid like in approach A. A 

somewhat intermediate effect was found for a fault representation via contact elements embedded in a 

curvilinear grid which was used for approach C. 

The differences between approaches A and B result from the arrangement of the elements to which 

fault zone properties have been assigned. In case of approach A, the stair-step grid geometry implies 

that fault zone elements are connected by only one common node (cp. Figure 2A), i.e. all neighbouring 

elements which share joint edges exhibit the stronger host rock properties. This suppresses the 

formation of a through-going deformation zone and delimits the strain that can be achieved within 

each single element. In contrast, the fault zone elements in approach B have common element faces 

(cp. Figure 2B) and, thus, strain can accumulate and form a continuous zone of deformation. This 

results in larger magnitudes of stress and strain as well as more pronounced stress orientation changes. 

However, it should be noted that the fault geometry selected for this comparison maximises the 
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difference between approaches A and B. It will progressively diminish the closer the fault geometry to 

be modelled is parallel to the grid orientation as more elements intersected by the fault plane will have 

joint edges (Figure 3-15). 

 

Figure 4-15: Representation of fault planes with different angles relative to the rectangular FE grid as is used in 
approach A. The more the fault is parallel to the grid geometry the more its effect on stress and strain approaches 
scenario B as more elements intersected by the fault plane have joint edges rather than only a single joint node. 

Using the discontinuum approach in C, the contact element definition allows for localized differential 

displacements. The fault surfaces, represented by the boundaries of two independently meshed model 

parts and only connected with contact algorithms, are sliding past each other. Thus, initially coincident 

nodes of the contact and target surfaces are offset now. In contrast, the grid in approaches A and B 

maintains its continuity. Figure 3-16 shows the deformed grids of approaches B and C for comparison. 

While the element grid of the continuum model is distorted across the fault zone, the elements in the 

discontinuum approach are offset along the contact elements by up to 0.4 m. 

 

Figure 4-16: Deformed grid across the fault of the continuum approach (B) and sliding along the contact surfaces 
in the discontinuum model (C). 

Comparing the results of approach B and approach C it is evident that within approach B nearly all the 

elastic strain is accommodated in one element row. In contrast, the elastic strain in approach C shows 

a wider spatial distribution. It affects the surrounding rock up to several hundreds of meters distance 

to the fault. Since both approaches have the same load and the same forces acting on the model 

boundaries, the same amount of energy acts on them. According to the law of conservation of energy 

no energy can be lost. Yet in approach B the whole energy only acts in one element row and therefore 
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more energy is released in one element. In contrast to that, in approach C the energy is spread out 

over a large space and less energy acts on each individual element. Due to that, all elements of the fault 

row in approach B reach the plastic limit. In approach C plastic strain only occurs at the fault tips. 

Reaching material failure throughout the whole fault length leads to movement within the fault 

elements and thus leads to the higher stress magnitudes and the higher orientation changes.  

An assessment of how close the three numerical simulations actually reproduce the stress and strain 

perturbations induced by a real reservoir-scale fault is difficult. At present, no systematic in situ 

measurements mapping the changes in stress magnitude and orientation in the vicinity of such a fault 

are available. However, numerical modeling results can be compared phenomenologically to physical 

(analogue) models using photoelastic experiments (Soliva et al., 2010). Photoelasticity describes that 

certain transparent materials change their optical properties, i.e. birefringence, under mechanical 

loading. This can be used to visualize stresses within the material as isochromatic fringe patterns 

(Duda, 1965). Photoelastic experiments have been used to study the stress patterns about 

discontinuities intended to represent faults (e.g., Duda, 1965; De Joussineau et al., 2003). The 

corresponding stress perturbations derived from such physical models resemble more the results of 

the numerical simulations using approaches B and C regarding spatial extent and magnitude of the 

stress changes induced by the fault. Field observations suggest that the extent of stress perturbations 

in the vicinity of reservoir-scale faults can be very variable, i.e., between a few meters and more than a 

kilometre (e.g. Hickman & Zoback, 2004; Wu et al., 2007). This variability may reflect the large range 

in fault rock properties, fluid pressure as well as fault shape and internal fault geometry encountered 

in nature. 

Major differences also exist between the three approaches with respect to the amount of time and work 

required to incorporate faults into a geomechanical reservoir model. By far the most rapid is approach 

A, as building a regular rectangular model (even if it is not already available from preceding property 

modeling or a flow simulation) and intersecting it with the fault interpretation is quite straightforward. 

Approaches B and C require a special grid adapted to the fault geometry and, in case of C, splitting of 

the grid and generation of dual nodes along the fault surfaces to be represented by the contact 

elements. This step can be – depending of the geometrical complexity of the fault network to be 

modelled – a rather time-consuming and labour-intensive task. In addition, the use of contact elements 

will increase the computing time. 

4.7. Conclusions 

Using a simple model setup, three different approaches of incorporating faults into reservoir-scale 

geomechanical models are analysed. The various scenarios differ regarding the basic grid geometry 

(rectangular vs. curvilinear) and the fault zone representation (volume elements with upscaled 

mechanical parameters vs. contact elements with frictional properties). The modeling results indicate 

substantial differences in the stress and strain patterns induced by the fault depending on how it was 

incorporated in the numerical model. The most pronounced effect regarding spatial extent and changes 

in stress magnitudes and orientation as well as in strain magnitudes is observed for a fault 

representation which uses a continuous curvilinear grid adapted to the fault geometry and a fault 

representation by a continuous row of weak elements (approach B). A fault representation as a stair-

step sequence of weak elements embedded within a rectangular grid (approach A) has the least impact. 

A somewhat intermediate stress and strain effect was found for the fault representation via contact 

element within a curvilinear grid (approach C). These differences are also apparent for sections 

through the fault zone and its immediate vicinity. The perturbations regarding stress magnitude, 

stress orientation and strain are always the largest for approach B, while the least impact results for 

approach A. 

The main advantage of approach A is the rapid model generation through intersection of a rectangular 

grid with the fault interpretation whereas the generation of a specific FE grid adapted to the fault 
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geometry as in approaches B and C is much more labour-intensive and time-consuming. This holds 

especially if fault zones with subvertical geometries are considered, as the differences in modeling 

results between A and B diminish. The particular benefits of approaches B and C emerge if stress and 

strain perturbations near faults, i.e., within a few tens to hundreds of meters distance, are of interest 

and if the faults have a non-vertical geometry. In order to utilize a regular rectangular grid and avoid 

the interlocking of the host rock elements, a band of fault cells of at least two cells width can be used 

to achieve similar stress and strain results as in the grid adapted to the fault geometry, i.e., approach 

B. 

Challenges remain regarding upscaling of the complex fault zone architecture and material 

heterogeneity to homogenized continuum properties and the width of the fault zone. The use of contact 

elements, i.e. the simplifying assumption of zero thickness, may be a reasonable basis for larger, field-

scale reservoir models as the real fault zone width will be small compared to the overall size of the 

model. For a more detailed analysis, especially of the near-fault stress and strain patterns, a volumetric 

fault zone description with a grid adapted to the fault zone geometry seems more appropriate. In 

general, it offers also the possibility of incorporating further details of the fault zone through local 

mesh refinement rather than upscaling them to the size of one element. 

Perspectives for future modeling work include comparison to approaches using local grid refinements 

near faults and submodeling techniques as well as the proper implementation of contact elements in 

coupled hydromechanical simulations. However, already the existing approach can be easily modified 

to study more complex fault geometries and variable fault rock properties in order to gain further 

insights into the stress and strain perturbations induced by faults. 
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Abstract 

An appropriate representation of faults is fundamental for hydro-mechanical reservoir models to obtain 

robust quantitative insights into the spatial distribution of stress, strain and pore pressure. Using a 

generic model containing a reservoir layer displaced by a fault, we examine three issues which are 

typically encountered if faults have to be incorporated in reservoir-scale finite element simulations. 

These are (1) mesh resolution aspects honoring the scale difference between the typical cell size of the 

finite element (FE) reservoir model and the heterogeneity of a fault zone, (2) grid geometry relative to 

the fault geometry and (3) fault dip. Different fault representations were implemented and compared 

regarding those on the modeling results. Remarkable differences in the calculated stress and strain 

patterns as well as the pore pressure field are observed. The modeling results are used to infer some 

general recommendations concerning the implementation of faults in hydro-mechanical reservoir 

models regarding mesh resolution and grid geometry, taking into account model-scale and scope of 

interest. The goal is to gain more realistic simulations and, hence, more reliable results regarding fault 

representation in reservoir models to improve production, lower cost and reduce risk during 

subsurface operations. 

5.1. Introduction 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the hydrocarbon industry has shifted towards faulted and 

structurally more complex conventional or unconventional reservoirs, which require a thorough 

understanding of both the hydraulic and the mechanical reservoir behavior (Pereira et al., 2014; 

Rueda et al., 2014; Fachri et al., 2016). Fluid flow simulations are a well-established tool in the 

industry (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Qu et al., 2015) and geomechanical modeling has also turned out to 

be of tremendous help when trying to gain quantitative insights into the spatial distribution of stress 

and strain on the reservoir-scale (Geertsma, 1973; Segall et al., 1994; Fisher & Jolley, 2007; 

Ferronato et al., 2008; Orlic & Wassing, 2012). Due to the interaction of fluid flow and mechanical 

behavior, fully-coupled hydro-mechanical simulations gain more and more importance. 

Various numerical modeling techniques have been tried and tested, e.g., finite difference (FD), 

boundary element (BE), discrete element (DE) and hybrid methods (Jing & Hudson, 2002; Hilley et al., 

2010; Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011; Fournier & Morgan, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015) , but the most commonly 

used approach for hydro-mechanical reservoir simulations is the finite element (FE) method which the 

present study focuses on. Such FE reservoir models typically have a lateral size between kilometers to 

tens of kilometers and applications can range from hydrocarbon and geothermal reservoirs to sites for 

underground gas storage (Croucher & O'Sullivan, 2008; Jayakumar et al., 2011; Nasir et al., 2015). In 

order to obtain a realistic subsurface representation for reliable stress and fracture predictions as well 

as fluid flow path analysis, the reservoir models have to take into accounts faults, i.e., discontinuities 

offsetting the strata, in addition to the lithostratigraphic horizons. 

However, faults are not only characterized by local discrete deformation. Faults can also induce stress 

perturbations, i.e. local changes in stress orientation and stress magnitude, which differ distinctly from 

https://doi:10.3390/en13102673
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the regional trends (Yale, 2003). Hydraulically, faults can either act as barriers or conduits for fluid 

flow between different reservoir compartments (Fredman et al., 2008; Faulkner et al., 2010). 

Considering the usually weaker mechanical properties of fault zones, if compared to the undeformed 

rock, they are more sensitive to pore pressure changes resulting from fluid injection into or fluid 

withdrawal from the reservoir. Those pore pressure changes can reactivate preexisting faults, leading 

to induced seismicity potentially causing critical situations like, fault seal breach, land subsidence and 

well collapse (Segall et al., 1994; Morton et al., 2006; Faulkner et al., 2010). Consequently, a realistic 

representation of faults in a hydro-mechanical reservoir simulation proves to be invaluable for the 

reliability of the numerical model predictions. This has been an issue in various studies over the past 

years (Chan & Zoback, 2007; Fisher & Jolley, 2007; Fredman et al., 2007; Faulkner et al., 2010; Orlic 

& Wassing, 2012). Several authors suggest that in order to honor the architecture and internal 

heterogeneity of faults, they should be treated as volumetric features in the numerical simulations, 

even if the fault zone thickness seems to be negligible in contrast to the overall model and element 

size, respectively (Braathen et al., 2009; Fachri et al., 2013). This is considered of particular relevance 

for complex, intensively faulted reservoirs (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Qu & Tveranger, 2016) and could 

improve projects where faults are part of the full-scale reservoir model (e.g. Braathen et al., 2009; De 

Souza et al., 2012; Fischer & Henk, 2013). 

In this paper, we analyze the representation of fault zones as volumetric weak zones in hydro-

mechanical simulations regarding three commonly used assumptions in FE reservoir modeling. These 

are (1) mesh resolution aspects honoring the scale difference between the typical cell size of the FE 

reservoir model and the heterogeneity of a fault zone, (2) grid geometry relative to the fault geometry 

and (3) fault dip. Different combinations of these three parameters were investigated and compared 

regarding their impact on the modeling results. The primary goal is to provide guidelines for 

appropriate fault representations in numerical reservoir models regarding mesh resolution, grid 

geometry and scope of interest. Such guidelines will assist in building more realistic hydro-mechanical 

simulations of faulted reservoirs. Furthermore, the modeling techniques developed and experiences 

gained are also considered as a starting point for further studies to investigate the effect of fault zone 

heterogeneities and to develop refined upscaling techniques for hydro-mechanical fault zone 

properties. 

General information about the state of the art of fault modeling in FE reservoir models can be found 

in Section 4.2 for both fluid flow and geomechanical simulations as well as coupled hydro-mechanical 

simulations. The third section describes the three commonly used assumptions to incorporate faults in 

reservoir models which we investigate in this study. The model setup as well as the constitutive laws 

for the simulation can be found in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 provides the modeling results, which are 

discussed in Section 6 and lead to the conclusions given in Section 4.7. 

5.2. State-of-the-Art: Fault Modeling in Finite Element 

Reservoir Models 

5.2.1. Faults in Fluid Flow Simulations 

For fluid flow simulations, the use of transmissibility multipliers is widely used in reservoir 

engineering (Knai & Knipe, 1998; Walsh et al., 1998; Hollund et al., 2002; Jolley et al., 2007). 

Transmissibility multipliers are assigned to the cells of the calculation grid intersected by the fault 

plane. Depending on the selected hydraulic properties which are averaged over the entire fault zone 

and adjacent rock, these cells then act as barriers or conduits for fluid flow. Different concepts have 

been suggested over the past years to estimate fault transmissibility multipliers (Manzocchi et al., 

1999; Crawford et al., 2002; Myers et al., 2007). More recently, a fault facies concept was developed to 

improve fault representation in reservoir-scale fluid flow simulations by representing faults as 3D 

structures with variable material properties for different parts of the fault zone. The fault facies concept 

tries to include the internal complexity of fault zones and their permeability structure by assigning 
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various (hydraulic) material properties to the rock bodies influenced by faulting. It is assumed that the 

fault volume can be populated with a fault facies similar to how geological models are populated with 

a sedimentary facies concept (Tveranger et al., 2004; Fredman et al., 2007; Fredman et al., 2008; 

Braathen et al., 2009; Qu et al., 2015; Fachri et al., 2016). However, the basic challenge remains how 

to properly upscale the complex internal structure and the heterogeneous permeability distribution 

which exist in real fault zones. 

5.2.2. Faults in Geomechanical Simulations 

In addition to hydraulic properties, fault zones are also highly heterogeneous with respect to 

mechanical properties. This heterogeneity together with the complex fault geometry and internal 

architecture will strongly control the mechanical behavior of a fault zone and how it affects the stress 

field in its vicinity (Byerlee, 1978; Wibberley et al., 2008; Barton, 2013). There are different approaches 

to implement faults in geomechanical models, but for FE modeling, which is the most commonly used 

approach in hydro-mechanical reservoir simulations, there are: (1) Contact or interface elements 

(Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011; Hergert et al., 2011; Franceschini et al., 2016) and (2) volumetric weak zones 

(Rinaldi et al., 2013; Vilarrasa et al., 2017; Treffeisen & Henk, 2020a). 

Contact or interface elements represent faults as discrete discontinuities (Buchmann & Connolly, 2007; 

Ye et al., 2018), which is an expansion of the classical continuum approach used in FE simulations. 

Those elements enable differential movements between separate and individually meshed model parts. 

A contact surface consists of contact and their correspondent target elements located at opposing sides 

of the predefined fault. However, a contact- and target-element pair has the same coordinates. Hence, 

the fault is represented as a line in 2D and a surface in 3D models, respectively (Ferronato et al., 2008; 

Ye et al., 2018), instead of a volumetric feature. 

Infinitely high normal stiffness values would be needed to enforce compatibility between adjacent fault 

surfaces and to create a zero thickness of the contact elements. In order to prevent numerical 

instabilities, a certain mesh penetration at the interface has to be accepted. Thus, stiffness values close 

to Young’s moduli of the adjacent rocks are commonly used for the contact elements. Shear and normal 

stress can be transmitted through the contact elements and material properties like cohesion and a 

friction coefficient can be used to describe frictional sliding. Therefore, once the stress state at the 

contact elements violates the defined failure criterion (Franceschini et al., 2016), relative displacement 

between corresponding nodal points will occur. 

In contrast, the concept of volumetric weak zones describes faults in a FE model by assigning (usually 

weaker) fault rock material properties to the grid cells intersected by faults. This concept can be applied 

to a rectangular grid, resulting in a stair-stepped fault representation (Figure 4-1, left; Prevost & 

Sukumar, 2015; Deb & Jenny, 2017). Alternatively, the FE mesh can be adapted to the fault zone 

geometry, resulting in a curvilinear grid (Figure 4-1, right; Will & Eckardt, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; 

Vilarrasa et al., 2017). Both grid geometries are further explained in Section 3.2. 

For reservoir models with a typical cell size distinctly larger than the thickness of the fault zone and 

its subunits, no details of the fault architecture and material heterogeneity can hardly be considered 

explicitly. Instead, mechanical properties, which represent the joint effects of host rock, damage zone 

and fault core, i.e., following a homogenized continuum approach, are used. Optionally, anisotropic 

properties can be assigned to the fault cells (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Schlegel, 2016). However, at least 

to a certain extent, local grid refinement techniques or detailed submodeling of specific faults in 

reservoir models allow for incorporation of further details in the fault zone architecture and mechanical 

property distribution (Syversveen et al., 2006; Fachri et al., 2016). 
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Figure 5-1. Images (not to scale) showing the basic differences between the different grid geometries applied. 
Left: The rectangular approach (R) uses a regular, rectangular grid in which fault zone properties are assigned 
to those cells intersected by the fault plane. Due to the underlying grid geometry, a staircase-shaped fault 
representation results. Right: The curvilinear approach (C) uses an irregular grid geometry which is adapted to 
the fault geometry. This allows the representation of the true shape of the fault zone in the FE model. 

5.2.3. Faults in Coupled Hydro-Mechanical (HM) Simulations 

Hydraulic and mechanical processes are closely related (Byerlee, 1978; Yale, 2003; Faulkner et al., 

2010). Hence, pore pressure changes can lead to mechanical reactivation of a fault zone and fault 

reactivation can lead to increasing permeability, fluid flow and fault seal break (Pereira et al., 2014; 

Sanchez et al., 2015). Coupled hydro-mechanical simulations can reproduce those relationships. It is 

the volumetric representations of faults that can map both weaker mechanical properties and fault-

specific hydraulic parameters onto fault-intersecting elements (Pereira et al., 2014; Schuite et al., 

2017). 

5.3. Some General Aspects of Representing Faults in Finite 

Element Reservoir Models 

The goal of this study is to show the sensitivity of the fault representation as a volumetric weak zone 

regarding three common assumptions used to incorporate fault zones into coupled hydro-mechanical 

reservoir simulations. 

5.3.1. Mesh Resolution 

FE analysis is affected by both the mesh quality and element quantity (Ghavidel et al., 2017; 

Azarfar et al., 2018), so meshing is a key issue in FE modeling. While it is established that a finer grid 
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resolution leads to better modeling results, the grid size used in FE reservoir models is often several 

orders of magnitude larger than the internal architecture of a fault zone and its material 

heterogeneities (Knupp, 2006; Henk, 2019). Next to upscaling techniques for both hydraulic and 

mechanical properties, which include the internal features and material heterogeneity of the fault zone 

(Manzocchi et al., 2008), detailed rendering of the fault zone architecture through high-resolution local 

grid refinements around fault zones can lead to simulation results closer to reality (Qu & Tveranger, 

2016). However, more elements result in an exponential increase in the computing time for the 

simulations (Ghavidel et al., 2017; Azarfar et al., 2018). Since longer run-times of simulations mean 

higher costs, it is of importance to find a proper mesh resolution and simultaneously minimize the 

computational costs. Consequently, a thorough understanding of the influence the mesh resolution has 

on numerical fault simulations is crucial. 

5.3.2. Grid Geometry 

We apply two different basic approaches used in previous studies to implement faults as volumetric 

weak zones in FE hydro-mechanical models (Figure 4-1). These approaches differ regarding the basic 

grid geometry and whether the grid is adapted to the fault geometry or not. 

4.3.2.1 Rectangular Approach 

Rectangular grid geometry is a frequently used approach for the representation of faults in FE 

reservoir models (Figure 4-1, left; Prevost & Sukumar, 2015; Deb & Jenny, 2017). Such a rectangular 

element grid often is already available from preceding flow simulations or property modeling. A 

volumetric weak zone is generated by intersecting this grid with a structural model, e.g., a fault 

interpretation derived from 3D seismic interpretation and assigning fault rock properties to those cells 

cut by the fault planes (Olden et al., 2012; De Souza et al., 2014; Prevost & Sukumar, 2015; Deb & 

Jenny, 2017). 

The fault rock properties assigned to the corresponding grid cells normally use a homogenized 

continuum, optionally with anisotropic properties, to incorporate the joint effects of fault core and 

fractured damage zone (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Schlegel, 2016) since the cell size is typically much 

larger than the material heterogeneities inside a fault zone. Neighboring cells maintain the intact rock 

properties. Such a rectangular grid is fast and easy to generate, and therefore, saves time in model 

generation. However, the staircase-shaped fault geometry can suppress deformation within the fault 

zone (Treffeisen & Henk, 2020a). 

4.3.2.2. Curvilinear Approach 

Compared to the rectangular grid with a staircase-shaped fault geometry, a mesh adapted to the fault 

zone geometry allows a representation of the fault which is closer to reality, e.g., a lenticular or 

elliptical fault shape, which is common for normal faults in sedimentary environments (Rippon, 1985; 

Cowie & Scholz, 1992). If the FE grid geometry is adjusted to the fault geometry (Figure 4-1, right; 

Rinaldi et al., 2013), an irregular, curvilinear grid following the shape of the fault zone results. The 

approach permits to represent the fault zone as a continuous feature in contrast to the stair-stepped 

geometry inevitably connected to the rectangular approach. In most cases, the cell size representing 

the fault zone will be too large to reproduce details of the internal fault zone architecture. Thus, similar 

to the rectangular grid, the actual heterogeneity of the fault zone has to be upscaled to the size of the 

elements representing the fault, e.g., by using a homogenized continuum approach (optionally with 

anisotropic properties). Adjusting the grid to the fault geometry takes significantly more time to 

generate, especially for large reservoir models including multiple fault zones. Thus, understanding the 

influence the fault shape has on the modeling results can allow to decide how accurate the shape has 

to be regarding to the aim of the hydro-mechanical study. 
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5.3.3. Fault Dip 

Faults, besides other subsurface structures, are commonly detected through geophysical methods. Due 

to the ability of elastic waves to sense a fault in the subsurface, active seismic is the tool mostly used 

to detect faults (Cowie & Scholz, 1992; Chopra & Marfurt, 2007; Couples et al., 2007; Tanner et al., 

2019). However, there are certain limitations and dependencies, like e.g., the wavelength of the seismic 

source or the rock density (Geldart & Sheri, 1995; Buske et al., 2009), influencing the seismic 

resolution and, hence, the ability to detect details of the fault zone. The vertical seismic resolution is 

dependent on the wavelength and depth, but for reservoirs, it is usually in the range of tens of meters. 

Further difficulties exist when trying to detect small structures, such as small-scale faults or particular 

fault zone features, like fault core, fault throw or damage zone (Liu & Martinez, 2012). Identification 

of steeply inclined fault zones is complex (Moser & Howard, 2008; Ghose et al., 2013; Tanner et al., 

2019) and although different migration techniques exist (Baysal et al., 1983; Jones et al., 1998; 

Buske et al., 2009), finding the correct fault dip remains difficult for the seismic interpreter. Thus, a 

frequently used simplification in reservoir modeling is to assume vertical faults, i.e., a fault dip of 90°. 

We compare this value with the typical dip angle of 60° for normal faulting (Anderson, 1951). The aim 

is to show the impact that improper fault dip estimations can have on the mechanical response of the 

fault zone. 

5.4. Model Setup 

In order to compare the different options for volumetric fault representations in the FE models 

outlined above, we use as the basic model setup a high-permeability reservoir layer embedded in low 

permeability over-/underburden and offset by a normal fault. The various scenarios studied differ 

regarding (1) the basic grid geometry (rectangular vs. curvilinear), (2) the mesh resolution of the fault 

zone (1, 3 and 9-elements width) and (3) the fault dip (60° vs. 90°). The material properties for each of 

the three model units (fault zone, reservoir rock and over-/underburden) remain the same in all 

scenarios. Table 4-1 and Figure 4-2 give an overview of the characteristics of the seven cases studied. 

The geological rationale for the model setup, i.e., a lenticular fault zone displacing a reservoir horizon, 

is presented in Figure 4-3a. The resulting model domain, the dimensions as well as all initial and 

boundary conditions are shown Figure 3b. For the fully coupled hydro-mechanical simulations, the 

FE software Ansys 19.2 is used (Ansys, 2019). 

Table 5-1: Overview of the seven scenarios studied and the corresponding model names. The scenarios differ 
regarding the basic grid geometry, the mesh resolution of the fault zone and the fault dip. 

Model name Grid geometry Fault zone width [Number of Elements] Fault dip [°] 

R1-60 rectangular  1 60 

R3-60 rectangular 3 60 

R3-90 rectangular 3 90 

R9-60 rectangular 9 60 

C3-60 curvilinear 3 60 

C3-90 curvilinear 3 90 

C9-60 curvilinear 9 60 
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Figure 5-2: Images (not to scale) showing the basic differences between the seven scenarios studied regarding 
grid geometry, mesh resolution of the fault zone and fault dip. 
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Figure 5-3: (a) The 3D model represents a slice of one-element width through the central section of a fault zone 
displacing a reservoir horizon (not to scale). (b) General model set-up (in side view) as well as initial and boundary 
conditions for the hydro-mechanical simulation. Model dimensions are 1 × 1 × 0.001 km centered around a 500 
m long fault displacing a reservoir horizon. The model is located between 1 and 2 km depth. No displacements 
orthogonal to the model boundary are allowed at the base and vertical sides of the model (‘roller boundary  
condition’), whereas a pressure equivalent to the weight of the overburden acts on the model top. Initially, a 
hydrostatic pore pressure field is assumed. Subsequently, the pore pressure at the nodes on the right side of the 
downthrown reservoir section is increased at a rate of 0.75 MPa every 3 months until after 5 years a final increase 
of 15 MPa is reached. 
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5.4.1. Model Geometry 

The 3D model represents a slice through the center of a normal fault offsetting a reservoir horizon 

(Figure 3a). The overall geological setting is a normal faulting regime, including an elliptically shaped 

fault zone offsetting a reservoir horizon into upper and lower compartments. The model dimensions 

of the 3D-slice are 1 × 1 km² and 1-element thickness (Figure 4-3b). The total height of the fault is 

500 m, whereas the offset of the 25 m thick reservoir horizon is 47 m. Since the fault zone is represented 

as one material rather than explicitly subdividing it into fault core and damage zone, scaling 

relationships (Johri et al., 2014) for both features are combined and the total width of the fault zone is 

assumed to be 12 m. The fault dip is either 60° or 90°, depending on the scenario studied. 

Depending on the mesh resolution inside the fault zone (1-, 3- or 9-element width) the whole model 

has between 126,000 and 1,134,000 elements for the rectangular and between 45,684 and 312,164 

elements for the curvilinear approach. The differences arise from the different mesh resolution towards 

the model boundaries. The fault zone itself is represented by 119 (1-element width), 358 (3-element 

width) or 3226 (9-element width) elements for the rectangular and 564 (3-element width) or 4004 (9-

element width) elements for the curvilinear models. The actual size of the elements describing the fault 

geometry are 12 × 12 × 9 m (1-element width), 4 × 4 × 3 m (3-element width) and 1.3 × 1.3 × 1 m (9-

element width). 

5.4.2. Boundary Conditions 

The initial as well as the mechanical and hydraulic boundary conditions used for the simulations are 

shown in Figure 4-3b. No displacements orthogonal to model boundaries (‘roller boundary 

conditions’) are allowed at the basal, left, right, front and back side of the model. A lithostatic 

pressure boundary condition equivalent to the weight of the overburden holds for the model top. As 

the top of the model is assumed to be 1000 m beneath the earth’s surface, the corresponding pressure 

acting on the model can be calculated according to (Jaeger et al., 2007): 

pr = ρr ∙ g ∙ d (5-1) 

where 𝜚r is the average density of the overburden rock (assumed to be 2300 kg/m³; Faulkner et al., 

2010), g is gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s²) and d is depth (1000 m). Since no further tectonic 

(horizontal) stress components are considered in the simulations, the initial stress field results entirely 

from gravitational loading. Consequently, the model is located in a normal faulting regime, i.e., outside 

the area affected by the fault the vertical stress Sv corresponds to the maximum principal stress S1. 

Hydraulic boundary conditions assume impermeable boundaries at the top and base of the model as 

well as no horizontal flow through the vertical model sides. Initially, hydrostatic pore pressure 

conditions are assumed throughout the model. The corresponding pore fluid pressures pf can be 

calculated according to: 

pf = ρf ∙ g ∙ dn (5-2) 

where 𝜚f is the fluid density (1000 kg/m³; assumed average density of the pore fill in the overburden) 

and dn is the depth of the corresponding element node, i.e., between 1000 m (model top) and 2000 m 

(model base). 

After the initial load step, i.e., after mechanical and hydraulic equilibrium in response to the boundary 

conditions has been achieved, successively higher pore pressures are applied to the boundary nodes of 

the reservoir layer in the hanging wall of the fault (lower right in Figure 4-3b). This represents fluid 

injection in the downthrown block and is continued for 5 years at a rate of 0.75 MPa every 3 months, 
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i.e., in 20 time steps, until the maximum injection pressure of 15 MPa is reached. Therefore, pore 

pressure (pf) for the nodes at the boundary of the reservoir layer is increased according to: 

pf = ρf ∙ g ∙ dn + pi ∙t (5-3) 

where pi is the pressure increment (0.75 MPa) and t is the time step (1 to 20). 

5.4.3. Constitutive Laws 

Poroelasto-plastic material behavior and fluid flow through a porous medium is assumed for this 

hydro-mechanical simulation. In a saturated porous medium, stresses are split between the solid phase 

and the fluid phase, so the total stresses are reduced by the pore pressure in the rock volume. This 

relationship can be described by: 

σ’ij = σij – α ∙ p ∙ δij (5-4) 

where the effective stresses (σ ’ij) are derived from the total stress tensor (σ ij) by subtracting the pore 

pressure (p), weighted by the Biot coefficient (𝛼) and Kronecker’s delta (δij) (Johri et al., 2014; 

Jaeger et al., 2007; Ansys, 2019). 

The mechanical material behavior in the poroelastic domain is described by the following stress–strain 

relationship: 

휀𝑖𝑗 =  
1 + 𝜐 

𝐸
∙  𝜎𝑖𝑗

′ −
𝜐

𝐸
∙ 𝜎𝑘𝑘

′ ∙ 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (5-5) 

It links strain (εij) and effective stress (σ’ij) through the material properties of Young’s modulus (E) 

and Poisson’s ratio (𝜐) and the sum of the effective principal stresses (σ’kk) (Wang, 2000; Shapiro, 2015; 

Cheng, 2016). The failure criterion delimiting the poroelastic range and initiating plastic material 

behavior in a hydro-mechanical analysis can be defined by a variant of the Mohr–Coulomb law 

according to: 

τcrit = (σn - pf)⋅tan φ’ +c’ (5-6) 

where Ʈcrit is the critical shear stress at failure, σn is the normal stress, φ’ is the effective angle of 

internal friction and c’ is the effective cohesion (Jaeger et al., 2007). Injection leads to an increase in 

pore pressure, which reduces the effective stresses and the effective normal stress. In the σn—Ʈ 

diagram, this pore pressure increase shifts the Mohr Circle towards the left until it ultimately reaches 

the failure line and shear failure occurs. Tensile failure is incorporated via a tension cut-off delimiting 

the Mohr–Coulomb failure line for tensile stresses (Figure 4-4). 

Besides the hydrostatic pressure, also the injection pressure affects the model and the increase in pore 

pressure propagates through the model. This is described by Darcy’s law as fluid flow (q) is determined 

according to: 

∇ [
k

n
∙ (∇p − ρf ∙ g)] = S ∙

∂p

∂t
 (5-7) 

where k is the intrinsic permeability of the porous medium, n the fluid viscosity, p the pore pressure, 

𝜌f the fluid viscosity, S the specific storage (as a function of porosity) and t the time (Wang, 2000). 

The fully coupled hydro-mechanical simulation accounts for the interaction of the hydraulic and 

mechanical behavior as changes in pore pressure result in effective stress changes and related 

volumetric strain. This in turn alters porosity and permeability, which again affect the pore pressure 

field (Jaeger et al., 2007; Streit & Hillis, 2004; Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011). 
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Figure 5-4: Shear stress τ vs. normal stress σn diagram showing the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with a 
tension cut-off delimiting the elastic domain. An increase in pore pressure leads to a decrease in the effective 
stresses. Thus, the corresponding Mohr circle is shifted to the left towards the shear failure line. If the failure 
line is ultimately touched, plastic straining and—in case of a fault zone—fault reactivation occurs. 

5.4.4. Material Input Parameters 

The hydraulic and mechanical material properties assigned to the various model units are listed in 

Table 2. For the mechanical properties, only Young’s modulus and the frictional properties are varied 

between the fault zone on one side and the reservoir rock and over-/underburden on the other. For 

ease of comparison, Poisson’s ratio and density are kept the same for all three units. A friction angle 

of 10° was used for the fault zone, which is substantially lower than the typical values for most intact 

rocks (Byerlee, 1978). However, various studies have pointed out that processes like cataclasis and 

formation of clay minerals, among others, lower the friction angle and reduce the strength of fault 

rocks, thus leading to mechanically weak fault zones (Holdsworth, 2004; Faulkner, 2004; 

Collettini et al., 2009). In this study, we focus on mechanical weak fault zones, where plastic 

deformation and therefore fault reactivation are most likely to occur. 

In order to study fluid flow along the fault zone and how it alters its mechanical strength by changes 

in effective stress, we decided to choose a permeable fault zone. However, impermeable faults 

frequently also occur in sandstone-shale regimes (Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner, 2004; Agosta et al., 

2006). 

Table 5-2: Hydraulic and mechanical parameters used for the three model units. 

Mechanical Symbol Fault Zone Reservoir Over-/Underburden 
Young’s modulus [GPa] E 10 30 30 

Poisson’s’ ratio [–] ν 0.23 0.23 0.23 

Friction angle [°] φ 10 40 40 
Cohesion [MPa] c 4 20 20 

Tensile strength [MPa] TS 5 20 20 
Density [kg/m³] ρ 2400 2400 2400 

Hydraulic     

Biot coefficient [–] α 0.9 0.5 0.5 

Permeability [m²] k 10-14 5−12 10−17 
Porosity [–] ϕ 0.15 0.15 0.025 
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5.5. Results 

The following section presents the simulation results for the various scenarios. First, the stress and 

strain patterns as well as the pore pressure distribution of a reference model are shown, which provides 

a baseline for the following comparison between different model setups. The modeling results are 

visualized by means of contour and vector plots as well as detailed sections of the fault zone. Please 

refer to Table 1 for relating the model name to the details of the different model setups. 

5.5.1. Reference Model (C3-60) 

The model setup C3-60 describing the fault zone as a 3-element wide unit embedded in a curvilinear 

grid is used as a reference model. Applying the material properties and boundary conditions outlined 

in Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 (see also Figure 4-3) leads to the initial model state, i.e., before fluid injection 

into the reservoir horizon starts, shown in Figure 5a–c. As was defined, the hydrostatic pore pressure 

increases linearly from 9.81 MPa at the model top (1000 m depth) to 19.62 MPa at the base (2000 m 

depth) (Figure 4-5 a). The effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) ranges from 15 MPa at the top to 

37 MPa at the bottom of the model (Figure 4-5 b). Due to its higher Biot coefficient, the fault zone 

exhibits lower effective stress magnitudes than the surrounding rock. Some minor perturbations in 

the stress pattern occur in the immediate vicinity of the fault. For the initial and boundary conditions 

selected, the fault zone is entirely in an elastic state prior to fluid injection. This ensures, that initial 

loading does not already cause plastic deformation and fault reactivation (Figure 4-5 c). 

 

Figure 5-5: Some simulation results for the reference model (C3-60) with a curvilinear grid adapted to a fault 
with 60° dip and 3-element width. (a–c) show the spatial variation in pore pressure (a), magnitude of the effective 
maximum principal stress (S1,eff; b) and total von Mises plastic strain (c) for the initial state, i.e., prior to fluid 
injection. (d–f) show the corresponding simulation results after 5 years of injection and a pore pressure increase 
in the lower reservoir horizon of 15 MPa, respectively. 

Figure 5d–f shows the modeling results after 5 years of injection at a rate of 0.75 MPa every 3 months, 

increasing the pore pressure in the downthrown reservoir section to 30 MPa, i.e., 15 MPa above 
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hydrostatic. This pore pressure increase has propagated from the injection point through the fault zone 

all the way up to the upper reservoir section. There, the increase is still about 8 MPa, which results in 

a pore pressure of about 22 MPa (Figure 4-5 d). The pore pressure increase in the reservoir as well as 

in the fault zone is also indicated in the S1,eff pattern, as these model parts show 5 to 10 MPa lower 

stress magnitudes than the surrounding rock mass and for the initial state (Figure 4-5 e). While the 

reservoir rock as well as the over-/underburden remain in an elastic state, pore pressure increase 

results in plastic straining of the fault zone elements. The corresponding maximum effective stress 

pattern shows an increase at the upper left and lower right end of the fault and a decrease over the 

entire fault zone. Plastic straining occurs in the whole fault zone with deformation ranging between 

0.5% within the fault zone and about 3% at the fault tips (Figure 4-5 f). 

 

Figure 5-6: Results of the base model (C3-60). Initial state: (a) magnitude of the maximum principal stress (S1) 
for the whole model domain. (b) detailed view of the orientation S1 in the vicinity of the upper fault tip. After 5 
years of injection: (c) magnitude S1 for the whole model domain. (d) detailed view of the orientation S1 in the 
vicinity of the upper fault tip. 

Examining the model state after 5 years of injection, both the minimum and maximum peaks at the 

upper fault tip in the close surrounding of the fault zone are around 15 to 20 MPa higher than the 
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magnitudes for S1,eff (Figure 4-6c). The orientation of S1 near the fault tip has rotated up to 30° 

clockwise at the downthrown side. The rotation decreases towards the right until it reaches vertical 

again. On the left side of the fault tip, the rotation is lower, i.e., about 5° counterclockwise near the 

fault (Figure 4-6 d). 

In Figure 6, the magnitude of the maximum total principal stress (S1) is displayed together with a 

detailed view of the orientation of S1 at the fault tips for both the initial (Figure 4-6 a,b) and the final 

calculation step (Figure 4-6 c,d) of the base model approach (C3-60). The basic pattern is similar to the 

magnitudes for S1,eff, albeit at higher values as pore pressure effects are not considered (Figure 4-6 a). 

Due to the assumed normal faulting regime, the regional maximum principal stress orientation is 

vertical. Only the fault cells properly exhibit a slight rotation of about 5° relative to regional (Figure 

4-6 b). 

5.5.2. Mesh Resolution 

The impact of the mesh resolution of the fault zone is compared by implementing different element 

sizes for the same total width of the fault zone, i.e., the number of elements used to resolve the fault 

zone varies. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 display the results after the last load step, i.e., after 5 years of injection, 

for the magnitude of S1,eff and the orientation of S1 for different mesh resolutions. Thereby, the fault is 

represented either as 1-, 3- or 9-element wide zone in a rectangular grid. In general, significant 

differences between the 1-element (R1-60) on one side and the 3- (R3-60) and 9-element (R9-60) width 

on the other can be observed. 

   

Figure 5-7: Spatial variations in the magnitude of the effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) after the last load 
step for 1-element- (a), 3-element- (b) and 9-element- (c) wide fault zones dipping at 60° and using a rectangular 
grid. 

 

Figure 5-8: Detailed view of the orientation of the maximum principal stress (S1) after the last load step for 1-
element- (a), 3-element- (b) and 9-element- (c) wide fault zones dipping at 60° and using a rectangular grid. 
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After the last load step, approach R1-60 displays a similar stress pattern, with subhorizontal contour 

lines like the initial step of the base model. Only the reservoir horizon in the downthrown block shows 

a reduction of the effective stress because of injection and the resulting increase in pore pressure. The 

upper left reservoir horizon, however, has not experienced any pore pressure increase (Figure 4-7 a). 

In contrast to the 1-element wide fault models, both, the 3- and 9-element wide fault zones clearly 

undergo a pore pressure increase inside the fault zone. In both models, the entire fault zone is precisely 

visible by the corresponding decrease in the magnitude of the effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff). 

Peaks of S1,eff occur at the upper and lower fault tips after 5 years of injection (Figure 4-7 b,c). Those 

peaks are missing in the results for the 1-element width fault zone. 

Comparing both higher mesh density models R3-60 and R9-60, only minor differences are found for 

the S1,eff values. Somewhat higher and, respectively, lower values are produced at the fault tips for the 

higher mesh resolution. Mesh resolution R3-60 has maximum values of 30 MPa for the upper and 50 

MPa for the lower fault tip, while for mesh resolution R9-60 the corresponding values are 40 and 60 

MPa. Although these small areas up to 10 m around the fault tips have different maximum values for 

S1,eff, the overall appearance of the S1,eff-pattern is the same for the multiple element row approaches 

(Figure 4-7 b,c). 

Likewise, approach R1-60 does not show rotation of the vertical orientation of S1 except a very slight 

one (less than 5°) for the actual fault cells for the last load step (Figure 4-8a). The R3-60 and R9-60 

approaches exhibit rotations of S1 similar to the base model. Both display up to 30° clockwise rotations 

on the right side of the upper fault tip and between 5° and 10° counter clockwise rotation on the left 

side, respectively. The orientation rotates back to the vertical orientation with increasing distance 

from the fault (Figure 4-8 b,c). 

Figure 9 shows the results for the von Mises plastic strain after the last load step for the three mesh 

resolutions examined. The 1-element wide fault zone of model R1-60 does not show any plastic 

straining at all and, hence, is not reactivated (Figure 4-9 a). This contrasts significantly with the strain 

patterns calculated for the 3- and 9-element fault zone models. Thereby, the finer meshed fault zone 

shows a larger spatial extent of higher plastic strain values reaching up to 1.3% inside the fault zone 

(Figure 4-9 c). Apart from this difference, the overall results for the plastic strain are rather similar, 

i.e., both approaches show larger plastic straining in the fault center, which is reducing towards the 

fault tips (Figure 4-9 b,c). 

 

Figure 5-9: Spatial variations in the von Mises plastic strain after the last load step for 1-element- (a), 3-element- 
(b) and 9-element- (c) wide fault zones dipping at 60° and using a rectangular grid. 

5.5.3. Grid Geometry 

The modeling results for different gird geometries, rectangular (here, R9-60) and curvilinear (C9-60) 

are illustrated for 9-element rows fault zone. 
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4.5.3.1. Pore Pressure and Effective Stress Magnitude 

In general, the increase in pore pressure by injection into the downthrown reservoir section propagates 

through the fault zone in both models. However, there is a slight difference between the rectangular 

and curvilinear approach in the absolute value reached in the upper reservoir section. While approach 

C9-60 shows pore pressures up to 25 MPa in this part of the reservoir, they remain below 20 MPa in 

approach R9-60 stays. Within the fault zone proper, the pore pressure increase expands more towards 

the fault tips in model C9-60 e.g., the pore pressure for C9-60 is between 27.5 to 32.5 MPa from the 

spot where the lower reservoir and the fault meet about 100 m towards the fault tip. The remaining 

distance of the pressure is still between 22.5 and 25 MPa. R9-60 has values of 25 to 30 MPa and 20 to 

22.5 MPa, respectively. (Figure 4-10 a,c). 

 

Figure 5-10: Results after the last load step for a 9-element wide fault zone with 60° dip embedded with different 
grids. Rectangular grid: (a) spatial variations in the pore pressure (b) magnitude of the effective maximum 
principal stress (S1,eff). Curvilinear grid: (c) spatial variations in the pore pressure (d) magnitude of S1,eff. 

The stress magnitudes for S1,eff display the same overall behavior, but due to the higher pore pressures, 

S1,eff is lower in the central part of the fault zone for the curvilinear approach (C9-60). There, 

magnitudes of less than 10 MPa are observed and the spatial extent is up to 12 m wide to both sides 
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of the fault. The magnitudes achieved with the rectangular approach (R9-60) only gain around 10 to 

15 MPa in the middle of the fault and the spatial extent is only about 8 m. Considering the magnitudes 

of S1,eff at the fault tips for both grid geometries, the approach C9-60 exhibits higher peaks with 68 

MPa for the lower and 47 MPa for the upper fault tip. The values observed for the rectangular 

approach are around 2 MPa lower with 66 and 45 MPa respectively (Figure 4-10 b,d). 

A detailed view of S1,eff in the vicinity of the lower fault tip is presented in Figure 4-11. The spatial 

extent for both the minimum and maximum peak values is smaller for approach C9-60. The lower 

values (<10 MPa) for S1,eff taper towards the fault tip. In contrast, R9-60 has a wider zone of low values 

(<10 MPa) which seems to expand towards the fault tip. At distances of more than 10 m from the fault 

zone, both approaches exhibit the same pattern. 

 

Figure 5-11: Detailed view on the results after the last load step for a 9-element wide fault zone with 60° dip 
embedded with different grids. Rectangular grid: (a) magnitude S1,eff (b) von Mises plastic strain. Curvilinear 
grid: (c) magnitude S1,eff (d) von Mises plastic strain. 
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4.5.3.2. Stress Orientation 

The magnitude and orientation of the maximum total principal stress (S1) is shown in Figure 4-12 for 

the last load step. The S1 magnitude distribution shows similar patterns for both grid types. The values 

range from about 25 MPa at the model top to about 45 MPa at the model bottom. Both models exhibit 

similar S1 peaks at the fault tips, which reach 56 and 58 MPa at the upper fault tip and 77 and 78 MPa 

at the lower fault tip, respectively (Figure 4-12 a,c). Likewise, the orientation of S1 in the vicinity of 

the fault tips is very similar. However, there are slight differences in the actual numbers. For the 

rectangular grid the rotation to the vertical orientation is about 5° counter clockwise on the left and 

20°–25° clockwise on the right side of the fault. While left of the fault tip, the rotation is also 5° counter 

clockwise, the reorientation differs on the right side, where between 25° and 30° clockwise are achieved 

for the curvilinear approach. From the fault to the sides of the model, the orientation rotates back 

towards the vertical orientation of S1 again (Figure 4-12 b,d). 

 

Figure 5-12: Results after the last load step for a 9-element wide fault zone with 60° dip embedded with different 
grids. Rectangular grid: (a) magnitude of the maximum principal stress (S1). (b) detailed view of the orientation 
of S1. Curvilinear grid: (c) magnitude of S1. (b) detailed view of the orientation of S1. 
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4.5.3.2. Elastic and Plastic Strain 

After the last load step, the von Mises elastic strain shows the highest values at the fault tips for both 

fault grid geometries. At the lower tip, the elastic strain is up to 0.13%. Comparing the elastic strain 

throughout the fault zone, it is obvious that R9-60 achieves higher values towards the middle of the 

fault. In contrast, elastic strain in the curvilinear approach decreases strongly from the lower tip 

towards the middle of the fault and to a lesser extent from the upper tip towards the fault center 

(Figure 4-13 a,c). 

 

Figure 5-13: Results after the last load step for a 9-element wide fault zone with 60° dip embedded with different 
grids. Rectangular grid: (a) total von Mises elastic strain (S1). (b) total von Mises plastic strain. Curvilinear grid: 
(c) total von Mises elastic strain (S1). (d) total von Mises plastic strain. 

The main difference between both approaches is observed for the von Mises plastic strain. After the 

last load step, the plastic strain occurs mostly at the fault tips for C9-60. The plastic strain for the 

curvilinear approach reaches up to 3.2% at the lower fault tip. Towards the middle of the fault, plastic 

strain decreases to about 0.3%. For R9-60, the plastic strain behaves the other way around. It decreases 

from the middle of the fault towards the fault tips. The rectangular approach has its highest values of 

about 1.5% in the middle of the fault and decreases to about 0.4% at the fault tips. Outside the fault 
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zone no plastic straining occurs (Figure 4-13 b,d). A more detailed view of these plastic strain patterns 

in the vicinity of the lower fault tip is pictured in Figure 4-11 b,d. This figure shows the von Mises 

plastic strain for both approaches within 50 m from the fault tip. 

5.5.4. Fault Dip 

The effect of different fault dips is investigated using the curvilinear approach with a 3-element wide 

fault zone with 60° (C3-60) and 90° fault dip (C3-90), respectively. Figure 4-14 shows the results for 

pore pressure, S1,eff and total plastic strain after the last load step. Similar results are achieved for the 

pore pressure distribution, albeit somewhat higher pore pressures are observed in the upper reservoir 

section for the vertical fault (Figure 4-14 a,d). For S1,eff, approach C3-60 shows peak values of up to 60 

MPa for the lower and 50 MPa for the upper fault tip. Those local stress peaks do not occur in case of 

a vertical fault, i.e., C3-90. Otherwise, the effective stress magnitudes within the fault zone of about 5 

MPa are quite similar for both fault dips (Figure 4-14 b,e). 

Substantial differences are again observed for plastic straining, as no plastic straining occurs for a 

vertical fault. In contrast, von Mises plastic strain in case of a fault zone dipping at 60° is 0.6% in the 

middle of the fault and up to 3.2% at both fault tips (Figure 4-14 c,f). 

 

Figure 5-14: Results after the last load step for a 3-element wide fault zone with embedded in a curvilinear grid 
with different fault dips. 60°-fault dip: (a) pore pressure. (b) magnitude of S1,eff. (c) total von Mises plastic strain. 
90°-fault dip: (d) pore pressure. (e) magnitude of S1,eff. (f) total von Mises plastic strain. 

5.6. Discussion 

For the initial load step, the expected model behavior is observed. The hydrostatic pressure and the 

loading result in vertical gradients of both pore pressure and the maximum principal stress (S1 = Sv). 

Outside the area affected by the predefined fault zone, S1 is vertical and the stress regime displays 

normal faulting (Anderson, 1951). No plastic straining is observed after the initial load step which 

proves that the fault is not already reactivated by the initial and boundary conditions selected. The 
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results of the last load step, i.e., after 5 years of injection, show higher pore pressure in both reservoir 

horizons, and therefore, indicates fluid migration through the fault zone. Plastic straining occurs 

throughout the entire fault zone. Hence, fault reactivation is achieved from pore pressure increase due 

to fluid injection into the reservoir. 

The calculated stress pattern can be compared to other numerical simulations which incorporate faults 

(Cuisiat et al., 2010; Pereira et al., 2014; Will & Eckardt, 2015). The corresponding stress 

perturbations derived from such numerical models resemble the results of the base model regarding 

both spatial extent and magnitude of the stress changes induced by the fault. 

5.6.1. Mesh Resolution 

A general recommendation is to use a finer mesh in those areas where stress and strain gradients are 

large. To identify the regions where greater mesh density or local grid refinement is required, 

preliminary simulations with a coarse mesh appear useful (Ching & Phoon, 2013; Liu, 2013; 

Sanchez et al., 2015; Ching & Hu, 2016). 

In our study, the representation of a fault as 1-element row in a rectangular grid appears to be a special 

case, but they are not unusual for reservoir simulations. In the last several years, different authors have 

used this kind of fault zone representation to investigate a multitude of reservoir-related tasks like 

fault reactivation (De Souza et al., 2014; Deb & Jenny, 2017), CO2-Storage (Olden et al., 2012) and 

fully-coupled reservoir simulations (De Souza et al., 2012; Deb & Jenny, 2017). However, our modeling 

results indicate substantial differences compared to fault representations with multiple element rows. 

For the mechanical part, the stress and strain patterns as well as magnitudes are different and for the 

hydraulic part, the fault seems to act as barrier for fluid flow in the case of a 1-element representation. 

Only minor differences in the resulting stress and strain patterns as well as stress magnitudes exist if 

the fault is represented as a 3-element or 9-element wide zone. The higher mesh resolution inside the 

fault zone only increases the maximum values for both stress and strain at the fault tips, but the spatial 

extent of these differences remains less than 10 m near the fault tips. 

Several studies (Ashford & Sitar, 2001; Liu, 2013; Huang & Griffiths, 2015) have evaluated the effects 

of mesh density on finite element analysis. There are two issues which can be responsible for the 

punctually higher stress and strain values in the simulations using the higher mesh resolution. First, 

stress and strain fields have higher gradients in the localization zone, such as the tip of a fault zone, 

for higher mesh densities (Li & Wierzbicki, 2009). This implies that the finer mesh resolution leads to 

a more punctually concentrated stress, which in turn, is higher (Liu & Glass, 2013; More & Bindu, 

2015). The higher stress values ultimately cause higher plastic strain, which is also observed in the 

finer mesh resolution. The second issue is that models with a lower mesh resolution, i.e., with less 

elements, appear to be somewhat stiffer, while increasing the number of elements softens the model 

slightly and improves the accuracy of the stiffness integration (Liu & Glass, 2013; Ching & Hu, 2016). 

Therefore, the slightly higher stress and strain values for the models using a higher resolution may 

originate from the lower effective stiffness at the fault tips. 

However, the spatial extent of this variations is very small and the overall stress and strain pattern as 

well as the hydraulic behavior for the whole model is the same for 3- and 9-element wide fault zones. 

In order to determine the required mesh resolution inside the fault zone, it is crucial to evaluate the 

required precision as well as the target location regarding the specific aim of the particular study. 

The differences between the one element (R1-60) approach and both multiple row approaches (R3-60 

and R9-60) stem from the arrangement of the elements to which the fault zone properties have been 

assigned. Regarding R1-60, the rectangular grid geometry leads to the fault zone elements being 

connected by only one common node, i.e., all neighboring elements which share joint edges exhibit the 

non-permeable and mechanically stronger host rock properties. This subdues the formation of both a 
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through-going fluid pathway and deformation zone. In contrast, the fault zone with a higher mesh 

resolution and more element rows has numerous common element faces and, hence, a continuous fluid 

pathway through the entire fault zone can develop. Likewise, strain can accumulate and form a 

continuous zone of deformation. The larger amount of fluid flow through the fault zone increases the 

pore pressure inside the fault zone and leads to reduced effective stresses, which in turn, decreases the 

shear strength again. 

5.6.2. Grid Geometry 

Comparing the two fundamental grid geometries studied, the different results in both hydraulic and 

mechanical simulations can be explained by the special features of the rectangular grid for fluid flow 

as well as stress and strain propagation. 

On the hydraulic part, the rectangular grid induces a spatial restriction in the fluid pathway since some 

of the elements forming the fault zone are connected by only one node. The reduced fluid migration 

through the rectangular fault zone also explains the lower pore pressures observed in the upper 

reservoir section for the rectangular grid geometry (see Figure 4-10 a). 

In a coupled simulation the hydraulic behavior directly effects the mechanical response. According to 

the Mohr–Coulomb criteria (Figure 4-4), a pore pressure increase causes a decrease in the effective 

stresses, which shifts the Mohr–Coulomb circle towards the shear failure line (Byerlee, 1978; 

Jaeger et al., 2007; Faulkner et al., 2010). Thus, the higher pore pressures in the curvilinear approach 

lead to a higher reduction of the effective stresses (Yale, 2003; Gudmundsson, 2011; Shapiro, 2015), 

which explains the difference between both gird geometries regarding the magnitudes and the spatial 

extent of S1,eff (Figure 4-10 b,d). 

For the rectangular grid, the increase in pore pressure is mainly in the center of the fault which is also 

the reason for the location of the highest plastic strain values there. However, this does not fully 

explain the different plastic strain distribution for both grid geometries. Fault geometry may also be 

partly responsible for this different mechanical response. While the curvilinear approach offers a linear, 

smooth boundary between the undeformed reservoir rock and the fault zone, the rectangular approach 

has a stair-stepped geometry (Figure 4-15). This results in some kind of interlocking with the stronger 

rock properties outside the fault zone, and therefore, constrains strain accumulation compared to the 

curvilinear approach. 

In addition, the grid geometry seems to be responsible for the different results of the plastic strain 

occurring at the fault tips (Figures 4-11 b,d and 4-13 b,d). The rectangular fault zone ends with a 

rectangular block of elements. This favors the plastic strain to disperse over multiple elements, which 

in combination with interlocking of the host rock cells, reduces the plastic strain values at the fault 

tips even further (Figure 4-15 R). In contrast, the fault in the curvilinear fault converges towards the 

fault tip (Figure 4-15 C). This causes the strain to accumulate at the fault tips, and thus, exhibits larger 

plastic strain there. 

Particularly the plastic strain pattern of the curvilinear approach seems to be closer to nature. During 

the development and the growth of a fault, stress concentrations at the fault tips lead to strain 

localization (Dyskin, 1993; Reches & Lockner, 1994; Hoek & Martin, 2014). Small discontinuities (i.e., 

Griffith cracks) in the so-called “intact rock” can be stimulated and coalesced by those strain 

localizations (Brace, 1960; Cowie & Shipton, 1998; Brandes & Tanner, 2019) similar to the ones 

observed for the curvilinear approach (see Figure 4-13d). This macroscale shear failure of the intact 

host rock at the fault tips can expend through ongoing strain to extend a continuous fault surface (Lin 

& Parmentier, 1988). Although the FE method used in our approach cannot model fracturing and 

consequently, fault propagation, the plastic strain accumulations at the fault tips for curvilinear fault 

representations seem to mimic the behavior in nature. 
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Figure 5-15: Image showing the rectangular (R) and curvilinear (C) grid geometries and their interaction with 
the surrounding rock mass. While the fault cells in the rectangular approach tend to interlock with the 
surrounding, stronger host rock, the edges of the fault cells in the curvilinear representation form a surface 
almost parallel to the fault plane. Furthermore, the curvilinear representation ends in a pointed geometry while 
the rectangular fault ends in as a block of cells. 

5.6.3. Fault Dip 

Different fault dip angles do not significantly influence fluid flow. Therefore, the pore pressure 

distribution is similar for the 60° and 90° dip scenarios. However, the dip of the fault zone has a strong 

influence on the mechanical behavior. Both stress and strain patterns are reduced for the 90° fault dip 

compared to the 60° fault dip. Particularly the difference in the plastic strain is striking. There is no 

plastic straining and, consequently, no fault reactivation for the 90° case. This behavior can be 

explained according to the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion (Byerlee, 1978; Faulkner et al., 2010). The 

stresses acting on the fault plane are divided into the normal stress (σn) acting orthogonal to the fault 

and the shear stress (τ) acting parallel on the fault, which can be calculated according to: 

τ =  (
𝜎1 − 𝜎3

2
) ∙ sin(2 ∙ 𝛼) (5-8) 

𝜎𝑛 =  (
𝜎1 + 𝜎3

2
) +  (

𝜎1 − 𝜎3

2
) ∙ cos(2 ∙ 𝛼) (5-9) 

with maximum (σ1) and minimum (σ3) principal stresses and the fault dip (α) (Anderson, 1951; Dutt, 

2015). According to the model setup, the initial stress field is the same for both, the 60°- and 90°-

fault dip. If σ1 and σ3 acting on the fault are the same, the only different variable for the different 

fault dips in formula (5-8) and (5-9) is the fault dip (α) itself. 

The shear stress, calculated by formula (5-8), is zero when the sinus-term is zero, which is the case 

for a 90° fault dip. Since the shear stress acting on the fault is zero, the shear failure line is not 

exceeded, and the rock remains intact. Hence, the deformation takes only part of the elastic domain, 

no plastic strain occurs for the models with a 90° fault dip. 

5.6.4. Practical Aspects of Model Building 

Between the various approaches there are huge differences due to the amount of work and time needed, 

i.e., the costs required to incorporate faults into a hydro-mechanical reservoir model. Computing time 

increases exponentially with the number of elements, so finer mesh resolutions within and near the 
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fault zone significantly increase the runtime of the simulations. Even if it is not readily available from 

preceding property modeling or a flow simulation, generating the grid geometry for a regular 

rectangular model and intersecting it with a fault interpretation is quite straightforward and by far 

the most rapid technique. Implementing the curvilinear approach for fault representations requires a 

special grid adapted to the fault geometry. This step can be a rather time-consuming and labor-

intensive task, depending on the complexity of the geometry of the fault network being modelled. As 

shown above, a rectangular grid with the same fault zone resolution can lead to similar results, at least 

at larger distances from the fault zone. 

The rectangular approach can therefore be suitable for a first-order evaluation before more complex 

models with a curvilinear grid are performed. In addition, for reservoir simulations focusing on the 

central parts of fault compartments rather than the fault zone itself, the rectangular approach can be 

reasonable. In contrast, for reservoir simulations focusing on fault zones and their immediate vicinity, 

better results can be expected by using the curvilinear approach. 

5.7. Conclusion 

Using a simple generic model setup, different scenarios for the incorporation of faults as volumetric 

weak zones into hydro-mechanical reservoir models are analyzed. The various scenarios differ 

regarding the mesh resolution of the fault zone (1-, 3- or 9-element width), the grid geometry 

(rectangular vs. curvilinear) and the fault dip (60° and 90°). Significant differences in the stress and 

strain patterns are indicated in the results, which are induced by the fault depending on its 

incorporation in the numerical model. Based on the numerical simulation results, five general 

recommendations can be given on how to represent faults in FE reservoir models: 

1. The mesh resolution has to be considered very carefully, since it can—combined with a 

rectangular grid—lead to serious errors. It needs to be ensured that the fault cells do not 

interlock with the surrounding, stronger and less permeable host rock as this effects both fluid 

flow through and straining of the fault zone. This interlocking effect mainly occurs for 1-

element width fault zones. For grids with multiple element wide fault zones, the only 

differences are observed in the vicinity of the fault tips. Three element wide fault zones appear 

to be appropriate for most reservoir-scale models. Only if the aim of the study is within 10 m 

of the fault zone, a finer resolution should be considered. 

2. If the aim of the study is to model the fault zone properly, a curvilinear representation is 

recommended. In addition to somewhat better fluid migration throughout the whole fault 

zone, this approach shows higher plastic strain at the fault tips, which appears to be closer to 

reality. 

3. If the aim of the study is at a distance of more than 10 m from the fault, both grid geometries 

are interchangeable. They show similar stress and strain patterns. In this case, the advantage 

of the rectangular grid is that it generally takes much less time to generate. 

4. Different fault dips produce different mechanical results, i.e., stress and strain patterns. 

Therefore, care should be taken to consider a realistic fault dip, e.g., from interpretation of 

depth-converted seismic sections, rather than using a vertical fault dip for simplification. 

5. Different fault dips produce similar hydraulic results. If the aim of the study is primarily on 

hydraulic issues, vertical faults can be an acceptable simplification. 

Regarding the upscaling of the material heterogeneity and complex fault zone architecture to a 

volumetric weak material representing the fault zone, challenges remain. For a more detailed analysis, 

including architectural and material heterogeneity, a volumetric fault zone description with a grid 
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adapted to the fault zone geometry seems more appropriate. The possibility of incorporating further 

details can be presented by local mesh refinement rather than upscaling them to the size of one element. 

This research investigates a simple generic fault model in a siliciclastic succession, but the 

methodology and the findings can be transferred to structurally more complex models as well as other 

lithologies, e.g., carbonate reservoirs. However, while the general recommendations can be used, the 

reservoir structure has to be modelled according to the specific geological setting. 

Perspectives for future modeling work include sensitivity studies for the material parameters defining 

the shear strength and the fluid flow of the fault zone as well as the influence of detailed reproduction 

of the internal fault architecture. 
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Abstract 

The proper representation of faults in coupled hydro-mechanical reservoir models is challenged, 

among others, by the difference between the small-scale heterogeneity of fault zones observed in 

nature and the large size of the calculation cells in numerical simulations. In the present study we use 

a generic finite element (FE) model with a volumetric fault zone description to examine what effect 

the corresponding upscaled material parameters have on pore pressures, stresses, and deformation 

within and surrounding the fault zone. Such a sensitivity study is important as the usually poor data 

base regarding specific hydro-mechanical fault properties as well as the upscaling process introduces 

uncertainties, whose impact on the modeling results is otherwise difficult to assess. Altogether, 87 

scenarios with different elastic and plastic parameter combinations were studied. Numerical modeling 

results indicate that Young’s modulus and cohesion assigned to the fault zone have the strongest 

influence on the stress and strain perturbations, both in absolute numbers as well as regarding the 

spatial extent. Angle of internal friction has only a minor and Poisson’s ratio of the fault zone a 

negligible impact. Finally, some general recommendations concerning the choice of mechanical fault 

zone properties for reservoir-scale hydro-mechanical models are given. 

6.1. Introduction 

Hydro-mechanical simulations have developed into a standard tool for various subsurface applications 

ranging from hydrocarbon and geothermal reservoirs to underground storage sites for CO2 (Cappa & 

Rutqvist, 2011; Fachri et al., 2016; Serajian et al., 2016; Schuite et al., 2017). However, challenges exist 

regarding the proper implementation of faults into such numerical models. Faults not only have a 

profound impact on fluid flow, but also effect the stress field in their vicinity. In addition, pore pressure 

changes due to injection or production can induce slippage and fault reactivation, respectively 

(Pereira et al., 2014; Rueda et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2015; Haug et al., 2018). This may cause 

induced seismicity, land subsidence and well collapse (Segall et al., 1994; Morton et al., 2006; Chan & 

Zoback, 2007; Vilarrasa et al., 2017). Fault reactivation may also breach the reservoir seal causing up-

fault leakage and allowing fluid migration due to enhanced permeability inside the fault zone (Wiprut 

& Zoback, 2000; Cuisiat et al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2010). Thus, proper incorporation of faults into 

hydro-mechanical models is of crucial relevance for various reasons. 

In reality, faults are characterized by a complex geometrical structure and a heterogeneous material 

distribution (Caine et al., 1996; Walsh et al., 2003; Collettini & Holdsworth, 2004; Myers & Aydin, 

2004; Childs et al., 2009; Fasching & Vanek, 2011). They should be regarded rather as a fault zone, i.e., 

a volumetric feature, than as a discrete fault surface (Rawling et al., 2001; Wibberley et al., 2008; 

Childs et al., 2009; Gudmundsson, 2011). A fault zone typically contains a fault core accompanied by 

damage zones on either side, but may be structurally more complex including the appearance of 

multiple fault cores as well as damage zones of variable width and fracture intensity (Caine et al., 1996; 

Childs et al., 1996; Fasching & Vanek, 2011; Gudmundsson et al., 2013; Bauer et al., 2015). Therefore, 

the appropriate representation of faults in numerical reservoir models is challenged by two related 

aspects: (1) the difference in scale between the heterogeneity of the fault zone (centimeters to meters) 

https://doi:10.3390/en13102673
https://doi:10.3390/en13102673
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and the typical size of the calculation cells of the numerical grid (meters to tens of meters) and (2) the 

material properties assigned to the fault zone which stem—if available at all—from rock mechanical 

testing on core samples with a diameter of a few centimeters. Both aspects require upscaling, i.e., 

merging the heterogeneous material properties of the fault zone (Manzocchi et al., 2008; Olden et al., 

2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Qu & Tveranger, 2016), in order to assign reasonable material properties to 

the fault zone elements of a reservoir-(kilometer)-scale hydro-mechanical model. 

In the present study we use a generic finite element (FE) model with a volumetric fault zone 

description to examine what effect such upscaled parameters have on pore pressures, stresses, and 

deformation within and surrounding the fault zone. Such a sensitivity study is important as the usually 

poor data base regarding specific hydro-mechanical fault properties as well as the upscaling process 

introduces uncertainties, whose impact on the modeling results is otherwise difficult to assess. As the 

prime focus is on fault reactivation due to pore pressure changes, we explore a parameter range for 

Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, cohesion, and angle of internal friction which is typical for fault zone 

rocks. Modeling results are expected to provide a framework to understand quantitatively how the 

elastic and frictional-plastic properties assigned to a fault zone in a hydro-mechanical reservoir 

simulation actually affect the modeling results. 

6.2. Elastic and Frictional Fault Zone Properties 

Faults are usually not a target for drilling operations. They are rather avoided to reduce well stability 

problems. Even if coring of a fault zone is attempted, intense fracturing and poor consolidation of fault 

zone rocks frequently results in very limited core recovery (Paul et al., 2007; Johri et al., 2014). As a 

consequence, there usually is a lack of fault-specific material parameters to populate a hydro-

mechanical model (Zoback, 2007; Hennings et al., 2012). Instead, the material parameters have to be 

estimated from literature sources considering how faulting and fracturing change the material 

properties of the intact rock. In the following we review the possible range of mechanical fault rock 

parameters in the elastic and frictional-plastic domain, which also forms the basis for the subsequent 

numerical sensitivity study. 

6.2.1. Elastic Material Properties 

Deformation in the elastic domain can be described by Hooke’s Law, which relates stress and strain 

via an elasticity (or stiffness) matrix (Carmichael, 1988; Jaeger et al., 2007). In case of a linear-elastic 

and isotropic medium, only two material properties are required: Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. 

The Young’s modulus or modulus of elasticity of a fault zone can vary by several orders of magnitude 

between the value of the intact rock and the one of the fault-related rocks in the damage zones and 

fault core. The Young’s modulus for common lithologies (intact rock) ranges from 1 GPa to 100 GPa 

(Gudmundsson, 2011; Fjær, 2018). It decreases with increasing fracture density, i.e., in the damage 

zone and tectonic breccias, respectively. Fault gauges which frequently make up the fault core can 

exhibit Young’s modulus values as low as 0.01 GPa (Goodman, 1989; Schön, 2004; Gudmundsson, 

2011).  

The Young’s modulus required for numerical modeling is the static Young’s modulus which—

ideally—is derived from uniaxial or triaxial testing of cores in the laboratory. Such rock mechanical 

testing is typically carried out on samples with a diameter of a few centimeters. However, mechanical 

properties like Young’s modulus and unconfined compressive strength (UCS) derived from lab tests 

are usually significantly larger (1.5×–10×) than the corresponding values of a larger rock mass 

(Jaeger et al., 2007; Gudmundsson, 2011). This scale-dependence can be accounted for by using 

empirical correlations, but this inevitably adds uncertainties to the material properties assigned to the 

fault zone in the numerical model (Eissa & Kazin, 1988; Fjær, 2018; Davarpanah et al., 2020). If no 

cores are available, an option is to calculate dynamic Young’s modulus from well logs (p- and s-wave 

velocities, density). However, these dynamic Young’s modulus values need to be converted to static 
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ones based on empirical correlations which introduces yet another uncertainty to the upscaled 

properties. 

The second parameter to describe elasticity is Poisson’s ratio. It is defined as the negative transversal 

strain divided by the axial or longitudinal strain (Fjær et al., 2008; Gudmundsson, 2011). Again, 

determination of static Poisson’s ratio requires core samples for laboratory testing, while dynamic 

values can be derived from borehole logs (p- and s-wave velocities). Poisson’s ratios of common 

lithologies are usually in the range of 0.10–0.35 with most values between 0.2 and 0.3 (Schön, 2004; 

Fjær et al., 2008; Gudmundsson et al., 2013). If no specific measurements for the Poisson’s ratio of a 

rock unit is available, 0.25 is a value commonly used in numerical simulations. 

6.2.2. Frictional Material Properties 

In case of most rocks, elastic material behavior is restricted to only a few percent (1–3%) of 

deformation. If stresses reach the yield point, the subsequent post-failure behavior and irreversible 

deformation falls into the plastic domain (Brady & Brown, 1993; Jaeger et al., 2007; Gudmundsson, 

2011). In case of brittle-plastic material behavior, failure is realized through fracture formation, while 

in the ductile domain failure occurs as plastic flow (Brace, 1960; Caddell, 1980; Faulkner et al., 2010). 

Major crustal-scale fault zones include both failure mechanisms with fracturing and a well-defined 

fault zone in the upper part and plastic flow resulting in a distributed shear zone in the deeper part. 

However, at typical reservoir depths of a few kilometers, brittle failure is the dominant deformation 

mechanism in fault zones (Reches & Lockner, 1994; Hoek, 2013; Deb & Jenny, 2017).  

A commonly used failure criterion separating the elastic and the plastic domain is the Mohr–Coulomb 

(MC) failure criterion. The MC criterion defines the maximum shear stress a rock can withstand until 

shear failure occurs (Byerlee, 1978; Zoback, 2007; Fjær et al., 2008). The corresponding frictional 

material properties of the MC criterion are cohesion and the angle of internal friction. 

Cohesion, also called inherent shear strength, is the shear strength of a rock if the effective normal 

stress is zero (Goodman, 1989; Bell, 2000; Azarfar et al., 2018). The cohesion of fault zone rocks can 

vary by several orders of magnitude from completely cohesionless to a few tens of MPa depending on 

the degree of deformation and healing or recrystallization, e.g., from hydrothermal precipitations 

(Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2013). For example, a fault zone may contain a fully 

powdered fault core, which persists of cohesionless rock flour (Caine et al., 1996; Rawling et al., 2001; 

Holdsworth, 2004; Childs et al., 2009). In contrast, circulation of hydrothermal fluids can cause 

mineral precipitation (e.g., quartz, barite), which hardens the fault core even more than the 

surrounding rock mass (Collettini & Holdsworth, 2004; Syversveen et al., 2006; Azarfar et al., 2018). 

In order to estimate fault zone cohesion, some rules of thumb can be considered: 

• The higher the deformation and the strain values during fault zone formation, the more likely 

the rock mass is highly deformed and powdered. Thus, cohesion decreases with increasing 

deformation during fault formation (Bell, 2000; Faulkner et al., 2010; Hoek, 2013; Hoek & 

Martin, 2014). 

• Hydrothermal circulation (depending on the chemical content of the circulating fluids) can 

overprint and cement the fault zone rocks leading to increased cohesion (Bruhn et al., 1994; 

Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2013). 

It should be noted that for sedimentary rocks the intercept of a linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion 

actually overestimates rock cement strength. In such cases, use of a nonlinear failure envelope would 

be more appropriate to describe real cohesion at low effective confining stresses. 

The second frictional material parameter used in the MC criterion is the angle of internal friction. It 

describes the increase in shear strength of a rock with respect to an increase in normal stress 
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(Goodman, 1989; Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson, 2011). Friction angles of common lithologies 

range between 5° and 50° (Jaeger et al., 2007; Gudmundsson, 2011). A frequently used average value 

for rocks is 40.5° equivalent to a coefficient of internal friction of 0.85 (Byerlee, 1978). In general, the 

friction angle is related to grain size, so coarse-grained rocks tend to have a higher friction angle, while 

lower friction angles are typical for fine-grained rocks and rocks with a high clay content, respectively 

(Barton, 1973; Andersson et al., 1991; Faulkner et al., 2006; Chiaraluce et al., 2007; Collettini et al., 

2009). Besides grain size, the degree of fracturing also affects the angle of internal friction (Malkowski, 

2015). Typically, the friction angle decreases with increasing fracturing of the rock (Sanetra, 2005; 

Bukowska & Sanetra, 2008). 

However, other studies (Sulem et al., 1999; Jafarpour et al., 2012) indicate that during rock 

degradation in shear and without further weakening due to mineral alteration and clay smearing, the 

friction angle remains largely unaltered. Thus, weakening in such cases results primarily from 

cohesion softening. 

A fault-specific determination of cohesion and angle of internal friction again requires core samples for 

triaxial rock mechanical testing in the lab. If the material is not suitable for multistage testing (Bro, 

1997; Blümel, 2009; Taheri & Chanda, 2013), at least three samples are required for one triaxial test. 

Thus, it is very rare that proper rock samples for triaxial testing of fault zone rocks are available to 

populate a numerical model with specific frictional fault rock properties (Faulkner et al., 2010; 

Gudmundsson, 2011). 

6.3. Modeling Concept 

A finite element (FE) model was set up to compare the effect on hydro-mechanical simulation of 

different elastic and frictional-plastic properties assigned to a fault zone. It consists of over and 

underburden sections of low permeability with a high-permeability reservoir layer in between and 

offset by a normal fault. Figure 1a exhibits an elliptical fault zone displacing a reservoir horizon, the 

geological rationale for this model setup. The reservoir horizon embedded into the 1 km × 1 km × 

0.003 km model frame is displaced by a 500 m long normal fault centered in the middle of the model. 

At the top of the model frame, loading conditions simulate 1 km of overlaying rock material. So the 

model bottom is adopted to be 2 km beneath the surface. Additionally, the weight of the overburden 

implemented as pressure acting on the model top, no further mechanical forces, or displacements are 

assigned to the model. On the hydraulic part, the initial model assumes a hydrostatic pore pressure 

field. Subsequently, pore pressure at the nodes on the right side of the reservoir unit is increased to 

simulate fluid injection into the downthrown block. For five years the pore pressure is constantly 

increased every three months by 0.75 MPa until it finally reaches 15 MPa above hydrostatic. 

Starting from a base model which is used as reference for the subsequent sensitivity studies, Young’s 

modulus, Poisson’s ratio, cohesion, and angle of internal friction are varied within a range typical for 

fault zone rocks. At the same time, the model geometry and the material properties for the other model 

units (reservoir rock and over-/underburden) remain the same in all scenarios. Altogether, 87 FE 

models with different mechanical parameter combinations assigned to the fault zone have been studied. 

FE software Ansys 19.2 (Ansys, 2019) is used for the fully coupled hydro-mechanical simulations. 
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Figure 6-1: (a) A slice through a reservoir horizon displaced by the central part of an elliptical fault zone is the 
geological rationale for the 3D fault zone model as shown in the cartoon. (b) General model set-up for the hydro-
mechanical simulations as well as initial and boundary conditions used. 

6.3.1. Model Geometry 

The 3D model represents a slice through the central part of a normal fault (Figure 1a). The resulting 

model domain, the dimensions as well as the initial and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 1b. 

The model dimensions are 1 km × 1 km × 0.001 km (equivalent to a model slice of one element 
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thickness) and comprise a fault zone of 500 m height and 60° dip. The fault offsets a 25 m thick 

reservoir section by 47 m. Using scaling relationships of Johri et al. (2014), the total width of the fault 

zone including the fault core as well the damage zone is assumed to be 12 m. Treffeisen & Henk (2020b) 

have shown that in reservoir-scale models discretizing the width of a fault zone into three elements is 

sufficient to achieve modeling results very similar to a finer discretization. Hence, the size of the 

elements describing the fault geometry is 4 m × 4 m × 3 m, whereas the whole model domain comprises 

45,684 elements. 

6.3.2. Constitutive Laws 

The hydro-mechanical simulation uses fluid flow through a porous medium and poroelastic-perfectly 

plastic material behavior. In the following the principle behind such fully coupled hydro-mechanical 

simulations as well as the assigned boundary conditions are briefly explained. The Modeling utilizes 

the commercial software program Ansys 19.2 and the reader is referred to the extensive theory and 

user manuals (Ansys, 2019) for more detailed information.  

The mechanical part of the fully coupled simulation is based on the total stresses are reduced by the 

pore pressure in the rock volume leading to effective stresses. This relationship can be described by 

(Wang, 2000; Shapiro, 2015; Cheng, 2016): 

σ’ij = σij – α ∙ pf ∙ δij (6-2) 

where the effective stresses (σ’ij) are derived from the total stress tensor (σij) by subtracting the pore 

pressure (pf), weighted by the Biot coefficient (𝛼) and Kronecker’s delta (δij). 

The hydraulic part of the coupling is defined in Ansys 19.2 with the following mass-balance equation 

(Ansys, 2019): 

∇𝑞𝑓 +  𝛼 ∙ 휀𝑣 +  
𝑝𝑓

𝑄∗
 − 𝑆𝑓 = 0 (6-3) 

where the flux due to Darcy’s law qf (m/s), the volumetric strain εv (-), the compressibility parameter 

Q* and the degree of fluid saturation Sf (-). Q* is calculated from the bulk modulus of both the skeleton 

and the fluid.  

These two formulas briefly outline the interaction of the hydraulic and mechanical behavior as changes 

in pore pressure result in effective stress changes and related volumetric strain. This in turn alters 

porosity and permeability, which again affect the pore pressure field (Jaeger et al., 2007; Cappa & 

Rutqvist, 2011). 

6.3.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions 

Figure 1b shows the mechanical and hydraulic boundary conditions, both for the initial state and the 

subsequent injection stage. For the mechanical calculations, displacements orthogonal to the model 

boundaries are not allowed at the base, left, right, front, and back sides of the model (roller boundary 

conditions). Since the model top is located 1000 m beneath the earth surface, the weight of the 

overburden is assigned through a pressure boundary condition with an average density of 2300 kg/m3. 

For the hydraulic calculations, all model boundaries are considered to be impermeable. 

During the initial load step, mechanical and hydraulic equilibrium in response to the boundary 

conditions is achieved. So the whole model domain experiences hydrostatic pore pressure conditions. 

Concurrently the initial stress field is established through gravitational loading only and no other 

tectonic (horizontal) stress components are considered in the simulations. Therefore, the tectonic 

regime is normal faulting with the vertical stress Sv being the maximum principal stress S1. 
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Afterwards, fluid injection in the downthrown block is simulated by successively applying higher pore 

pressures for five years to the boundary nodes of the reservoir layer in the hanging wall of the fault 

(lower right in Figure 6-1 b). The injection pressure increases for 20 time steps by 0.75 MPa, until the 

maximum injection pressure of 15 MPa above hydrostatic is reached. 

6.3.4. Material Parameters 

The hydraulic and mechanical material properties assigned to the fault zone, reservoir and host rock 

are listed in Table 6-1. Details of the changes in Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, cohesion, and 

friction angle assigned to the fault zone in the various sensitivity studies as well as the acronyms 

dedicated to the corresponding scenarios are shown in Table 6-2. The coding used for each model 

variant reflects the differences to the base model (BM). For example, BM-c1 implies that the model 

varies only regarding cohesion of the fault zone rocks and that a value of 1 MPa (instead of 5 MPa as 

in model BM) is used for the calculations. All other material parameters remain the same. 

Table 6-1: Hydraulic and mechanical parameters used for the three model units. 

Mechanical Symbol Fault Zone Reservoir Over-/Underburden 

Young’s modulus (GPa) E 0.1–10 30 30 
Poissons’ ratio (-) υ 0.1–0.25 0.23 0.23 

Friction angle (°) φ 10–25 40 40 
Cohesion (MPa) c 0.01–5 20 20 

Tensile strength (MPa) T0 5 20 20 
Density (kg/m3) ρ 2400 2400 2400 

Hydraulic     

Biot coefficient (-) α 0.9 0.5 0.5 

Permeability (m2) k 10−14 5−12 10−17 

Table 6-2: Overview of the 87 scenarios studied and the corresponding model names. The scenarios differ 
regarding the elastic and the frictional properties assigned to the model unit representing the fault zone. 

Model Name 
Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 
Poisson’s Ratio 

(-) 
Cohesion 

(MPa) 
Friction Angle 

(°) 
BM 10 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-P0.20 10 0.20 5 25.0 
BM-P0.15 10 0.15 5 25.0 
BM-P0.10 10 0.10 5 25.0 

BM-FA17.5 10 0.25 5 17.5 
BM-FA10.0 10 0.25 5 10.0 

BM-c1 10 0.25 1 25.0 
BM-c1-FA17.5 10 0.25 1 17.5 
BM-c1-FA10.0 10 0.25 1 10.0 

BM-c0.5 10 0.25 0.5 25.0 
BM-c0.5-FA17.5 10 0.25 0.5 17.5 
BM-c0.5-FA10.0 10 0.25 0.5 10.0 

BM-c0.1 10 0.25 0.1 25.0 
BM-c0.1-FA17.5 10 0.25 0.1 17.5 
BM-c0.1-FA10.0 10 0.25 0.1 10.0 

BM-c0.05 10 0.25 0.05 25.0 
BM-c0.05-FA17.5 10 0.25 0.05 17.5 
BM-c0.05-FA10.0 10 0.25 0.05 10.0 

BM-c0.01 10 0.25 0.01 25.0 
BM-c0.01-FA17.5 10 0.25 0.01 17.5 
BM-c0.01-FA10.0 10 0.25 0.01 10.0 

BM-Y7 7 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y7-P0.20 7 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y7-P0.15 7 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y7-P0.10 7 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-Y5 5 0.25 5 25.0 
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BM-Y5-P0.20 5 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y5-P0.15 5 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y5-P0.10 5 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-Y3 3 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y3-P0.20 3 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y3-P0.15 3 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y3-P0.10 3 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-Y1 1 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y1-P0.20 1 0.20 5 25.0 
BM-Y1-P0.15 1 0.15 5 25.0 
BM-Y1-P0.10 1 0.10 5 25.0 

BM-Y1-FA17.5 1 0.25 5 17.5 
BM-Y1-FA10.0 1 0.25 5 10.0 

BM-Y1-c1 1 0.25 1 25.0 
BM-Y1-c1-FA17.5 1 0.25 1 17.5 
BM-Y1-c1-FA10.0 1 0.25 1 10.0 

BM-Y1-c0.5 1 0.25 0.5 25.0 
BM-Y1-c0.5-FA17.5 1 0.25 0.5 17.5 
BM-Y1-c0.5-FA10.0 1 0.25 0.5 10.0 

BM-Y1-c0.1 1 0.25 0.1 25.0 
BM-Y1-c0.1-FA17.5 1 0.25 0.1 17.5 
BM-Y1-c0.1-FA10.0 1 0.25 0.1 10.0 

BM-Y1-c0.05 1 0.25 0.05 25.0 
BM-Y1-c0.05-FA17.5 1 0.25 0.05 17.5 
BM-Y1-c0.05-FA10.0 1 0.25 0.05 10.0 

BM-Y1-c0.01 1 0.25 0.01 25.0 
BM-Y1-c0.01-FA17.5 1 0.25 0.01 17.5 
BM-Y1-c0.01-FA10.0 1 0.25 0.01 10.0 

BM-Y0.7 0.7 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.7-P0.20 0.7 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.7-P0.15 0.7 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.7-P0.10 0.7 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-Y0.5 0.5 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.5-P0.20 0.5 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.5-P015 0.5 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.5-P0.10 0.5 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-Y0.3 0.3 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.3-P0.20 0.3 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.3-P0.15 0.3 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.3-P0.10 0.3 0.25 5 25.0 

BM-Y0.1 0.1 0.25 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-P0.20 0.1 0.20 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-P0.15 0.1 0.15 5 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-P0.10 0.1 0.10 5 25.0 

BM-Y0.1-FA17.5 0.1 0.25 5 17.5 
BM-Y0.1-FA10.0 0.1 0.25 5 10.0 

BM-Y0.1-c1 0.1 0.25 1 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-c1-FA17.5 0.1 0.25 1 17.5 
BM-Y0.1-c1-FA10.0 0.1 0.25 1 10.0 

BM-Y0.1-c0.5 0.1 0.25 0.5 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-c0.5-FA17.5 0.1 0.25 0.5 17.5 
BM-Y0.1-c0.5-FA10.0 0.1 0.25 0.5 10.0 

BM-Y0.1-c0.1 0.1 0.25 0.1 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-c0.1-FA17.5 0.1 0.25 0.1 17.5 
BM-Y0.1-c0.1-FA10.0 0.1 0.25 0.1 10.0 

BM-Y0.1-c0.05 0.1 0.25 0.05 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-c0.05-FA17.5 0.1 0.25 0.05 17.5 
BM-Y0.1-c0.05-FA10.0 0.1 0.25 0.05 10.0 

BM-Y0.1-c0.01 0.1 0.25 0.01 25.0 
BM-Y0.1-c0.01-FA17.5 0.1 0.25 0.01 17.5 
BM-Y0.1-c0.01-FA10.0 0.1 0.25 0.01 10.0 
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The material properties assigned to the fault zone elements cover a range which is typical for fault 

zones in siliciclastic successions, i.e., Young’s modulus was varied between 0.01 GPa and 10 GPa, 

Poisson’s ratio between 0.1 and 0.25, cohesion between 0.01 MPa and 5 MPa and friction angle 

between 10.0° and 25.0°. For example, the combination of the maximum values from each category, 

e.g., a Young’s modulus of 10 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, a cohesion of 5 MPa and a friction angle 

of 25°, would be typical for a fault zone containing slightly deformed sandstone and re-cemented fault 

gouge (Goodman, 1989; Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson, 2011). Combination of the minimum 

values, i.e., a Young’s modulus of 0.01 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.1, a cohesion of 0.01 MPa and a 

friction angle of 10° would represent a fault rock containing mostly clay and siliciclastic rock flour 

(Gudmundsson et al., 2013). Between these extremes, various other rock types and, hence, material 

properties can be imagined, depending on the fraction clay or rock and the fraction of lithified 

sandstone (Fjær et al., 2008). 

The permeability of fault zones in siliciclastic successions is usually controlled by the clay content of 

the offset rocks. Thus, impermeable faults are more likely in sandstone-shale regimes (Caine et al., 

1996; Agosta et al., 2006; Faulkner et al., 2006). However, we decided to choose a semipermeable fault 

zone since we are particularly interested in how fluid flow effects the mechanical strength of the fault 

and how this potentially leads to fault reactivation (Faulkner et al., 2010; Fachri et al., 2016). Faults 

in sandstones with less than 15% clay content show already a slightly reduced permeability in 

comparison to the host rock (Fisher & Knipe, 2001). For this sensitivity study, we choose a fault zone 

permeability about two orders of magnitude lower than the reservoir rock to account for some fault 

damage on hydraulic conductivity. However, modeling techniques are generally applicable and could 

also be applied to fault zones which act as impermeable barriers or high-permeability conduits for fluid 

flow. 

6.4. Results 

The following section presents some of the modeling results. Firstly, the results of the base model 

(BM) are presented, which provides the baseline for the following comparisons with some of the 

other 86 scenarios studied (see Table 6-2 for the various models). Afterwards stress and strain 

patterns for both the whole model area and the fault zone itself are compared between exemplary 

model setups. 

6.4.1. Base Model 

The base model (BM) comprises a fault zone with material properties typical for siliciclastic fault zones 

separating a sandstone reservoir, whereby the fault acts as conduit for fluid flow between different 

reservoir compartments. The corresponding mechanical material properties for a fault zone in such a 

setting are inferred from literature (Schön, 2004; Fjær et al., 2008; Gudmundsson, 2011) and set to a 

Young’s modulus of 10 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, a cohesion of 10 MPa and an angle of internal 

friction of 25°. Modeling results are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 comparing the results for the initial 

state, i.e., prior to fluid injection (upper row) and after five years of injection with a pore pressure 

increase in the lower reservoir section of 15 MPa above hydrostatic (bottom row), respectively. 

6.4.1.1. Pore Pressure 

The initial pore pressure distribution (Figure 6-2 a) shows a hydrostatic gradient resulting from the 

boundary conditions assigned, i.e., 9.8 MPa at the model top (1000 m depth) and 19.6 MPa at the 

model base (2000 m). After increasing the injection pressure at a rate of 0.75 MPa every three month 

over five years to a total of 15 MPa above hydrostatic, the pore pressure inside the reservoir layer has 

been raised to 30 MPa (Figure 6-2 d). The pressure increase has propagated from the injection point 

in the down-thrown reservoir section through the fault zone all the way up to the upper fault 
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compartment on the left side of the model. The increase here is still about 8 MPa above hydrostatic, 

which results in a pore pressure of about 22 MPa. 

 

Figure 6-2: Results of the base model (BM) of the spatial variation in pore pressure (a,d), the magnitude of the 
effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff; b,e), and orientation of S1,eff (deviation from vertical; c,f). 

6.4.1.2. Magnitude and Orientation of S1,eff 

The effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) displays 15 MPa at the top and up to 37 MPa at the 

bottom of the model (Figure 6-2 b). This reflects the combined effects of boundary conditions and 

gravitational loading and considers poroelastic effects. The fault zone shows the lowest effective stress 

values due to its higher Biot coefficient in comparison to the surrounding rock mass. Figure 6-2c 

displays the orientation of S1,eff. For ease of visualization, this is presented in form of a contour plot 

which show the deviations (clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW)) from the vertical direction, 

i.e., the undisturbed orientation of S1,eff in a normal faulting regime. As a consequence, outside the 

model areas affected by the fault hardly any deviation occurs, i.e., S1,eff is vertical. However, inside the 

fault zone S1,eff has rotated up to 17° CW. In the immediate vicinity of the fault zone and near the fault 

tips, stress rotations between 5° CCW and 5° CW can be observed. 

After five years of fluid injection the pore pressure inside the reservoir (Figure 6-2 d) and the fault 

zone has increased which directly effects the S1,eff pattern (Figure 6-2 e). The lower, right reservoir 

section stands out against the surrounding rock mass with S1,eff values about 5–10 MPa lower, while 

the effective stresses near the fault zone show an increase at the upper left and lower right fault tips as 

well as a corresponding decrease at the opposing sides. Inside the fault zone, S1,eff has decreased up to 

less than 10 MPa. Injection does not only modify effective stress magnitudes but also stress 

orientations (Figure 6-2 f). Significantly larger model areas up to 300 m distance from the fault zone 

are now showing S1,eff orientations differing from vertical. These stress perturbations follow some kind 

of a point symmetry with a maximum rotation of 21° CW to the left of the lower and to the right of 
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the upper fault tip, respectively. On the opposite sides of the fault tips extending to the middle part of 

the fault zone, the direction of S1,eff deviates between 5° and 15° CW from vertical. 

6.4.1.3. Total, Elastic, and Plastic Strain 

Figure 6-3 shows the von Mises total strain as well as the corresponding elastic and plastic strain 

components. For the first load step, total strain ranges from 0 to 0.16% (Figure 6-3 a) and is dominated 

by elastic straining (compare to Figure 6-3 b,c). After five years of injection, the total strain exhibits 

values between 0.0 and 1.6% (Figure 6-3 d) and is primarily controlled by plastic straining, which 

shows significantly higher values than the elastic strain component (compare to Figure 6-3 e,f). Elastic 

straining only in relation to the initial stress field is shown in Figure 6-3 b. In the vicinity of the fault 

zone von Mises elastic strain values range from 0.04% at the top to 0.1% at base. Somewhat larger 

strain values are observed for the weaker fault zone where values range between 0.12% and 0.16%. 

These lower elastic strains are confined to the fault zone and do not extend into the surrounding rock 

mass. No von Mises plastic strain is observed for the initial load step (Figure 6-3 c). Thus, it can be 

excluded that initial loading already causes plastic deformation in and reactivation of the fault zone. 

For the final load step, i.e., after five years of injection, elastic strain in the fault zone has decreased by 

about 0.04% compared to the initial load step, ranging now between 0.08% and 0.12% (Figure 6-3 e). 

The larger elastic strain values extend into the surrounding host rock at the fault tips. While elastic 

strain has decreased inside the fault zone, plastic strain has increased and occurs throughout the entire 

fault zone (Figure 6-3 f). Maximum values are about 1.6% at the fault tips, but even within the fault 

zone plastic straining of at least 0.5% can be observed. 

 

Figure 6-3: Strain simulation results for the base model (BM), i.e., the spatial variation in von Mises total strain 
(a,d), von Mises elastic strain (b,e), and von Mises plastic strain (c,f). 
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6.4.2. Influence of Young’s Modulus 

Comparison of the various sensitivity studies starts with the elastic domain and by varying the Young’s 

modulus assigned to the fault zone elements. Three scenarios differing by an order of magnitude, i.e., 

10 GPa, 1 GPa, and 0.1 GPa, are compared. The remaining fault zone properties, i.e., Poisson’s ratio, 

cohesion and friction angle are kept constant at 0.25, 5 MPa, and 25°, respectively. 

6.4.2.1. Magnitude and Orientation of S1,eff 

Figure 6-4 a–c show the magnitude of S1,eff after five years of fluid injection for the three different 

Young’s modulus values of the fault zone. Figure 4a shows the results of the base model (BM). S1,eff 

magnitudes to the right of the lower and to the left of the upper fault tip are 43.7 MPa and 32.3 MPa, 

respectively. On the opposite sides, there are local minima of 17.9 MPa and 24.8 MPa. The lowest 

values for S1,eff of 7.6 MPa can be observed in the central part of the fault zone. A decrease in Young’s 

modulus to 1 GPa (BM-Y1) does not change this overall pattern of S1,eff with minimum and maximum 

peaks at the fault tips arranged point symmetric to the midpoint of the fault (Figure 6-4 b). However, 

the maximum values at the lower and upper fault tips are 59.6 MPa and 48.3 MPa, respectively. Thus, 

the less stiffer fault zone leads to an increase in S1,eff magnitudes by about 16 to 17 MPa in comparison 

to the base model. The local minima opposite those peaks are 14.2 and 25.6 MPa, respectively. Again, 

the lowest values of 2.83 MPa can be found in the central part of the fault. A further decrease of the 

Young’s modulus of the fault zone to 0.1 GPa (model BM-Y0.1) intensifies these trends even more 

(Figure 6-4 c). The maximum values at the fault tips range between 68.6 MPa and 85.7 MPa and the 

local minimum between 8.7 MPa and 17.4 MPa. The lowest S1,eff magnitudes of 0.3 MPa are again 

observed in the middle of the fault zone. 

 

Figure 6-4: Spatial variations in the magnitude (a–c) and orientation (deviation from vertical; d–f) of the effective 
maximum principal stress (S1,eff) after five years of injection for three different Young’s modulus values assigned 
to the fault zone. 

The corresponding orientation of S1,eff for the three scenarios with different fault zone Young’s 

modulus values are presented in Figure 6-4 d–f. After five years of fluid injection, most parts of the 
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base model (BM) show only minor (5° CCW to 5° CW) deviations from vertical (Figure 6-4 d). Larger 

values of up to 20° CW occur near the right side at the upper and the left side of the lower fault tip. 

On the opposing sides and towards the center of the fault zone CCW rotation up to 13.7° is observed. 

A decrease in Young’s modulus to 1 GPa (BM-Y1) increases both the area affected by and the amount 

of stress rotation (Figure 6-4 e), while the overall pattern remains the same. The maximum rotation 

of 33.5° CW occurs to the right of the upper and to the left of the lower fault tip, while on the opposing 

sides a deviation from vertical of up to 21.4° CCW is observed. The further decrease of the Young’s 

modulus to 0.1 GPa (BM-Y0.1, Figure 6-4 f) enhances this pattern leading to stress rotations between 

48.4° CW and 32.0° CCW. 

6.4.2.2. Elastic, and Plastic Strain 

The impact of different fault zone Young’s modulus values on elastic and plastic strain patterns after 

five years of injection is shown in Figure 6-5. Model BM shows a maximum elastic strain of 0.12% in 

the fault zone elements (Figure 6-5 a; see also Figure 6-3 e which uses a different color scale to visualize 

details). Decreasing Young’s modulus by a factor of 10 (BM-Y1), the maximum values for the elastic 

strain inside the fault zone is increased to 1.03% (Figure 6-5 b). A further decrease in Young’s modulus 

(BM-Y0.1) leads to larger elastic strain values observed in the fault zone especially at the fault tips, 

where values can reach up to 7.8% (Figure 6-5 c). Such high elastic strain values can only be achieved 

because the frictional properties are kept constant in this comparison. 

The results for the plastic strain appear to be the other way around (Figure 6-5 d–f). Model BM seems 

to show plastic straining primarily in the lower part of the fault zone (Figure 6-5 d). However, Figure 

6-3 f, which uses a different color contour scheme, shows, that plastic straining actually occurs 

throughout the entire fault zone with a peak value of 1.5% at the lower fault tip. In model BM-Y1, no 

through-going plastic strain zone has developed, but the strain peak at the lower fault tip is about 

twice as much with 3.06% (Figure 6-5 e). For BM-Y0.1 the plastic strain is limited to only a very small 

area at the lower fault tip, where the maximum value is 1.02% (Figure 6-5 f). The remaining part of 

the fault zone does not experience any plastic straining. 

 

Figure 6-5: Spatial variations in van Mises elastic (a–c) and plastic (d–f) strain after five years of injection for 
three different Young’s modulus values assigned to the fault zone. 
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6.4.3. Influence of Poisson’s Ratio 

6.4.3.1. Magnitude and Orientation of S1,eff and S2,eff 

The effect of different Poisson’s ratios of the fault zone rocks on the magnitude of both the vertical 

(S1,eff) and horizontal (S2,eff) effective stress is shown in Figure 6-6. The pattern of S1,eff magnitudes after 

five years of fluid injection is essentially the same for all scenarios i.e., for Poisson’s ratios of 0.25 (BM, 

Figure 6-6 a), 0.15 (BM-P0.15, Figure 6-6 b), and 0.10 (BM-P0.10, Figure 6-6 c). The minimum values 

inside the fault zone hardly vary for the three models, ranging between 7.4 MPa (BM) and 7.5 MPa 

(BM-P0.10). Maximum values observed at the lower fault tips vary from 43.7 (BM) to 45.8 (BM-

P0.10). 

 

Figure 6-6: Spatial variations in the magnitude of S1,eff (a–c) and the magnitude of S2,eff (d–f) after five years of 
injection for three different Poisson’s ratios assigned to the fault zone. 

Comparing the results of S2,eff the overall pattern is again rather similar with peak values in the range 

of 12 MPa. However, some differences occur inside the fault zone, where minimum S2,eff values are 1.3 

MPa (BM, Figure 6-6 d), 0.8 MPa (BM-P0.15, Figure 6-6 e), and 0.5 MPa (BM-P0.10, Figure 6-6 f), 

respectively. 

Regarding the orientation of S1,eff and S2,eff, the calculated patterns exhibit no substantial differences 

depending of the Poisson’s ratio assigned to the fault zone unit. 

6.4.3.2. Elastic, and Plastic Strain 

Figure 6-7 combines elastic and plastic strain results received for the different Poisson’s ratio values 

assigned to the fault zone. The elastic strain pattern and the peak values of 0.13% are essentially the 

same for all three models (Figure 6-7 a–c). Plastic straining also shows a comparable pattern restricted 

to the fault zone with maximum values of 1.54%, 1.73%, and 1.76% for models BM, BM-P0.15, and 

BM-P0.10, respectively (Figure 6-7 d–f). 
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Figure 6-7: Spatial variations in the van Mises elastic (a–c) and plastic strain (d–f) after five years of injection for 
three different Poisson’s ratios assigned to the fault zone. 

6.4.4. Influence of Cohesion 

6.4.4.1. Magnitude and Orientation of S1,eff 

Different patterns of S1,eff magnitudes derived after five years of fluid injection are compared in Figure 

6-8 a–c for three different cohesion values assigned to the fault zone elements. The values vary from 5 

MPa (BM), through 0.5 MPa (BM-c0.5) to 0.01 (BM-c0.01) MPa, while all other fault zone material 

properties remain the same. Modeling results for BM regarding the magnitude of S1,eff are pictured in 

Figure 6-8 a, which shows the maximum of 43.7 MPa at the lower fault tip and the minimum of 7.5 

MPa inside the fault zone. For a decrease in cohesion to 0.5 MPa (BM-c0.5) the local maximum at the 

fault tip increases to 59.1 MPa, while the minimum in the middle of the fault decreases to 2.7 MPa 

(Figure 6-8 b). If the cohesion is decreased even further (BM-c0.01) the corresponding values are 60.5 

MPa and 2.7 MPa, respectively (Figure 6-8 c). 

Comparing the different results (Figure 6-8 d–f) received for the orientation of S1,eff, similar trends can 

be observed. Model BM exhibits a CW rotation of S1,eff from the vertical orientation of about 20.0° 

right at the upper left of the lower fault tip extending up to 15 m parallel to the fault into the host rock 

(Figure 6-8 d). A CCW rotation of 13.7° can be observed on the opposite side of each fault tip, ranging 

more towards the middle of the fault and extending up to 20 m parallel into the host rock. Changing 

cohesion to 0.5 MPa (BM-c0.5) enlarges the areas affected by stress rotation as well as the maximum 

rotation achieved (Figure 8e). S1,eff deviations from vertical in the vicinity of the fault zone range from 

to 36.5° CW to 22.9° CCW and extent for up to 50 m into the host rock. A further decrease in cohesion 

to 0.01 MPa (BM-c0.01) only very slight increases the spatial extent of these stress perturbations and 

the range is now between 37.8° CW and 24.3° CCW (Figure 6-8 f). 
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Figure 6-8: Spatial variations in the magnitude (a–c) and orientation (deviation from vertical; d–f) of the effective 
maximum principal stress (S1,eff) after five years of injection for three different cohesion values assigned to the 
fault zone. 

6.4.4.2. Elastic, and Plastic Strain 

As has been described above for model BM, elastic strain inside the fault zone ranges between 0.08% 

and 0.12%, with the maximum being at 0.13% at the lower fault tip (Figure 6-9 a). Decreasing cohesion 

to 0.5 MPa (BM-c0.5), the elastic strain pattern changes to a certain extent (Figure 6-9 b). Instead of 

showing the highest values inside the fault zone like in model BM, the values inside the fault zone are 

the lowest of the whole model domain with a minimum of 0.02%. The maxima remain at the fault tips 

and increase further to a maximum of 0.16%. A further decrease in cohesion to 0.01 MPa (BM-c0.01) 

does not change this basic pattern and only slight modifies the values for the minimum within the fault 

zone and the maximum at the fault tips to 0.01% and 0.17%, respectively (Figure 6-9 c). 

The corresponding plastic strain pattern after five years of injection is presented in Figure 6-9 d–f. 

Due to the color contour scheme required to compare the various simulation results, model BM seems 

to show plastic strain only in a small area near the base of the fault zone (Figure 6-9 d). However, the 

detailed analysis shown in Figure 3f reveals that plastic straining actually occurs in the entire fault 

zone. Plastic strain varies between 0.31% and 0.62% throughout the fault zone and reaches a maximum 

of 1.54% at the lower fault tip. For a decrease in cohesion to 0.5 MPa (BM-c0.5), the values inside the 

fault zone increase to 0.81% to 1.61% with a local maximum at the lower fault tip of 4.03% (Figure 6-

9 e). A further decrease in cohesion to 0.01 MPa (BM-c0.01) increases the maximum peak to 4.43%, 

but within the fault zone itself, the values only increase to between 0.89% and 1.77%. However, the 

basic plastic strain pattern remains the same (Figure 6-9 f). 
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Figure 6-9: Spatial variations in the van Mises elastic (a–c) and plastic strain (d–f) after five years of injection for 
three different cohesion values assigned to the fault zone. 

6.4.5. Influence of Friction Angle 

6.4.5.1. Magnitude and Orientation of S1,eff 

 

Figure 6-10: Spatial variation in the magnitude (a–c) and the orientation (deviation from vertical; d–f) of the 
effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) after five years of injection for three different friction angles assigned 
to the fault zone. 
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The influence of the angle of internal friction of the fault zone rocks is investigated by comparing the 

modeling results after five years of injection for scenarios with friction angles of 25.0°, 17.5°, and 10.0°. 

All other properties are kept constant. The basic pattern regarding the magnitude of S1,eff is similar in 

all three cases and shows local maxima near the fault tips and minimum values inside the fault zone. 

For model BM the corresponding values are 43.7 MPa and 7.5 MPa, respectively (Figure 6-10 a). A 

decrease of the friction angle to 17.5° (BM-FA17.5) increases the difference between these extremes 

(Figure 6-10 b). The maximum S1,eff magnitude of 48.1 MPa is observed at the lower fault tip, while it 

is only 7.1 MPa inside the fault zone. A further decrease of the friction angle to 10.0° (BM-FA10) 

intensifies this difference even more and the corresponding values are 52.3 MPa and 6.6 MPa, 

respectively (Figure 6-10 c). 

Regarding the orientation of S1,eff, Figure 6-10 d shows the results of model BM after five years of fluid 

injection into the reservoir. Orientations deviate from vertical up to 20.0° CW to the right of the upper 

and to the left of the lower fault tip. The opposing sides of the fault zone show a CCW rotation of 

13.7°. Deviations of more than 2.5° from vertical are confined to the immediate vicinity of the fault (up 

to 70 m). For scenario BM-FA17.5 modeling results show an increase in both the area affected by 

stress rotations as well as the rotation angles (Figure 6-10 e). The deviations from vertical range 

between 25.5° CW and 14.4° CCW, extending up to 85 m into the vicinity of the fault. This trend 

continues if the friction angle of the fault zone is reduced to 10.0° (BM-FA10, Figure 6-10 f). Stress 

perturbations now extent up to 100 m into the host rock of the fault zone and stress rotations vary 

between 29.7° CW and 15.6° CCW. 

6.4.5.2. Elastic, and Plastic Strain 

 

Figure 6-11: Spatial variations in the van Mises elastic (a–c) and plastic (d–f) strain after five years of injection 
for three different friction angles assigned to the fault zone. 

Regarding elastic strain, modeling shows rather similar results for the three different friction angles. 

There are only minor differences in the strain distribution within the fault zone and the maximum 

values reached. Model BM model exhibits values up to 0.09%–0.1% in large parts of the fault zone, 

whereas the peak value of 0.13% is confined to a small area near the lower fault tip (Figure 6-11 a). 
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For model BM-FA17.5, the elastic strain observed inside the fault zone decreases to 0.08%–0.09% 

(Figure 6-11 b), but the area affected by higher elastic strains in continuation of the fault both updip 

and downdip is enlarged. This trend continues for a friction angle to 10.0° (BM-FA10) for which elastic 

strain within the fault zone is reduced to 0.07%–0.08% (Figure 6-11 c), while the area affected by elastic 

straining in the vicinity of the fault zone widens. 

Considering plastic strain, the trend is reverse. Instead of a decrease in fault zone straining with a 

decrease in friction angle as was the case for elastic strain, plastic strain within the fault zone increases 

with decreasing angle of internal friction of the fault rock. Model BM shows plastic strain values of 

less than 0.4% in most parts of the fault zone (Figure 6-11 d) and a maximum of 1.54% at the lower 

fault tip. BM-FA17.5 exhibits plastic strain within the fault zone of up to 0.8% (Figure 6-11 e) and to 

2.07% at the lower fault tip. Both values increase even further in BM-FA10 to 1.0% plastic strain 

within the fault zone and 2.61% (Figure 6-11 f). 

6.4.6. Interdependence of Parameters 

6.4.6.1. Elastic Properties (Young’s Modulus vs. Poisson’s Ratio) 

The impact of different elastic fault zone material properties on the simulation results after five years 

of fluid injection are examined by analyzing twelve scenarios with different Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratios, respectively. Figure 6-12 shows the maximum values calculated for each model 

regarding the magnitude of S1,eff, elastic and plastic strain plotted against the Young’s modulus for 

different Poisson’s ratios. All three plots indicate that the different curves, each representing a specific 

Poisson’s ratio, are very close, especially for the magnitude of S1,eff and the elastic strain (Figure 6-12 

a, b). Only for plastic strain they differ between 1.0% and 1.75% for a Young’s modulus of 0.1 GPa. 

 

Figure 6-12: Maximum values of the (a) magnitude of the effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff), and (b) the 
von Mises elastic strain for different Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios assigned to the fault zone. (c) 
Comparison of von Mises elastic, plastic and total strain after five years of injection for different Young’s moduli 
and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. 

A large influence on the modeling results can be observed for Young’s modulus. Considering Figure 

12a, the magnitude of S1,eff decreases by 20 to 25 MPa if the Young’s modulus increases about one 

order of magnitude. In addition, elastic strain shows decreasing maximum values for increasing 

Young’s moduli (Figure 6-12 b). However, plastic strain results are different as illustrated in Figure 

6-12 c. It shows the maximum elastic, plastic, and total strain values for different Young’s moduli. At 

first, plastic strain increases with increasing Young’s modulus until a maximum value of about 3.4% is 

reached for a Young’s modulus of 0.5 GPa. From that point on plastic strain decreases with further 

increasing fault zone Young’s modulus until maximum plastic straining is 1.75% for a Young’s 

modulus of 10 GPa (Figure 6-12 c). At the same time, elastic straining reaches its minimum. However, 

even though the maximum values at the fault tips differ, the general pattern within the fault zone 
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proper remains the same: increasing Young’s modulus lead to larger plastic strain observed in the fault 

zone. 

6.4.6.2. Plastic Properties (Cohesion vs. Internal Friction Angle) 

The impact of the plastic properties assigned to the fault is assessed by analyzing 12 scenarios with 

different parameter combinations of cohesion and angle of internal friction. For this comparison, the 

maximum values for the magnitude of S1,eff and plastic strain achieved in the model domain are plotted 

against cohesion for different angles of internal friction (Figure 6-13). Both the magnitude of S1,eff and 

the plastic strain show only a small reduction with increasing cohesion as long as cohesion is less than 

1 MPa. For example, the maximum values of the magnitude of S1,eff achieved for variations in the 

cohesion of the base model (Figure 6-13 a) are 60.51 MPa (BM-c0.01), 59.14 MPa (BM-c0.5), and 57.84 

MPa (BM-c1) until the values for S1,eff drop significantly to 43.72 MPa (BM) for 5 MPa cohesion. 

The same behavior can be observed for plastic strain (Figure 6-13 b), where the values are 4.43% (BM-

c0.01), 4.03% (BM-c0.5) and 3.74% (BM-c1) before decreasing to 1.54% (BM). In both graphs of Figure 

13, the distances between the curves derived for various internal friction angles are the same. Thus, 

for a constant cohesion value, the maximum S1,eff magnitude and the maximum plastic strain decrease 

linearly with an increase in friction angle. 

 

Figure 6-13: Maximum values of the (a) magnitude of the effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) and (b) the 
von Mises plastic strain after five years of injection for different cohesion values and friction angles assigned to 
the fault zone. 

Although the maximum values partially differ significantly, the general modeling results are rather 

similar for variations in cohesion and internal friction angle. In Figure 6-14 the stress pattern for the 

magnitude of S1,eff is shown as an example and similar trends can be observed in orientation plots as 

well. The base model with its rock properties is displayed in Figure 6-14 a. The rows display the 

different results achieved for a constant cohesion value by varying the internal friction angle from left 

(25°) to right (10°) and the columns show the results for one specific friction angle while varying the 

cohesion from top (5 MPa) to bottom (0.01 MPa). An increase in both the peak magnitude of S1,eff as 

well as the spatial extent of the stress perturbation can be observed for a decrease in friction angle as 

well as a decrease in cohesion. Apart from the stress peaks at the fault tips, the effect of varying the 

internal friction angle on the overall stress pattern is not visible at all and the differences can be only 

observed at the peak values located at the fault tips. 
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Figure 6-14: Spatial variation in the magnitude of the effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) after five years 
of injection for three different cohesion values and three different friction angles assigned to the fault zone rocks. 
The cohesion is varied from top to bottom row (a-d, b-h, c-i) and the friction angle is varied from left to right (a-
c, d-f, g-i). 

6.5. Discussion 

Firstly, the base model (BM) is evaluated to ensure proper model behavior and, building on that, the 

modeling results for different material properties inside the fault zone are discussed. 

6.5.1. Base Model 

The BM results for pore pressure (Figure 6-2 a) and S1,eff magnitudes outside the areas affected by the 

fault zone show the expected increase with depth resulting from the different fluid and rock densities 

(Figure 6-2 b). The S1,eff orientation in these areas is vertical and thus, in agreement with the normal 

faulting regime (Anderson, 1951) induced by the prescribed boundary conditions (Figure 6-2 c). The 

fault zone is not reactivated as a result of initial loading as no plastic straining (Figure 6-3 c) and no 

differential displacements are observed. After five years of fluid injection into the lower reservoir 

section, fluid migration through the fault zone has also led to an increase in pore pressure in the upper 

reservoir part (Figure 6-2 d). More importantly, the pore pressure increase within the fault zone has 

reduced the effective stresses (Figure 6-2 e), thus, leading to plastic straining (Figure 6-3 f) and 

reactivation of the fault as well as differential displacements along its entire length. This fault 
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reactivation has also modified the stress magnitudes (Figure 6-2 e) and orientations (Figure 6-2 f) in 

the vicinity of the fault zone. Comparable patterns regarding spatial extent and magnitude of the stress 

changes have also been reported from other numerical simulations of faults (Cuisiat et al., 2010; De 

Souza et al., 2012; Pereira et al., 2014). 

6.5.2. Variations in Elastic Rock Properties 

Comparison of the scenarios which differ with respect to Young’s modulus shows that a decrease in 

Young’s modulus assigned to the fault zone leads to an increase in the magnitude and re-orientation 

of S1,eff as well as the spatial extent of the stress perturbations (Figure 6-4). Thus, this relationship 

follows a negative correlation. For example, the models evaluated in Section 6.4.2.1 show for BM, BM-

Y1, and BM-Y0.1 that the magnitude and the rotation angle of S1,eff increases if the Young’s modulus 

of the fault zone is decreased. These trends for Young’s modulus can also be observed if combined with 

other material properties like different Poisson’s ratios, cohesions, and internal friction angles. Thus, 

stiffness contrasts between the fault represented as volumetric weak zone and the host rock lead to 

magnitude changes as well as stress rotations. Softer rock properties in the fault zone lead to a larger 

stiffness contrast with respect to the surrounding, which results in broader ranges of between maxima 

and minima for S1,eff magnitudes and stress reorientations, respectively (Zhang et al., 1994; Bell, 1996). 

Similarly, the spatial extent of the stress perturbations increases with decreasing stiffness of the fault 

zone and increasing stiffness contrast, respectively. 

The stiffness contrast between the fault zone and the surrounding rock mass also affects the strain 

values observed in the fault zone. A larger stiffness contrast and therefore a broader ranges of S1,eff 

magnitudes results in larger values of total strain (Figure 6-12 c). With increasing Young’s modulus 

in the fault zone and, hence, a reduction in stiffness contrast to the country rock, the total strain 

decreases. 

The different Young’s moduli imply different slopes of the curves in the stress-strain diagram. Thus, 

for a given failure stress lower Young’s moduli result in larger elastic deformation prior to failure or, 

in other words, for a given amount of total deformation the share of plastic deformation is less in case 

of lower Young’s modulus. These trends are supported by the modeling results, i.e., peak S1,eff 

magnitude, elastic strain as well as total strain decrease with increasing Young’s modulus of the fault 

zone rocks. Likewise, the plastic strain should increase with increasing Young’s modulus, which is the 

case for Young’s modulus between 0.1 and 0.5 GPa. However, the maximum value is observed for a 

Young’s modulus of 0.5 GPa and the maximum plastic strain decreases between a Young’s modulus of 

0.5 and 10 GPa (Figure 6-12 c). Thus, the total strain decrease in response to a Young’s modulus 

increase delimits the maximum plastic strain which is achieved in response to respective stress states. 

The elastic strain component reaches its maximum at a low fault zone stiffness, whereas at high fault 

zone stiffnesses total strain is dominated by plastic straining. 

Contrary to the large influence Young’s modulus has on the modeling results, the Poisson’s ratio 

assigned to the fault zone appears to have a negligible impact. This is somewhat surprising as under 

gravitational loading only Poisson’s ratio relates the horizontal stress SH (MPa) to the vertical stress 

SV (MPa) according to (Jaeger et al., 2007): 

SH =  SV  ∙  
ν

1 − ν
 (6-4) 

Although this relationship holds for the rock units surrounding the fault zone, changing Poisson ratio 

ν (-) inside the fault zone (while keeping it constant in the rest of the model) has hardly any impact 

onto the modeling results. The effect of different Poisson’s ratios inside the fault zone on the stress 

and strain pattern is apparently suppressed by the influence the Poisson’s ratio of the surrounding rock 

mass has on the overall stress and strain patterns. 
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6.5.3. Variations in Plastic Rock Properties 

If elastic fault zone properties are kept constant and only frictional-plastic material parameters are 

varied, modeling results are rather similar as long as cohesion is less than 1 MPa (Figures 6-8 and 6-

9). For larger cohesion values, a substantial drop in both the magnitude of S1,eff and plastic strain is 

observed (Figure 6-13). The increase in pore pressure and the corresponding decrease in effective 

stresses within the fault zone shifts the Mohr circle in the Mohr–Coulomb diagram towards the failure 

line and results, in case of lower cohesion values, in larger plastic straining. In turn, larger plastic 

straining and fault reactivation leads to a stronger loading of the vicinity of the fault and, hence, larger 

S1,eff magnitudes. For the modeling scenario selected in this study with gravitational loading only, a 

cohesion of 1 MPa appears to be some kind of a threshold value at larger cohesion values substantially 

less fault reactivation occurs resulting in reduced stress perturbations concerning both magnitude and 

spatial extent. 

If cohesion is kept constant, the internal friction angle shows a negative correlation for all result 

parameters. Thus, an increase in the internal friction angle decreases the magnitude and rotation angle 

of the effective maximum principal stress (S1,eff) as well as the values for maximum elastic and plastic 

strain. This, again, can be explained by the Mohr–Coulomb diagram: the larger the friction angle and, 

hence, the steeper the slope of the failure line is, the more differential stress the fault zone rock can 

stand prior to failure. Thus, more stress states are in the plastic domain if the friction angle is lower 

which in turn results in stronger stress perturbations again. 

Differences in the overall pattern for both stress and strain can hardly be detected and the results only 

seem to differ at the fault tips (Figures 6-10, 6-11, and 6-13). In reality however a fault usually does 

not end within the reservoir and therefore the area of interest in reservoir modeling, hence the effects 

of that only occur within a few meters at the fault tips and are not important in reservoir engineering. 

6.6. Conclusion 

Using a simple generic model setup of a normal fault offsetting a reservoir horizon, the impact of 

different mechanical fault properties on the stress and strain distribution within a fault zone and its 

surrounding is analyzed. Thereby, the fault is represented as a volumetric weak zone with uniform 

properties which inherently implies upscaling of the small-scale heterogeneity of faults observed in 

nature as well as of the limited size of lab samples available for mechanical testing to the large cell size 

of the reservoir-scale hydro-mechanical model. This study provides insights on how the elastic and 

plastic material properties assigned to fault zones of a reservoir-scale model actually affect the results 

of the numerical simulation. Therefore, it helps to choose proper upscaled fault zone properties by 

knowing the effect each mechanical parameter has. 

Starting with a base model as reference, the mechanical properties assigned to the fault zone are varied 

within a range typical for faults in sandstone-shale successions, i.e., Young’s modulus between 0.1 and 

10 GPa, Poisson’s ratio between 0.10 and 0.25, cohesion between 0.01 and 5 MPa and angle of internal 

friction between 10° and 25°. Altogether, 87 different scenarios were studied. Modeling results indicate 

that these four material properties have substantially different influences on the stress and strain 

perturbations induced by the fault. The Young’s modulus of the fault zone and, more specifically, the 

contrast in Young’s modulus between fault zone and surrounding rocks has by far the strongest impact 

onto the modeling result. The larger the difference in Young’s modulus is, the larger the stress and 

strain perturbations are, both in absolute numbers as well as regarding the spatial extent. Cohesion 

turns out to be the second most important material property. In comparison to these two parameters, 

the impact of the internal friction angle is minor and of the Poisson’s ratio assigned to the fault zone 

essentially negligible.  
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Consequently, the following guidelines for modeling of faulted reservoirs can be derived from this 

sensitivity study: If the stress and strain patterns in the vicinity of faults, i.e., within a few hundred 

meters, are not in the focus of the particular modeling project, the fault zone properties can be 

determined based on literature data and/or rules of thumb as outlined in Chapter 2. This holds because 

modeling results indicate that the exact fault properties have no impact on the stress and strain 

distribution in the far-field of the fault. This, however, changes in the vicinity of a reservoir-scale fault 

zone, i.e., within a few hundred meters distance to the fault. 

If this near-field of a fault is of interest for the modeling study, the reservoir simulation workflow has 

to start with a first guess of the fault zone parameters based on literature data and experience as usually 

only very limited or no fault-specific material parameters are available. The initial model run should 

then be followed by an iterative calibration process by comparing the simulation results to data 

actually observed. These could be stress orientations (e.g., from borehole breakouts and drilling-

induced fractures observed in image logs) and/or stress magnitudes (e.g., from hydraulic tests) 

observed in wells in the vicinity of the fault. According to the results of the present sensitivity study, 

during the calibration process the modeler can focus on Young’s modulus and cohesion as the most 

important parameters to achieve a satisfactory fit between model predictions and reality. These two 

properties are the crucial parameters to assess the reactivation potential of a fault as well as the stress 

and strain patterns in its vicinity. The angle of internal friction is of less relevance and for Poisson’s 

ratio the standard value of 0.25 can be adopted without concern. This reduction in the number of 

variables to be tuned during calibration substantially reduces time and computational costs to achieve 

a validated fault zone description for the hydro-mechanical reservoir model. 

This sensitivity studies cannot provide quantitative relationships between the parameters since too 

many variables besides the four material properties studied influence fault response in hydro-

mechanical models. For example, different elastic properties in over and underburden relative to the 

fault zone would lead to variable stiffness contrast in different sections of the fault zone. This, in turn, 

would affect the stress and strain patterns in the vicinity of the fault. 

However, this sensitivity study provides a guideline which material properties should be of prime 

interest during upscaling and model calibration. This is also valid, if local mesh refinement in the 

reservoir-scale model is performed in order to capture the geometrical heterogeneity of the fault zone 

in greater detail and with smaller elements, respectively. Perspectives for future modeling work 

include highly detailed fault zone models to provide a sound physical base for upscaling of hydro-

mechanical material parameters. 
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7. Synthesis 

In this paragraph, the three research articles discussed in this thesis are put into context based on the 

schematic decision tree (Figure 1-2) modelers have to consider when implementing faults in (hydro-) 

mechanical finite element simulations. While the research articles are limited to a reservoir-scale only, 

this synthesis will open the field of view to fault zones in finite element models on all scales. 

Suggestions on fault representation techniques are made based on the conclusions drawn in the 

associated research articles. The goal is to gain more realistic simulations and consequently more 

reliable results regarding fault representation in (hydro-)geomechanical models. Please note that this 

thesis does not claim to consider all possible fault representations but rather concentrates on the most 

commonly found. 

7.1. Contact Elements vs. Volumetric Weak Zone 

The first decision level is on the numerical approach – contact elements or volumetric weak zone – 

used to implement a fault zone in the numerical model. Both contact elements and volumetric weak 

zones have led to reasonable values in several studies (Hergert et al., 2011; Fischer & Henk, 2013; 

Pereira et al., 2014; Rueda et al., 2014; Franceschini et al., 2016; Schlegel, 2016) regarding the aim of 

each study. Those studies use upscaled and/or merged material properties and are iteratively 

calibrated through borehole measurements. Thereby the simulation results are compared with stress 

orientations (e.g. from borehole breakouts and drilling-induced fractures observed in image logs) 

and/or stress magnitudes (e.g., from hydraulic tests) observed in wells in the vicinity of the fault. 

However, Chapter 4 clearly shows different results within a few tens to hundreds of meters distance 

from the fault for various parameters between both numerical approaches while using the same 

material input properties. Identifying the more realistic approach in this case is very difficult. Both 

show similar realistic stress and strain patterns, but clearly differ in the magnitude of each result 

parameter. In order to figure out which values are closer to reality, comparison and calibration data 

sets would be needed. Although fault related reservoir data sets exist (e.g. Okada & Matsuda, 1976; 

Lindsay et al., 1993; Beach et al., 1999; Tamura & Kanaori, 2017), their utility to identify the more 

realistic approach – contact elements or volumetric weak zone – is limited since they do not provide 

all necessary values or do not cover a reservoir related environment. To enable such comparison in 

future studies, drilling arrays of wells through – to determine material properties – and in the vicinity 

of a fault zone – to determine calibration data e.g. stress magnitudes or orientation – would be 

necessary as described in chapter 8.1. In conclusion, this thesis cannot settle which numerical approach 

– contact elements or volumetric weak zone – yields more realistic results in the vicinity of faults 

concerning the input material properties. 

For plate boundary faults and large scale models such as Hergert et al. (2011), where the objective is 

more on the regional-scale than in the vicinity of the fault, contact elements may be the better choice 

due to the huge scale difference between the fault zone and the elements of the FE model. Representing 

the fault zone in models as a 3D volumetric weak zone may overestimate the effect on the simulation 

results if too large elements are used to represent the fault zone. Concurrently, usage of elements 

which reflect the actual fault zone width observed in nature could lead to significantly more elements 

of the model and therefore extreme increase in computing times, even if local grid refinements are 

possible. 

Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that Haug (2019) suggests that some numerical software packages 

have difficulties representing the fault with contact elements in hydro-mechanical simulations. The 

models seem to inaccurately calculate the pore pressure along the contact elements and thus the 

associated effective stress values. This may only concern specific software, but should still be kept in 

mind when addressing faults in hydro-mechanical models.  
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On a reservoir-scale a volumetric representation as a weak zone seems to be more appropriate. This 

enables incorporation of more details, starting with simply subdividing the fault zone into fault core 

and damage zone. Further subdivisions based on the different material domains found in fault zones 

are possible (see chapter 8.2). The volumetric representation thereby offers inclusion of – hydraulically 

- fluid pathways as well as barrier inside the fault zone or – mechanically - weaker and stronger fault 

rocks, such as shear bands or host rock lenses. Particularly for studies where the vicinity of the fault 

zone is of interest, incorporation of these fault internal features may be of importance.  

Regarding the numerical approach – contact elements vs. volumetric weak zone – results of this thesis 

indicate that the smaller the scale difference between the model domain and fault, i.e. the difference 

between the general element size of a model and the element size needed for a volumetric fault zone 

representation, the more worthwhile is the representation as a volumetric weak zone to incorporate 

internal details of the fault zone. 

In contrast, the larger the scale difference between the model domain and fault, the less is the impact 

of small-scale structures inside the fault zone, so the simplification of the fault zone to a 2D-surface in 

3D models, i.e. using contact elements with zero thickness may also produce accurate modeling results 

regarding the model scale and the aim of the study. 

7.2. Volumetric Weak Zones – Grid Geometry and Mesh Resolution 

Choosing a volumetric weak zone, the second decision level is about the grid geometry, explicitly 

whether the mesh surrounding the fault zone needs to be adjusted to the fault geometry or the fault 

zone is incorporated into a previously existing – often rectangular – grid by intersecting the grid with 

the structural model and assigning fault rock properties to the cells cut by fault planes, without any 

concern about the fault geometry.  

If, for instance, the rectangular approach is chosen, the following applies: Since a rectangular grid is 

already available from preceding property modeling and flow simulations, respectively, it is important 

to use more than 1-elemt row to represent the fault zone, since a 1-element wide fault zone can lead to 

serious errors. This combination of grid geometry and mesh resolution almost always leads to 

interlocking of the fault cells with the surrounding, stronger and less permeable host rock and thereby 

affects both fluid flow through and straining of the fault zone, which has been clearly shown in this 

thesis (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). 

For higher mesh resolution occurring interlocking effects for the rectangular grid only lead to very 

small differences between both grid geometries, which are also only limited to the fault zone itself and 

its close vicinity up to a few meters away from the fault. The extent of this differences into the 

surrounding rock may also depend on the fault length and width, so a quantitative number cannot be 

given. 

Since both grid geometries show similar stress and strain patterns at a distance of more than 10 m 

away from the fault zone, both are interchangeable. Larger, regional-scale reservoir models 

incorporating many faults normally focus on the overall reservoir behavior instead of the nearfield 

behavior of a specific fault zone and therefore the rectangular grid may provide appropriate modeling 

results. This can save much time when generating the model, but also leaves the possibility of modeling 

the internal fault zone material heterogeneity. Modeling this heterogeneity in turn can have a huge 

impact on the fluid flow on a reservoir-scale as shown by several recent studies (Syversveen et al., 

2006; Fredman et al., 2007; Fredman et al., 2008; Qu et al., 2015; Qu & Tveranger, 2016). The effect 

modeling the internal mechanical heterogeneity has on the modeling results has to be evaluated with 

more detailed fault zone models (see chapter 8.2). Adapting the grid to the fault zone and using a 

curvilinear fault zone representation may only be reasonable if the aim of the study is inside or in the 

vicinity of the fault zone. 
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Based on these considerations the modeler may choose a rectangular fault representation when 

modeling a full-scale reservoir and only using the curvilinear representation, where a fault zone is of 

special interest or in a smaller-scale model containing a very limited number of fault zones with the 

goal to investigate the vicinity or the fault zone itself. 

7.3. Material Properties and Material Models 

After choosing the fault geometry – rectangular or curvilinear – and determining a sufficient mesh 

resolution, the volumetric weak zone can be incorporated into the model. However, the modeling 

workflow is not over yet. Upscaling and calibrating of the fault zone properties as well as validation 

of the hydro-mechanical model are the final decision level needed during the fault zone modeling. 

General predictions are given in chapter 6-6 about the effect of the elastic and frictional material 

properties used to simulate poroelasto-plastic material behavior. However, the chosen material 

properties – Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, cohesion and internal friction angle – as well as the 

recommendations derived from this study are limited to the material models used. For the poroelasic 

domain Hooke’s law and the associated stress-strain relationship (see equation 5-5; Wang, 2000; 

Shapiro, 2015; Cheng, 2016) is used and the Mohr-Coulomb law (see eq. 5-6, Jaeger et al., 2007) is used 

as failure criterion delimiting the poroelastic range. Still, these material models are only mathematical 

characterizations and equations of the real behavior of natural rocks, which are only valid for specific 

conditions.  

This has to be kept in mind and considered carefully when choosing the material model in the 

numerical simulators. For Ansys geomechanical material behavior, besides Mohr-Coulomb, it is 

possible to use the material models Cam-clay, Drucker-Prager concrete and Jointed Rock. While 

Drucker-Prager concrete is a modified Drucker-Prager model specifically optimized for the mechanical 

behavior of brittle construction material like concrete, cement and mortar, and therefore should not be 

used for modeling natural rock masses, the two others, Cam-clay and Jointed Rock may be sufficient 

for some fault zone materials. 

The Cam-Clay material model is formulated to describe the material behavior of soft soils such as clay. 

The material model is based on the Critical State theory and the basic assumption that there is a 

logarithmic relationship between the mean stress and the void ratio (Borja & Lee, 1990; Borja, 1991; 

Peric, 2006). Due to the huge amount of deformation inside fault zones and associated formation of 

shear deformation bands, containing large amounts of clay, the Cam-clay material model may also be 

sufficient for some fault materials. 

The Jointed Rock material model is used to model e.g. sedimentary rocks not only by the intact rock 

properties but also by taking geometric networks of joints or other discontinuities in account 

(Goodman et al., 1968; Hoek & Brown, 1980; Azami et al., 2012) . The model differs between the rock 

mass matrix or intact rock, which uses the classic Mohr-Coulomb criterion, and the joint network, 

which uses an anisotropic Mohr-Coulomb failure model (Ansys, 2019). This enables the input of 

different frictional properties – cohesion and internal friction angle – for the joint sets but also allows 

to take the orientation of the joint sets into account. Since damage zones rocks in fault zones and the 

surrounding rock mass often only differ due to the high amount of fractures and joints in the damage 

zone, which are also oriented with the fault dip, the Jointed Rock material model may allow to account 

for this mechanical anisotropy better than the classic Mohr-Coulomb criterion used in this thesis. 

Lastly it has to be mentioned that hydro-mechanical models do not account for any temperature effects 

on the mechanical behavior of the rocks although temperature may act a part in reservoir depths, 

especially when the geothermal gradient is abnormal, e.g. in geothermal energy applications. To 

include the effects temperature has on the mechanical behavior of fault zones in reservoir models, a 

thermo-hydro-mechanical simulation with thermo-mechanical modified Mohr-Coulomb failure 

criterion (Tian et al., 2013) may model the subsurface behavior more proper. 
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It has to be stated that the results of this thesis may only apply when using the Mohr-Coulomb failure 

criterion as material model. However, other material models such as the Cam-Clay or Jointed Rock 

model may provide more realistic behavior for special fault zone material domains (e.g. clay-rich shear 

bands or highly fractured damage zones). This should be considered carefully, especially when 

modeling the internal material heterogeneity of a fault zone such as suggested in the following outlook 

(Chapter 8.2). Representing the fault zone as one unique upscaled material, as done in this thesis, 

simply using the Mohr-Coulomb material model could however be sufficient. 

8. Outlook 

Based on the models used in this thesis, further sensitivity studies can be carried out to investigate 

more parameters influencing the effect different fault representations have on the results of the hydro-

mechanical simulations. After the influence of the elastic and frictional fault zone material properties 

on the modeling results of hydro-mechanical simulations have been analyzed (chapter 6), the effect of 

varying hydraulic fault zone material properties on the coupled simulation would be an obvious 

research objective. Changing the permeability, porosity and Biot’s coefficient of the fault zone rocks 

alters the effective stress magnitude occurring in the fault and therefore should also affect other result 

parameters like the stress orientation or the elastic and plastic strain observed in the modeling results. 

A sensitivity study like this could yield guidelines for the upscaling of hydraulic material properties 

similar to the guidelines provided for mechanical fault zone properties in chapter 6-6.   

Another research that may provide valuable insights regarding the different fault representations 

would be investigating the effect different numerical approaches – contact elements vs. volumetric 

weak zone – or different grid geometries – rectangular vs. curvilinear grids – as well as the mesh 

resolution have while intersecting two fault zones. In this case, the generic model should be expanded 

to a real 3D-model instead of a 3D-slice as used in this thesis in order to model the vertical intersection 

correctly. 

While this possible future research is more or less closely related to this thesis, indications are also 

given for three grander research topics which will be described in the following sections. 

8.1. Complex Analysis of Natural Fault 

Validation of the different approaches used in this thesis remains difficult. As previously mentioned, it 

cannot be determined whether contact elements or volumetric weak zones provide more realistic 

results based on the material properties assigned. It is always necessary to run the model through a 

calibration process and adjust the fault zone material properties to validate the model.  

Many studies (e.g. Okada & Matsuda, 1976; Lindsay et al., 1993; Beach et al., 1999; Tamura & Kanaori, 

2017) on outcrops exist describing a fault zone in detail, including the fault internal material 

heterogeneities as well as the complex fault geometry. This data can be used to build a very detailed 

fault zone model, but to validate the hydro-mechanical model experiments are needed which are seldom 

done on the surface (Morrow & Lockner, 1994). Mechanical validation data could be the stress 

orientations determined from borehole breakouts and drilling-induced fractures observed in image 

logs and stress magnitudes e.g. from hydraulic tests.  

Validating the fluid flow properties is even more complicated. Core samples are insufficient since they 

mainly capture microstructural damage; they cannot capture the overall permeability of brittle fault 

material (Morrow et al., 2014). In-situ characterization of bulk hydraulic properties inside fault zones 

and their nearby surroundings have been carried out using surface-drilled boreholes (e.g. Le 

Borgne et al., 2004; Roques et al., 2014), from underground rock laboratories (Klepikova et al., 2020; 

Jeanne et al., 2018; Abelin et al., 1991a; Abelin et al., 1991b) or single and cross‐hole hydraulic packer 

tests (Brixel et al., 2020). Although such underground laboratories provide almost all required input 
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data to populate a detailed hydro-mechanical fault zone model, they are insufficient for the validation 

of reservoir-related fault zones as these laboratories are mainly used to explore nuclear storage sites 

in crystalline (Brixel et al., 2020) or metamorphic rock (Jeanne et al., 2018).  

However, such an underground rock laboratory in a sedimentary context may be necessary to really 

investigate all required input parameters, i.e. fault zone material heterogeneities and complex internal 

fault geometry as well as several validation data for both hydraulic and mechanical behavior of the 

fault zone and its nearby surroundings to build and validate a detailed hydro-mechanical fault zone 

model. 

8.2. Detailed Fault Zone Model 

Fault zones in nature have a considerably more complex structure than normally included in reservoir-

scale models. Originally present sedimentary facies are deformed and different deformation products 

lead to the fault zone being based on a degree of deformation at the specific location (Fredman et al., 

2008; Braathen et al., 2009; Fachri et al., 2013; Qu et al., 2015; Fachri et al., 2016). However, fault 

zones are commonly represented with one set of unique, upscaled material properties in reservoir-scale 

numerical models. In fact, some techniques like transmissibility multipliers (Manzocchi et al., 1999) in 

hydraulic and contact elements (Hergert et al., 2011; Fischer & Henk, 2013) in mechanical simulations 

only allow to model the fault zone as one 2D surface with upscaled material, merging the 

heterogeneous material parameters together and ignoring the three-dimensional nature of fault zone 

architectures (Qu & Tveranger, 2016). While this reduces computation costs, models with uniform 

fault material properties cannot calculate fluid flow due to high permeability pathways as well as 

mechanical interactions triggered by, for instance, stiffness contrasts inside the fault zone (Cappa & 

Rutqvist, 2011; Fachri et al., 2016; Qu & Tveranger, 2016). The representation of fault zones as 

volumetric weak zones as zones and thereby as a 3D feature, allows to explicitly model the complex 

fault structure as well as the internal fault heterogeneity (Fredman et al., 2008; Braathen et al., 2009; 

Qu et al., 2015). Several reservoir simulation studies focusing on the fluid flow in reservoirs suggest 

that the internal fluid flow of a fault zone may affect the reservoir behavior during hydrocarbon 

operations significantly and thereby substantially influences forecasts of field behavior (Al-

Busafi et al., 2005; Berg & Skar, 2005; Fachri et al., 2011; Fredman et al., 2007). These studies also 

suggest that the representation of fault zones as volumetric weak zones and the incorporation of spatial 

variations of material properties of fault zones yield more accurate hydraulic behavior (Fachri et al., 

2013; Fachri et al., 2013b; Qu et al., 2015). However, this leaves the disadvantage that implementing 

these features requires more elements and a finer mesh resolution inside the fault zone, which in turn 

means more computing costs for the following simulations (Syversveen et al., 2006). It can be assumed 

that a similar improvement for the mechanical behavior and for coupled hydro-mechanical reservoir 

simulation may be achieved through the modeling of spatial variations in the elastic and frictional 

material parameters (Cappa & Rutqvist, 2011). This may be of interest especially if the aim of the 

modeling work is in the vicinity of the fault zone. However, because of the lack of information on both 

material heterogeneities and structural complexity inside fault zones in nature, especially in typical 

reservoir depths of couple of thousand meters beneath the earth surface alone, modeling completely 

true to nature may not be possible. 

Still, more complex fault zone models can already be developed from more detailed schematic models. 

A possible workflow is shown in Figure 8-1. The detailed schematic model (Figure 8-1 A) includes 

lenses, which are e.g. fragments of the undeformed host rock inside the highly deformed fault core, i.e. 

shear bands. While the shear bands are usually barriers to fluid flow and mechanically weak, the lenses 

maintain similar hydraulic and mechanical properties as the host rock and therefore can be presumed 

to be stronger and more permeable (Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2010). The fracture density 

inside related damage zones decreases with increasing distance to the fault core (Johri et al., 2014), 

which in turn means the permeability as well as the mechanical strength increases in the same 
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direction. These features can be transferred to numerical models by generating a fault zone featuring 

a fault core with two material domains – lenses enclosed by shear bands – and surrounded by multiple 

damage zones with material parameters representing the related fracture density depending on the 

distance to the fault core (Figure 8-1 B). The exemplary result of such detailed fault zone 

representation is shown in figure 8-1 C to E for the plastic strain. In this example, the overall fault 

zone seems to fully experience plastic strain (Figure 8-1 C), but on a smaller scale varying patterns 

reflecting the material heterogeneity inside the fault zone can be observed (Figure 8-1 D & E). 

 

Figure 8-1: Possible workflow from (A) detailed schematic fault model (Fasching & Vanek, 2011) to a more (B) 
detailed numerical fault representation including fault core with lenses, damage zone with multiple areas of 
different fracture density, host rock (H) and reservoir (R). Exemplary results for the plastic strain distribution 
after injection into a reservoir section offset by the fault zone are displayed regarding their scale (C-E). 

Future sensitivity studies can compare detailed fault zone models, differing in e.g. the material 

properties, like permeable or impermeable fault core or different geometrical setups, like lense size and 

distance or number of damage zone graduation with a model representing the fault zone as uniform 

weak zone. Thus, effects resulting from a more detailed description of the fault zone on the simulation 

results can be determined regarding their scale. This may allow recommendations regarding the 

necessity of modeling the fault zone in detail or sufficient of uniform fault material usage regarding 

the scope of interest. 
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If these sensitivity studies show that the usage of such a detailed schematic fault representation has a 

significant impact on the value of the simulation results in certain cases, implementing such a detailed 

schematic fault zone into a reservoir model can also be standardized by coding analogue to section 3.1. 

These studies may also be a starting point for developing upscaling techniques of the detailed fault 

zone representation to one uniform fault material. This may help in cases where the model dimensions 

are too large for a detailed implementation and will be further discussed in the next section. 

8.3. Workflow for Database-Driven Upscaling of Detailed Fault 
Zone Models 

Incorporating highly detailed fault zones as seen in the previous chapter into reservoir-scale models 

containing multiple faults will increase the total element number of the model and thereby the 

computing costs for the simulations significantly. Thus, it may be impossible to incorporate such 

detailed fault zones into full-field reservoir models, even if detailed mesh generation of fault zones can 

be highly automated by coding as seen before.  

Hence, upscaling and merging of the fault zone properties while still capturing the hydro-mechanical 

behavior correctly regarding the aim of the simulation before incorporating them into reservoir-scale 

models is necessary. Developing a workflow to tackle this problem should be a target for future 

research. A possible approach to model detailed fault zone behavior and incorporate the results into a 

reservoir model will be outlined in the following. 

Based on a regional reservoir model (Figure 8-2 A), a detailed schematic fault zone model (Figure 8-2 

B) and associated detailed numerical fault zone model (Figure 8-2 C) are developed with different 

material domains, as seen in the previous chapter 8-1. Different result parameters, such as stress 

magnitude and orientation pattern, elastic and plastic strain and/or resulting pore pressure changes 

and fluid flow are analyzed (Figure 8-2 D).  

Concurrently, a database containing many modeling results derived from upscaled fault zone models 

featuring the same geological setting and overall geometry like the detailed fault models while using 

only one material domain for the whole fault zone is created (Figure 8-2 F). The models are populated 

with various hydraulic and mechanical material properties and also property combinations which may 

not occur in nature – e.g. high cohesion and low friction angle – similar to the sensitivity study carried 

out on the elastic and frictional fault zone properties (Chapter 6). Although the number of different 

fault zone material combinations can be reduced by recommendations such as neglecting the Poisson’s 

ration of the fault zone (see Chapter 6-6), the database has to consist of hundreds of modeling results. 

However, modern storage and compressing techniques as well as the further increasing storage 

capacity of hard disks make creating such a database possible.  

With the results of the detailed fault zone model and the database containing results for multiple 

material combinations of one unique fault zone material domain, the upscaling process can be started 

by using modern Data Science and Machine Learning techniques to compare the results of the detailed 

fault model with the results stored in the database. Once a match is achieved (Figure 8-2 E), regarding 

the aim of the later full-scale reservoir model, the associated material properties are then assigned with 

the upscaled fault zone grid (Figure 8-2 F) into the full field reservoir model (Figure 8-2 A).  

Albeit the results for the detailed (Figure 8-2 D) and upscaled (Figure 8-2 E) fault zone should be the 

same, using such a database driven approach to upscale the fault zone properties may lead to completely 

imaginary fault rock properties assigned to the full-field reservoir. However, such imaginary fault rock 

properties may represent the fault behavior and the resulting effect on the reservoir behavior more 

accurately than material properties derived from mathematical upscaling techniques. 
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Figure 8-2: Possible schematic workflow for database-driven upscaling of detailed fault zone models to unique 
fault zone material properties assigned to a regional reservoir model. 
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Sports Manager (Basketball Department)              06/2017 – 05/2019 

 

Publications 

Treffeisen, T. & Henk, A. 2020-1. Representation of faults in reservoir-scale geomechanical finite 

element models – A comparison of different modeling approaches. Journal of Structural Geology 131, 

1-12 

Treffeisen, T. & Henk, A. 2020-2. Faults as Volumetric Weak Zones in Reservoir-Scale Hydro-

Mechanical Finite Element Models - A Comparison Based on Grid Geometry, Mesh Resolution and 

Fault Dip. Energies 13, (10), 1-28. 

Treffeisen, T. & Henk, A. 2020-3. Elastic and Frictional Properties of Fault Zones in Reservoir-Scale 

Hydro-Mechanical Models-A Sensitivity Study. Energies 13, (18), 1-27. 

Conference 

Treffeisen, T., Henk, A., 2020. Representation of Faults in Reservoir-Scale Hydromechanical Finite 

Element Models — A Comparison Based on Grid Geometry, Fault Geometry and Model Resolution, 

AAPG –ACE 2020, online. 

Treffeisen, T., 2019. Representation of Faults as Homogenized Continuum in Reservoir-Scale 

Hydro-Geomechanical Finite Element Models – A Comparison Based on Fault Geometry and 

Heterogeneity Oral Presentation, SPE – Student Technical Conference, Aachen, Germany. 

Software Skills  

ANSYS® (experienced) | Python (experienced) | ABAQUS® (basic) | Hyperworks® (basic) | 

Petrel® geomechanics module (basic) 


